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PREF ACE. 
TitE following Nos,, written in 1841, during the pend.ency 
or the Bank question in Congress, at its extra session of that year, 
would not now be given to the public, but that a life of Mr, Calhoun has 
i'.ecently appeared, which, though written with consummate ability 
and admirable ingenuity, nevertheless does not fully portra1 the pub,. 
lie course of that distinguished gentleman, In that biography it is 
represented, that "of all men now living, perhaps, he has contribu· 
ted most to illustrate and establish the Republican creed;" that he has 
"long since believed Protection to be unconstitutional, unjust, and 
unwise;" that he was "averse, in the abstract, to the whole banking 
system;" that he has " nowhere expressly affirmed the existence of' 
a power in the Federal Government over Internal Improvements;" 
and that " all those acts for which he has been reproached, as depart• 
ures from the State Rights creed, were substitutes for much worse 
measures, which, but for him, his party would have adopted.'' 
And it is a singular fact, that in the published collection of his 
speeches, referred to in his biography, neither his speech on the Bank 
of 1816, nor on the Tariff of that era, nor on the Internal Improve• 
ment question, is contained. The following pages supply the defi· 
eiency, and combat the positions taken by the biographer. With 
what success, and in which mirror Mr. Calhoun is most truly reflect· 
ed, let the intelligent reader deoide. 
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TO THE HON. JOHN C. CALHOUN. 
No. I. 
You are looked to as the great champion of opposition to the re-
establishment of a National Bank ; and besides the active efforts of 
your great mind, shortly to be called forth on this subject, the influ-
ence of your name is daily exerting itself to the same effecl Wit-
ness the unmanly and unmerited denunciation of your gallant Col-
league in the Senate, because he will not blindly follow in the lead 
of yo~r eccentric and inconsistent self! 
Your opinions are accordingly become a matter of no small inter-
est to the Country. I propose, therefore, briefly to review your pa.st 
course in relation to a National Bank, in order that it may be seen 
with what consistency you occupy your present attitude of inveterate 
hostility to such an institution. 
Perhaps, too, ere I finish my purpose, I may extend these remi-
niscences to other subjects than the Bank, particularly, to a contrast 
of your public conduct during the mad era of Jackson violence and 
misrule, with what it has been since the Extra Session of 1837. A 
moral is to be read in that contrast, which might be instructive and 
beneficial to the country ; but; for the present, I have to do only with 
your past opinions and acts on the subject of the Bank. 
On the 10th of January, 1814, (2d Session 13th Congress,) Mr. 
Eppes, from the Committee of Ways and Means, made a report ad-
verse to the petition of certain citizens of New York for the estab-
lishment of a National Bank, the substance of which report was, 
that " Congress had no power to create corporations within the ter-
rjtorial limits of the States, without the consent of the States." 
On the 4th of February, 1814, you made a motion in the House 
of Representatives that the " Committee of the Whole be discharged 
from the consideration of the Report of the Committee of Ways and 
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Means on the New York memorial, and that the same be recommit-
ted to the Committee of Ways and Means, with the view of making 
a further motion on the subject." 
Your motion prevailed, and you then said, that " as the Commit-
tee ofW ays and Means had decided against that Report, on the ground 
of the unconstitutionality of establishing such a Bank as was asked 
for in the petition, you wished to instruct the Committee to inquire 
into the expediency of establishing a National Bank, within the Dis-
trict of Columbia, the power to do which, it could not be doubted, 
came within the constitutional power of Congress." 
You then submitted the following motion~ " Resolved, that the 
Committee of Ways and Means be instructed to inquire into the ex-
pediency of establishing a National Bank, to be located in the Dis-
trict ofColumbia"-which resolution was adopted, and a bill brought 
in accordingly. 
This was your first move on the subject of a National Bank, 
wherefrom it abundantly appears, that y<'lu maintained the right of 
Congress (undoubted, you said it was) to establish a Bank in the 
District of Columbia. 
This was surely broad ground in favour of the power of Con-
gress over a National Bank-too broad, I should think, to be occu-
pied by one who claims to have been the consistent, never-varying, 
friend of State :rights, and unyielding advocate of strict construc-
tion. It is undoubtedly the most latitudinarian and dangerous of all 
doctrines yet advanced, that Congress may, by virtue of its exclu-
sive jurisdiction in the ten miles square, do any thing beyond the 
substantive grants in the Constitution, and the means necessary and 
proper to their just execution. On such a principle of interpreta-
tion, the power of Congress in the District would be unlimited and 
supreme ; and the result, carried out, would be, that whenever Con-
gress might wish to do an act which would be unconstitutional in 
the States, it might make it constitutional by doing it in the District ! 
I revolt at such a principle of construction, and the doctrine of ev-
ery litrict constructionist is, that exclusive legislation over the ten 
miles square, means nothing more than that Congress shall be the legis-
lature for the District, in contradistinction to a provincial or territorial 
legislature, and that the power of Congress over it is limited, as in 
all other cases, by the enumerated grants of the Constitution. In-
deed, it has been expressly adjudicated by the highest judicial tribu-
nals of the land (see case of Cohen v. State of Virginia, 6 Wheat., 
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pp. 2M), that "as the legjs)ature of the Union, and in no other cliar-
acter, Congress exercises exclusive legislation over the District of 
Columbia." 
The only proper basis (in my humble view) of a National Bank, 
is its necessity to the collection, safe keeping, and dis:bursement of 
the public revenue. If such an institution be " necessary and pro-
per" to the accomplishment of these indispensable and undoubted 
ends of the Federal Government, it is constitutional-constitutional 
anywhere and everywhere within the broad limits of the Union-as 
constitutional in the District as in the States, or in the States as ia 
the District-and so, if it be not "necessary and proper" for the col-
lection, safe keeping, and disbursement of the national revenues, it 
is unconstitutional anywhere and everywhere-as well in the Dis-
trict of Columbia as in the States. And this plain, common sense, 
as well as State right, view of the subject, ( if I may have so much 
presumption,) I respectfully commend to yoi.ir consideration. 
Such is your earliest expressed opinion on the constitutionality 
of a National Bank. The point I would raise for inquiry, is, with 
what justice you now so warmly denounce a Bank as unconstitu-
tional, after having assumed the broad ground you did, at the 2d 
session of the 13th Congress 7 You have not recanted this opinion, 
so far as I know, and ifit remains unchanged, I should humbly cal-
culate on your support of the fiscal plan of the Secretary of the Trea· 
sury, or at least, I shall not expect to hear you denouncing that plan 
as violative of the Constitution. 
The next proposition for a Bank of the United States was con-
tained in a resolution offered by Mr. Grundy, of Tennessee, on the 
2d of April, 1814, of which the following is a copy : 
" Resolved, That a committee be appointed to jnquire into the ex-
pediency of a National Bank ; and that they have leave to report .by 
bill or otherwise." 
A motion for the indefinite postponement of this resolution, was 
made by Mr. Newton, ofVir.ginia, the vote on which motion was, for 
the postponement 71, against it 80. Among the nays, I find the 
name of John C. Calhoun; and you subsequently voted for Mr. 
Grundy's proposition itself. Here again you are committed in favour 
of a National Bank. 
The third proposition for a United States Bank, was made at the 
3d Session of the 13th Congress, and came up for discussion on the 
28th October, 1814, on the following resolution : "that it is e~pedi-
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ent to establish a National Bank, with branches in the several States.t' 
The vote on this Resolution was, ayes 93, nays 54, yourself in favour 
of the Resolution. This is your third committal in favour of a bank 
-not of one " within the District of Columbia," but "with branches 
in the several States." 
In pursuance of the resolution just mentioned, a bill to " incorpo-
rate the subscribers to the Bank of the United States," was reported 
on the 7th of November, 1814, which was warmly discussed until 
the discussion was arrested by a proposition of yours, involving fun-
damental changes in the original bill, which you said, ought to "ar-
rest the attention of the Committee," and which, with elaborate 
zeal, you did press upon its consideration and adoption. Your views 
on the project you then submitted, I propose, with some minuteness, 
to consider. 
In the first place, you proposed 50 millions as the capital of the 
Bank. And on a subsequent motion of Mr. Lowndes to reduce the 
capital from 50 to 35 millions, you voted in the negative. Then, it 
seems, you saw no danger in the concentration of a great money 
power, though, now, the very idea of a moneyed corporation with a 
capital of even twenty or thirty millions, is enough to fill your imagi-
nation with gloomy associations of destroyed liberties and a ruined 
Constitution. 
Secondly, you do not appear to have indulged any constitutional 
scruple whatever as to the mammoth scheme you presented. As-
suredly, since you said not a word as to its constitutionality, I am 
entitled to raise the presumption that you felt no difficulty on that 
head. Would you propose, and zealously maintain, a measure 
fraught with constitutional opjection 1 Surely, surely, one so sensi-
tive to infractions of the Constitution-boasting always to have been 
a strict constructionist-could never have waived a constitutional 
question where one could possibly arise ! 
But while you did not intimate, with any precision, the constitu-
tional basis of your plan, yet do your reasons for its support abun-
dantly appear. "The operation of this combined plan (you said) 
would be to afford, 1, Relief from the immediate pressure on the 
Treasury ; 2, A permanent elevation of the public credit; and 3, 
A permanent and safe circulating medium of general credit." And 
on a subsequent occasion (Nov. 18, 1814) you distinctly said: 
" One great object of this bank is to afford the means of relieving 
the nation from the difficulties under which it now labours." These 
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are the grounds upon which you recommended and sustained the 
establishment of a bank in 1814. Latitudinarian enough they are, 
in all conscience, such as, if urged at this day, would bring a smile 
to the face of the Simon Pure disciple of the State Rights school. 
If the "permanent elevation of the public credit," and the 
" relief of the nation from the difficulties under which it labours," 
be the substantive grounds on which you placed the constitutionality 
of your scheme-the original sources from which you derived it-
then I must say that you were all a "general welfare" politician 
even, could have asked you to be. I shall be assailed, I doubt not, 
for daring to dispute the orthodoxy of the great patron of State 
Rights, but my optics are not sharp enough, I trow, ever yet to have 
discovered in the constitution any such substantive grants as 
"permanent elevation of the public credit," or " relief of the na-
tion from the difficulties under which it labours;'' and I trust I am 
not enough of a National in politics ever to have derived, by impli,.. 
cation, powers so overshadowing and sweeping. 
If the effects which you charged to the operation of your plan 
were collateral effects merely-the inseparable incidental results of 
its practical working, and not thefoundation on which your struc-
ture was built-then you must have either considered the constitu-
tionality as undoubted, or you must have waived the constitutional 
question. Then you are in a dilemma. If you considered the con-
stitutionality of your scheme unquestionable, and so argued it, with 
what propriety can you now, without avowing a change of opinion, 
impeach the constitutionality of a bank 1 And if you waived the 
constitutional point, you made naked expediency paramount to the 
Constitution-the doctrine at which yourself and your followers 
now, and very justly, revolt. 
If you had avowed a change of opinion on the subject-if, with 
the magnanimity of Henry Clay, you had frankly acknowledged 
error and recanted it-then your defence would be satisfactory, and 
no generous spirit could indulge a censorious feeling : but you claim 
to remain unchanged-to have been always consistent on the Bank 
question. Hence, I have the right to marvel, and I do marvel much, 
at the position which you now occupy before the country, of violent, 
uncompromising, and I might almost add, fanatical opposition to the 
re-establishment of a National Bank. 
If your opinions do, in fact; remain unchanged, and you still 
think that the " relief of the nation from the difficulties under 
/ 
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which it labours," is a proper plea for the establishment of a Bank, 
it is in your power to perform a most acceptable service to the 
country, by using your influence for its re-establishment; for God 
knows, the nation is labouring under difficulties of no trifling mag-
nitude, and certainly, if it were proper to have a bank in 1814 to re-
lieve the nation's difficulties, it is not less so now. 
I shall continue the narrative in another No. ; for the present, 
requesting the reader to bear in mind at what point it now breaks oft: 
LOWNDES. 
TO THE HON. JOHN C. CALHOUN. 
No. II. 
I resume the subject with which my first No. closed-your views 
on the projet you submitted, by way of amendment, to a Bank bill 
reported at the 3d session of the 13th Congress, in the year 1814. 
One of the provisions of that projet, as it came from your hands, 
was, that the " notes of the Bank, when in operation, should be re-
ceived exclusively in the payments of all taxes, duties, and debts to 
the United States." 
It is true, on a subsequent occasion, you moved and voted to 
strike out this feature of your plan, but for no reason affecting your 
opinion of its merits. By the engrafting of many inconsistent amend-
ments, it had become improper to retain it. The reason you assign-
ed was, that "as the United States were now, by the amendments which 
had taken place, divested of all control over the operations of the 
Bank, it would he proper, in self-defence, for the Government to 
retain in its hands the power to make the notes of the Bank receiv-
able or not, to protect it against misconduct or attempt at control by 
the Bank." But, be it marked, you still left the Government' the 
option to receive the notes of the Bank or not : in other words, you 
admitted the principle of the receivabilit.v of Bank notes in payment 
of Government dues. 
I am thus particular on this point, because, in your zeal oi oppo-
sition to a National Bank, you have recently taken novel and start-
ling groun9, and put forth fiscal doctrines fraught with the most 
pernicious consequences, if once received and adopted hy the country. 
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In your speech on the sub-treasury question, in 1838, you made 
this most extraordinary declaration : " I take a still higher ground; 
I strike at the root of the mischie£ I deny the right of this Govern-
ment to treat Bank notes as money in its fiscal transactions. On 
this great question I have never before committed myself, though not 
generally disposed to abstain from forming or expressing opinions.'' 
You, sir, never committed before on this great question! You, 
who, all your public life-from 1814 to 1836-have been proposing 
and sanctioning the treatment of Bank notes, by the Government, as 
money ! Strange, passing strange it is, that the pride of consistency 
should so influence and mislead a great mind ! Far better were it, 
at all times, to own and give up error; but it is little less than mad-
ness to cling, with reckless pertinacity, to the merit of consistency, 
when ther,e is evidence overwhelming for the refutation of the claim. 
What is your proposition made the 7th of November, 1814, but 
a committal in favour of the right of Government to receive and treat 
Bank notes as money? Let one hundred plain, unsophisticated men, 
read your remarks, as made at the time, and all shall agree in con-
sidering you as having conceded the point. Pride of opinion may 
wrestle as it will, metaphysical subtlety refine and confuse as it may, 
but there stands your recorded proposition, with your recorded opin-
ions-too plain to be misconceived, too palpable to be frittered away 
by any, even the most ingenious and best-contrived sophistry. A 
doubt does not appear ever to have crossed your mind. You treated 
the proposition as undoubted. Your earnest zeal to carry out your 
views, is entirely inconsistent with the idea that any constitutional 
obstacle was in your mind's eye. But to bring the matter to an issue 
--did you, or did yon not, believe that Government had the power 
to receive and treat Bank notes as money 1 If you did, how come 
you now to " deny the right of this Goverqment to treat Bank notes 
as money in its fiscal transactions" 1 If you did not, what apology 
have you for having proposed that which the Constitution forba<le 1 
Strange State rights that, which puts aside the Constitution at plea-
sure, to make room for Expediency ! I thought this was the doctrine 
against which good State Rights men most rebelled. 
But if a doubt could attach to your v.iews on this point, it would 
be solved, most satisfactorily, by reference to your subsequent course 
on the Bank question. 
On the 7th of January, 1815, after the failure of several previous 
propositions for a National Bank, a bill finally passed the House of 
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Representatives by the decided vote of 120 to 37. This is the bill 
which was vetoed by Mr. Madison, Jan. 30th, 1815. Now, this bill 
unconditionally recognised the right of the Government to receive 
Bank notes in payments to itself, the 12th section being in these 
words: 
" Be it further enacted, that the bills or the notes of the said 
Corporation, originally made payable or which shall have become 
payable, on demand, shall be receivable in all payments to the United 
States, until otherwise directed by act of Congress." 
For the bill containing this provision, you voted; thereby a sec-
ond time affirming the principle, that the Government may treat Bank 
notes as money in its fiscal transactions. 
But again. You were the great patron ...... the zealous, enthusiastic 
patron-as I shall show in the sequel-of the Bank bill of 1816-
the master spirit that brought it forth, and that nursed, watched, de-
fended, and triumphantly urged it on to consummation. To use 
your own emphatic language in your speech of 1834, on Mr. Web-
ster's proposition to prolong the charter of the late bank : "I might 
say with truth that the Bank owes its existence to me as much as to 
any other individual in the country ; and I might even add, that had 
it not have been for my exertions, it would never have been chartered." 
No evasion or explanation, I take it, can set aside this your ad-
mitted advocacy of the Bank charter of 1816. Now this charter, 
too, contains a provision for the receivability of Bank notes in pay-
ments to the U. S., the 14th section thereof being, verbatim et litera-
tim, the same as the 12th section of the bill of the 7th of Jan. 1815, 
already quoted. 
You voted for this charter of 1816; and that vote is another ex-
plicit recognition of the right of Government to treat Bank notes as 
money. Yet you proclai!11ed on the floor of the Senate that you 
were, till then, uncommitted on this great question, and now you 
" deny the right of this government to treat Bank notes as money 
in its fiscal transactions." 
Nor is this all. At the session of 1815-16, you introduced a 
bill for the collection of the revenue, which provided, that not only 
the notes of the Bank of the U. S., but the notes of all specie paying 
banks, should be taken in payments to the United States. Your 
bill failed ; but, restless under the failure of what seems to have been 
with you a sort of chosen policy, you took another chance to accom-
plish your favourite object. Accordingly, when Mr. Webster, (who 
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seems to have been much more guarded on the subject of paper money 
than yourself) offered a proposition to exclude from the treasury 
all notes, except those of the United States Bank ( then just establish-
ed ), you moved to amend the proposition of Mr. W. so as to extend 
its provisions to the notes of all Banks which should, at the time 
specified therein, pay their notes in specie on demand." 
These circumstances were brought to your recellection by Mr. 
Webster in his speech of 22d March, 1838, and you contradicted 
not, as, indeed, you could not, the record being against you. 
Nor is this your last committal to the principle of the receivabili-
ty of bank paper as money at the Treasury. The pet bank measure 
of 1836 was nothing more nor less than a wholesale application of 
the principle of treating Bank notes as money, and ifl mistake not, 
this system had your approbation. 
Thus, it appears, that from 1814 to 1836, you have, in your char-
acter as a public man, been the unvarying advocate of the power of 
the Federal Government to receive and treat Bank notes as money. 
As strongly and unequivocally as words and acts can make you so, 
you stand committed in favour of that fiscal policy which has pre-
vailed from Washington's day to this hour ; which has received the 
sanction of the Father of his eountry; of Jefferson, Madison and 
Monroe : under which the Government has worked well, and the 
country has prospered; and under which it will prosper again, un-
less, in some evil hour, the deleterious doctrines which you have 
lately promulged on the subject, shall be pressed upon the adoption 
of the people. 
It is too late in the day for you now to ask for the adoption of 
your radical notions on this subject. Your own public course of 
near thirty years' duration, stands up as authority against them. Nor 
will it answer that you plead the exigency of the case. You have 
been too often committed the same way, to justify any other than 
the inference that you believed you were right in your position. Be-
sides, you claim to hl).ve always belonged to the State Rights party, 
that party whose governing maxim is, and always has been, that the 
Constitution is the paramount law, never to be postponed to any ex-
igency, however trying and extreme, and least of all, to the ever 
changing and hazardous considerations of expediency. 
You profess not to have changed an opinion on the subject. 
Then, if you think now that Government has no right to receive 
and treat Bank notes as money, you thought so from 1814 to 1836. 
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And if you thought from 1814 to 1836, that the Government could 
not rightfully receive any thing but gold and silver in public dues, 
how can you excuse yourself for having laboured for more than 25 
years to make it the policy of the Government to r.eoeive and treat 
Bank notes as money 7 
I would not revive these reminiscences, leaving you to indulge 
what complacent reflections you may, but your position before the 
nation is a commanding one, and may involve its weal or its wo. 
You are regarded as the intellectual Colossus of the country, whose 
opinions on all subjects carry authority with them ; and to many, to a 
whole party nearly, your opinion is law, disregard of it, denunciation. 
The poor nullifier even, who stumbles over the stumbling~blocks 
yourself have placed in his way-though he can poi~t to his scars 
received in battling for State Rightf)-is denounced as a" blue light 
federalist," and unceremoniously ruled out of the party. Look at 
the case of Mr. Preston. No just or generous mind can contemplate 
his fate without emotion. He who for loQ.g years has sustained, with 
Roman firmness, the cause of the Constitution and the public liberty; 
the high-souled patriot, whom no consideration of interest, or hope, 
or fear, could seduce from the path of duty and honour ; he, who, 
from first to last, denounced a corrupt and usurping dynasty, and 
who, in his manly pride, still scorns the polluting association which 
has dishonoured others ; he, who has done as valiant fight for St11,te 
Rights as ever did John C. Calhoun himself; who bared his breast 
to the storm when its fury was highest; he, whose eloquence, in the 
hour of deepest trial, thundered for the rights of South Carolina-
HE-is become a chosen lUbject of misrepresentation, calumny, and 
abuse, and is already marked out for sacrifice, mer~ly because he w:ill 
not fall down and worship an idol, and blindly pursue the ignis fatnus 
of an erratic and restless genius. 
Believing your new opin~ons on the fiscal policy of the governme1>t 
to be of pernicious tendency, particularly as being lllltagonist~eal to. 
the establishment of a National Bank, which I regard as: indispensable 
as well to the fiscal concerns as to the prosperity of the OOUBtty, I 
have exhibited your whole course on this interesting subject, leaving 
each one to judge for himself, after the review, how mueh authority 
your opinions in this matter are entitled to exert. Let the bane and 
the antidote go forth together. 
I resume now, the subject of your connexion with the bank 
bill of 1814, to which, I have already s.aid, you offered important 
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amendments. After a ):>rotracted discussion, the vote was taken on 
the 28th of November, 1814, and was lost, aye~ 49, nays 104. You 
voted for the bill : and this adds one more to the list of your com-
mittaJs in favour of a bank of the United States. 
I shall continue the narrative in my next. 
LOWNDES. 
TO THE HON. JOHN C. CALHOUN. 
No. III. 
In my last, after having eonsidered your late radical and revolu-
tionary notions touching the fiscal policy of the government, 
and contrasted them with your former opinions on the subject, I 
brought down the history of your connexion with the bank question, 
to the 28th Nov., 1814, when the bill you had supported with so 
much zeal, was lost by the decisive vote of 104 to 49, As I have 
before stated, you voted for this bill. To use your own language, 
as spoken a few days before the vote was taken, yo11 " were so ex-
tremely anxious that the bank should be established," that you voted 
for a bill actually so exceptionable, that only 49 votes could be rallied 
in its favour. "Extremely anxious," you must indeed have been, 
for the establishment of a Bank ! 
From the 28th of Nov., 1814, then, I resume the narrative. A 
few days after the defeat of the bill just referred to, to wit, on the 
5th of December, 1814, the subject of a National Bank again came 
up on a bill reported by a select Committee of the Senate, of which 
Mr. King was Chairman. On the 9th of Dec. it passed the Senate, 
and was sent to the House of Representatives for concurrence. On 
the 27th of Dec. you voted for the engrossment of this bill, though, 
I will do you the justice to say, you voted against it on the 2d of 
January, 1815, when the final vote was taken, and the bill rejected 
by the Gasting vote of the speaker, (Mr. Cheves, of South Carolina.) 
This is the solitary instance to be found, in the whole history of the 
times, indicating on your part, the slightest opposition to a Bank of 
the United States. 
And I will now show, most conclusively, that you can claim no 
benefit from this lonely case, though I can hardly find it in me to 
\ 
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begrudge you what little advantage or comfort you can extract from 
this meagre source. 
In the first place, you took all the chances for so framing the bill 
as that you might be enabled to vote for it. Accordingly, you voted 
for the engrossment, hoping to the last, no doubt, that the provisions 
to which you had strong repugnance would be stricken out, and the 
bill so amended as to make it tolerable. Hence, when (the day 
after the bill was ordered to be engrossed,) Mr. Gaston ofN. C. mov-
ed its recommitment to the Committee of Ways and Means, for re-
vision and amendment, you voted for the motion. 
But the bill was not divested of its highly exceptionable features, 
and you finally voted against it. For this you deserve no credit. 
Many of the most decided bank men in the House voted against it, 
so peculiarly objectionable were its provisions ; and the wonder is, 
that a single individual should have been found to cast his vote in its 
favour. That it ahould have received the support it did, could have 
been the result only of the very general and very strong impression 
then prevailing, that a bank of some sort was absolutely necessary 
to rescue the country from the difficulties that surrounded it. 
Let us see what was the character of the bill. 
In the onset, it contained a provision, legalizing the suspension of 
specie payments; 2, There was no adequate specie basis to the 
Bank, out of the 50 millions of capital stock, only 5 millions being 
gold and silver, the remaining 45 millions consisting of Government 
stocks; 3, The bank, with its specie basis of only 5 millions, was 
required to loan the Government 30 millicms, the government taking 
its own leisure to repay; and 4, The bank was prohibited from sell-
ing its stock during the war. One provision relieved the bank of all 
inducement, while another took from it all the means of fulfilling its 
engagements ; and the effect of all the provisions combined, was, to 
make the bank as perfect a machine for the unlimited manufacture 
of irredeemable paper money, as the wit of man could have devised. 
Such was the bill against which you voted-your vote against which 
by no means indicates any opposition, on principle, to a National 
Bank. 
That this vote of yours did not amount to opposition, on prin·ciple, 
is unanswerably demonstrated by your subsequent votes. Immedi-
ately after the rejection of the bill by the casting vote of the speaker, 
a motion of reconsideration was submitted by Mr. Hall, of Georgia, 
and for the reconsideration yuu vated. The reconsideration prevail-
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ing, you then voted for the recommitment of the bill; it was recom-
mitted, and returned with many and importiint amendments; and 
finally, on the 7th of Jan., 1815, you voted for it, in its amended 
shape, in a triumphant majority of 120 to 37 ! And here I record 
another, and an unreserved committal of yours, to a National Bank. 
May I here digress for a moment to offer a reflection 1 Observe 
the unanimity with which the principle of a National Bank was sanc-
tioned at a long past pe~iod of our history ! One hundred and twenty 
for, to thirty-seven against! Time after time, the Representatives 
of the people have settled the question. More than once it has been 
solemnly adjudicated by the Judiciary of the nation. Over and 
over again, the Executive sanction has been given. The approval 
it has elicited of the calm, sober judgment of the Father of his coun-
try, and the well-considered concurrence of the soundest, best-poised 
mind America has produced-I mean, of course, Mr. Madison-
while the People, not less frequently nor less unequivocally, have 
stamped upon the measure the seal of their approbation. And shall 
the question, under these circumstances of repeated recognition, yet 
remain unsettled'? 
And will you, sit, use the influence of your great talents to 
keep it open, and thus to keep unhinged the fiscal policy of the 
Government 1 Has the truth never shone upon your mighty in-
tellect, that of all questions in the world that require to be fii-mly 
settled, those relating to the fiscal concerns and currency of the 
country, stand pre-eminent 1 That a question of currency is one 
that reaches the interest of every man, woman, and child in a 
nation, and that a vacillating, fluctuating policy in relation to it, is 
fatal to the prosperity of all cl_asses, and all interests, indj~idual and 
general, private and public 7 And with all your metapliysical sub-
tlety and power of analysis, has it never occurred to you that the 
mind of man has been so constituted by his Creator as to render uni-
formity of opinion unattainable, even on the least complicated sub-
jects : and that, therefore, the prescription of an immutable and in-
fallible standard of opinion and faithJ is repugnant to the moral con-
stitution of our species 1 Or will you assume the position, that a 
question involving the least constitutional scruple, is never to be 
compromised in any degree whatever 1 This seems your position 
now. If it be not, why do you not magnanimously take the ground 
which Mr. Madison and other good Republicans have takeJ1, and 
contribute your aid ( essential it would be) to the settlement of this 
2 
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vexed question, and by settling it, give tranquillity to the country, a:nd 
solidity and durability to its business and prosperity 7 If you do oc· 
cupy the ground that the Bank que11tion admits of no comptomise, I 
crave to know, and the country, I dare say, would be glad to know, 
how was it that, over and over again, you zealously vindicated, and 
as often voted for, a National Bank 7 
It will be regarded pr.esumption in me, I know, to hold up a bea· 
con for the guide of a great mind like yours~itself a shining light 
to others-but as I believe the unsettling of the Bank question inim-
ical to the best interests of the nation, I will venture the freedom to 
refer you to an admirable sentiment of another master intellect of 
our country, which is wortliy of being written in letters of gold in 
our legislative halls, as a standing admonition to our law-makers, 
It is the sentiment of Mr. Dallas, expressed in his report, as Secre· 
tary of the Treasury, to the Committee of Ways and Means, on the 
subject of a Bank, October 17th, 1814, and it is this: " In the ad. 
ministration of human affairs, there must be a period when discus• 
sion shall cease, and decision shall become absolute." This were the 
sentiment of true wisdom. It is adapted to the constitution of the 
world-founded in the nature of things, and thert:fore resting on the 
basis of eternal truth. Its practical application would banish from 
the country that spirit of silly purism which deals in set abstractions 
only, and, disregarding the realities of human life, but trifles with 
the business and happiness of the human race. This excellent max· 
im, as well as the kindred sentiment of Mr. Madison, who considered 
the " constitutional authority of the Legislature to establish an in· 
corpotated Bank, as being precluded by repeated recognitions," I 
take the !il>erty of commending to your notice. And not only to 
you; to ever)' friend of the country, I commend them, More par· 
ticularly and most respectfully, would I commend them to the dis• 
tinguished citizen who now holds the destinies of his country, in re-
gard to this matter, in his h~nds, and whose patriotic mind is doubtless 
at this moment filled with " deliberation deep and public care" for 
the disposition of this transcen,dently important subject. Let him 
throw all abstractions to the winds. Let him contemplate the suffer· 
ing, bleeding, condition of the colll.ltry. Let the index of the pop-
ular will direct his course. Let him regard himself as the trusted 
agent of a great popular movement, and not the representative of a 
party. ~et him reflect, in the langnage of Mr. l)allas, that "upon 
the genume principles of a representative government, the opinions 
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of the majority, can alone be carried into action." Let him follow 
George Washington and James Madison, and the people will approve. 
They cannot, will not condemn. The Abstractionist may fret, the 
Agitator wail; but the virtue and intelligence of the land will ap-
plaud. In my poor judgment, if the President will manfully take the 
ground which Mr. Madison did, and sign a Bank charter, the hearty 
benedictions of an overwhelming majority of his countrymen, will be 
his reward. The disappointment will be in proportion. 
One more reflection, let me indulge. It is industriously attempted 
to impress the public mind with the belief, that the question of a bank 
has always been one that divided the republicans from the federalists, 
and that the State Rights party has always been opposed to the bank, 
as unconstitutional. You so maintained in your speech of September 
19th, 1837. In that speech you said: "But if all these difficulties 
were overcome, there are others, to me, wholly insurmountable. I 
belong to the State Rights party, which, at all times, from the 
beginning of the government to this day, has been opposed to suck an 
institution, as imconstitutional, inexpedient and dangerous. They 
have ever dreaded the union of the moneyed and political power, and 
the central action of the government to which it so strongly tends; 
and, at all times, have strenuously resisted their junction." 
Now, with all proper deference for your superior acquaintance 
with our political history, I must be allowed to say, that this statement 
of yours is grossly inaccurate. An examination of the history of 
the Bank will develope this fact, that in each case, the bank was 
chartered by the vote of about two-thirds of the republican members 
of Congress, while about the same proportion of the federal members 
voted against the charter. 
I will not go into particulars, but will instance only a single fact : 
When the bill before referred to was lost by the casting vote of the 
Speaker, and a reconsideration was moved by Mr. Hall, of Georgia, 
there were but 54 members opposed to reconsideration, and of the 
54, but six belonged to the republican side of the House. 
And a circumstance full of significance on this point, may be 
here let in. 
Your own State--your own dear South CaroliM-in 1816, voted 
for a national bank, the vote of her representatives being seven for, 
to one ag ainst. And in 1821, ilhe solemnly averred the right of 
Congress to establish a bank. Now, sir, as it is well known that 
between your opinions and the publi¢ sentiment of South Carolina, 
there has always been a very intimate connexion, here is stronu 
/ 
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presumptive proof that you have never, until a particular afterthought 
suggested it, held, that the bank was a question that involved state 
rights. 
And old Virginia, too, the prolific mother of statesmen and 
Presidents-the very solum natale of the state•right doctrines-
Virginia, the very founder of the boasted doctrines of '98, and the 
ever squeamish stickler for them-was not in an unlike predicament 
with her sagacious and patriotic sister. In the era of 1815, '16, the 
votes of her sternest republicans were cast in favour of a bank. 
William B. Giles, the giant foe of federalism in all its shapes and 
forms, voted for the bank-bill which had been vetoed by Mr. Madison. 
James Barbour, who, by deeds of prowess on the republican side, 
won unfading laurels in the great battle of '98, was the author and 
very pensman of a bill for the incorporation of a bank. James 
Pleasants-a name synonymous with state rights-who never had a 
federal sympathy in all his life-who was, in truth, a republican, 
not in theory only, but in the plain, practical "beauty of honest 
• reality-even James Pleasants gave his vote for a bank of the United 
States ; and so far from giving offence to Virginia by this vote, was 
elected in 1819 one of'her Senators in Congress. Hugh Nelson, A. 
T. Mason (Senator), Magnus Tate; Thomas Gholson, J, G. Jackson, 
Ballard Smith, A. Hawes, J. P. Hungerford, John Kerr, William 
M'Coy, and Henry St. George Tucker (now a leading member of 
the Democratic party), all voted for a bank. And it is a fact not a 
little curious, that while many of the stanchest republicans of 
Virginia gave their votes for a bank, not a single one of her federal 
members of Congress voted for it ! 
Nor is this the end of Virginia's committal to a bank. In 1824, 
she cast an overwhelming majority for William H. Crawford, as 
President, than whom the Union has furnished no stronger and more 
uncompromising advocate of a National Bank. 
Nor, while you now urge that no State Rights republican can 
support a Bank, should I withhold the fact that Mr. Jefferson him-
self, in 1804, signed a bill supplementary to the Bank charter of 
1791, allowing the location of branches of the old United States 
Bank anywhere within the States and territories of the Union. 
Away, then, with the false notion that a State Rights man cannot 
consistently vote for a bank. Good State Rights men.-as " good 
men and true" as yourself dare be-have often and over given their 
support to a bank. And good State Rights men may vote for one 
again, without compromiting their fidelity to their principles and the 
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Constitution. I know men myself, whose strongest sympathies are 
with the States, who acknowledge their sovereignty, and who, in the 
hour of conflict, would unsheath their swords under the banner of 
the States, but who honestly think a National Bank "necessary and 
proper" to the collection, safety, and disbursement of the public re-
venues, and therefore support it. Such, I am aware, lose caste with 
their party, and are excommunicated, as unworthy the society of 
those more sanctified and sinless puritans, who, by prescribing an im-
practicable standard, give up the substance for the shadow; but 
when the " tug of war" does come, these same excommunicated 
and dogged disciples of the State Rights faith will rally with as 
much alacrity, and war with as holy an ardour, under the colours of 
the State Rights party, as their more obstreperous and more profess-
ing brethren in the faith. 
You, sir, by an influence almost magic in your party, have dril'en 
many a believer in the propriety of a bank from the position which 
he occupied, of truth and right; but there are some whom you can-
not drive or mislead. And give me leave to say to those who are 
halting between the convictions of their own consciences and their 
spell-like devotion to you, that there is fully as much, yea, far more 
in your public course to reconcile them to a National Bank, than 
there is to prejudice them against it. Let such be true to conscience 
and to duty. The man who entertains objections to a National Bank 
"wholly insurmountable," but who, all his life, has been sustaining 
that to which he had insurmountable scruples, is unfit to be the ad-
viser or leader of any whose aim is truth, and whose guide is con-
science. 
But to resume the narrative. The bill before alluded to and 
for which you voted, passed the Senate on the 20th of January, 
1815, and on the 30th of the same month was vetoed by President 
Madison, not on the ground of constitutional objection, but because 
the "proposed bank did not appear to be calculated to answer the 
purposes of reviving the public credit, of providing a national me-
dium of circulation, and of aiding the Treasury by facilitating the 
indispensable anticipations of the revenue, and by affording to the 
public more durable loans." 
Thus ended another of the abortive attempts to establish a Na-
tional Bank; not rendered abortive, however, by any want of your 
aid and co-operation. Had your wishes and efforts succeeded, the 
bank had been chartered long before it was. More anon. 
LOWNDES. 
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TO THE HON. JOHN C. CALHOUN. 
No. IV. 
I closed my last with the veto of the Bank bill by Mr. Madison, 
January 30th, 1815. 
On the 6th of February following, Mr. Barbour of Virginia in-
troduced a new bill in the Senate, which passed that body on the 
11th, and was sent to the House of Representatives for concur-
rence. On the 17th, a motion for indefinite postponement was 
made and prevailed, ayes 75, nays 73. You :voted in the negative, 
and thus added one more to the number of your votes in favour of a 
National Bank. 
I embrace this occasion to remark, that a most singular unifor-
mity runs through your entire course on this subject; and, perhaps, 
not a single member of Congress so invariably sustained in argu-
ment, and so uniformly voted for, the 'Various plans of a Bank, which, 
from time to time, were submitted. You seemed to cling to a Na-
tional Bank as the only plank that could keep the country afloat. 
Come the subject up when it would, there you stood, orying Bank, 
Bank, Bank,-with your brawny shoulder to the wheel-not oalling 
on Hercules to help, but yourself the Hercules of the task, tugging 
with the patriot's zeal and giant's strength, to prize the nation out of 
the deep mire of its difficulties. And yon never tired in the good 
work. No. Intent on your object, and well convinced of the 
proper means to effect it, you struggled on to the last, till, by one 
last, vigorous effort, with the Lever of a National Bank, you did 
prize the country from the mire, and put it once more on the smooth 
highway of prosperity. Oh! that you would be Hercules again! 
There is work now for your stalwart arm.-The same Lever is at 
hand. Be but the John C. Calhoun of 1814, '15, '16 and '33. 
Unite with Henry Clay and your own gallant and gifted colleague in 
settling this vexing, perplexing question, and this done, on the 
country will go, in glorious and unobstructed march, to the consum-
mation of that great task of Reform, which it was the chief aim of 
the Whig party to accomplish, and without which, our Institutions 
are not worth the preservation. 
Here let me intrude a word of admonition to the W.hig party in 
Congress. Settle this fiscal and currency question, and settle it at 
once, ere dissension and division ensue. So long as it is unsettled, 
, 
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the work of Reformation cannot progress. Practise concession and 
conciliation. Let no petty differences divide you. Keep yet on 
common ground. Unite on great principles, leaving minor things 
out of view. For the country's sake, be no discord among you. 
Throw not away the all-glorious victory of Nov. 1840. We fought 
and won the battle of Cannre : let us not copy the example of the 
tboughtless Carthagenian, who would not improve his victory, and 
lost, thereby, all he had won. A work of immense magnitude lies 
before the Whig Party. Corruption is to be sought in its secret 
places. The standard of public morals is to be raised. The Press 
is to be purified, the Elective franchise redeemed. Executive Power 
is to be chained. Executive Patronage, the poisonous bane of our 
:system,_;the "immedicabile vulnus," I fear it will prove, of our 
body politic-is to be reduced. The great maxim of Civil Liberty 
which disconnects the money and military powers, is to be engraven 
on our system. Accountability and respectability in public officers 
are to he secured. Economy, Retrenchment, are to become the 
policy of government. This vast business is not to be done in a 
day, or a year, or in four years. So it becomes the Whig party to 
keep on common ground until the task shall have been accom-
plished. Mr. Wise's noble sentiment-" the union of the Whigs 
for the sake of the Union,"-be the watchwords of the Whigs, at 
least until after the next Presidential election. The man who 
would now throw a firebrand in the Whig ranks, is a traitor-a 
traitor to every Whig principle-a traitor to as sacred a cause as 
ever brought and bound a party together---a traitor to good morals 
-a traitor to his country. And he who would play agitator, or in-
dulge one selfish, ambitious aspiration, at this most critical juncture of 
our country's desliny, is a worthless Demagogue, who should have the 
mean word branded on his forehead, that every one may read his in-
famy, and execrate him on sight. Let the Whig party in Congress, 
therefore, be undivided, or the ~poils party will regain their lost 
power.-"' Every thing for the cause, nothing for men,"-as the 
"Napoleon of the Press" so often counsels his comrades. Above 
all-settle the fiscal and currency policy_ ef the country. Not to 
settle it, is to leave an embarrassment to the future action of the po-
litical party just installed, the consequences of which no one can un-
dertake to foretell. 
And why, sir, may I not invoke your aid in this great and glo:ri-
ous work of Reform, which the Whig party was put in power to 
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achieve 1 Time was when you were among the most valiant of 
the valiant, in warring against corruption, usurpation, and misrule. 
From '33 to '37, you took a noble stand for the Constitution and the 
public Liberty. Manfully did you resist Executive encroachment. 
The incipient act of assumption, the Removal of the Deposits, you 
rebuked with the spirit of a patriot and freeman. " I have not the 
patience (said you) to dwell upon assumptions of power so bold, so 
lawless, and so unconstitutional." And again : " Other administra-
tions may exceed this in talents, patriotism, and honesty, but certainly 
in audacity, in effrontery, it stands without a parallel." 
Look at the portrait you drew of your present allies, in your ever 
memorable speech on the Deposit question, in 1834 ! It is a finished 
and faithful picture, and you must have been in the limner's happiest 
mood when you took it, though, doubtless, much of its fidelity was 
owing to the marked features and fair posture of the subject that sat 
for your pencil. 
"The Senator from Kentucky (you said) 'read a striking passage 
from one of the most pleasing and instructive writers in any language, 
(Plutarch,) the description of Cmsar forcing himself, sword in hand, 
into the treasury of the Roman Commonwealth. We are at the 
same stage of our political revol~tion, and the analogy between the 
two cases is complete, varied only by the character of the actors and 
the circumstances of the times. That was a case of an intrepid and 
bold warrior, as an open plunderer, seizing forcibly the treasury of 
the country, which, in that Republic, as well as ours, was confided 
to the custody of the legislative department of the Government. The 
actors in our case are of a different character-artful, cunning, and 
corrupt politicians, and not fearless warriors. They have entered 
the treasury, not sword in hand, as public plunderers, but with the 
false keys of sophistry, as pilferers, under the silence of midnight. 
The motive and object are the same, varied in like manner, by char-
acter and circumstances ' With money I will get men, and with 
men, money,' was the maxim of the Roman plunderer. With money 
we will get partisans, with partisans votes, and with votes money, is 
the maxim of our public pilferers. With men and money, Cms-ar 
struck down Roman liberty, at the fatal battle of Philippi, never to 
rise again; from which disastrous hour, all the powers of the Roman 
Republic were consolidated in the person of Cmsar, and perpetuated 
in his line. With money and corrupt partisans, a great effort is now 
making to choke and stifle the voice of American liberty, through all 
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its natural orgam ; by corrupting the press, by overawing the other 
departments, and, finally, by setting up a new and polluted organ, 
composed of office holders and corrupt partisans, under the name 
of a national convention, which, counterfeiting the voice of the peo-
ple, will, if not resisted, in their name dictate the succession; when 
the deed will be done-the revolution be completed-and all the 
powers of our Republic, in like manner, be consolidated in the Pres-
ident, and perpetuated by his dictation." 
With a force and eloquence seldom equalled, you denounced and 
exposed the Protest, as asserting ultra-monarchical doctrines. 
"It would be a great mistake (you said) to suppose that this 
Protest is the termination of his (Gen. Jackson's) hostility against 
the Senate, It is but the commencement-it is the proclamation in 
which he makes known his will to .the Senate, claims their obedi-
ence, and admonishes them of their danger, should they refuse to 
repeal their ordinance." 
Again: "I am mortified that in this country, boasting of its An-
glo-Saxon descent, any one of respectable standing, much less the' 
President of the United States, should be found to entertain princi-
ples leading to such monstrous results ; and I can scarcely believe 
myself to be breathing the air of our country, and to be within the 
walls of the Senate Chamber, when I hear such doctrines vindicated. 
lt is proof of the wondeiful degeneracy of the times-of a total 
loss of the true conception of constitutional Liberty. But in the 
midst of this degeneracy, I perceive the symptoms of regeneratiori. 
It is not my wish to touch on the party designations that luwe re-
cently obtained. I, however, cannot but remark that the revival of 
the party names of the Revolution, after they had so long slumbered, 
is not without a meaning, nor without an indication of a return to 
those principles which lie at the foundation ef our Liberty." 
"What is there (you continued) in the meaning of Whig and 
Tory, and what in the character of the times, which has caused their 
sudden revival, as party designations at this time 7 I take it that the 
very essence of Toryism-that that which constitutes a Tory-is to 
sustain prerogative against privilege-to support the Executive 
against the Legislative Department of the Government, and to lean 
to the side of power against the side of liberty; while the Whig is, 
in all these particulars, of the very opposite principles. * * I 
must say to those who are interested, that these party names should 
not be revived, that nothing but their reversing their course, can 
possibly prevent their application. They owe it to themselves-they 
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ozoe it to tlie Chief JJ[agistrate wkem they support, as the head of 
tliefr party, tltat t!tey should halt in the support of the despotic and 
slavish doctrines which we hear daily advanced, before the return of 
tlte reviving spirit of liberty shall overwhelm them, with those who 
are leading them to their ruin." 
Noble sentiments, these I "Thoughts that breathe and words 
that burn !" 0 ! si sic semper ! 
And, to do you ample justice, none spurned more scornfully than 
you, the vile deed of the Expunge. You were, indeed, the honoured, 
admired associate 0f Clay, Webster, Southard, Prest@, Tyler, 
Leigh, and other gallant Whigs who stood forth to roll back the 
sweeping tide of Executive assumption. You deplored the fearful 
concentration of power in the Federal Head, and you bewailed the 
corruption and dege11eracy of the Government. You drew a picture 
in 1835, in reply to a Whig Committee of the town of Petersburg, 
which, high-wrought as it was, yet was not overdrawn, and I beg 
leave to borrow your pencil for a moment t-0 paint it once more, for 
the contemplation of your countrymen. 
"1 must content myself (said you) with sayi,ng, that there nev& 
was a period in wlticli our institutions were in greater danger, and 
wlien our country called more imploringly for relief. It is impossi-
ble Jo,· any one who has not been an eye-witness, to realize the rapid 
corruption and degeneracy of the government within tlie last ten 
years. So callous has the sensibility of the community become, that 
things are now, not only tolerdted, but are scarcely noticed, which, at 
any other period, would have prostrated the administration ef Wash-
i.,,,gton liimselJ. lnfact, to prove corruption and abuse, but strength-
ens the Admznistration in the affections of that poweeful and disci• 
plined corps, which is the main support of those in power, and which 
unfortunately have established so commanding an influence over pub-
lic opinion. Of this melancholy and alarming truth, we have had 
of late many and striking ilbtstrations. It is timefor the people to 
reflect. A state of things so corrupt cannot long exist, and must, if 
not reformed, lead to convulsion and revolution." 
Again: In November, 1835,-then a Whig, and not the least 
noisy of Whigs,-you were invited by a committee of the citizens 
of Baltimore, "opposed to the President's nominating his successor, 
to attend a festival to be given in honour of the late triumph in Ma-
ryland, by those opposed to the Executi-ve nominee ;'' to which invi-
tation you responded as follows : 
"No one can look with greater alarm than I do, on the attempt 
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of the Chief Magistrate to appoint his successor. Should it suc-
ooed, open and undisguised as it is, and resting almost exclusively, 
as it does, on the avowed subservieney of the nominee to the will of 
the President, without those high qualifications and services, on his 
.part, calculated to commend the regard of the people, or to fit him 
for the duties of the high office to which he aspires, it would afford 
conclusive proof of the consummation df Executive usurpation over 
!\te other departments of the government, and the constitution and 
liberty of the people;' And yet, in 1840, when you might have re-
buked this arrogant, insolent dictation of the Executive nominor by 
opposing the re-electio_n of the Executive nominee, and might, by 
this means, have broken the force of this dangerous precedent, 
you cast away, at Ambition's bidding, the glowing chivalry ofl835, 
and were found under the banner of the dictated successor of a dic-
tator President, doing battle for the sycophant aspirant whose ut-
terance of the vassal sentiment, " it is glory enough to have served 
under such a chief," proved him utterly unfit to be intrusted with 
the destinies of a proud and free people ! 
But further: In 1836, in a speech in the Senate, you took the 
following notice of the two gre1tt leaders of the Democracy : 
"G~eral Jackson would soon be out of power, and the admin-
istration that may succeed him could not keep the South divided. 
He would tell the coming administration to beware. If there be any 
who expected the President's nominee (Mr. Van Buren) could suc-
cessfully play the game which he has, he would be wofully mistaken. 
With all his objections to the President, he (Mr. Calhoun) would not 
deny him many high qualities; he had courage and firmness ; was 
bold, warlike, audacious, though not true to his word, or faithful to 
his pledges. He had, ,besides, done the State some service, he ter-
minated the late war gloriously at New Orleans, which had been re-
membered greatly to his advantage. His nominee (Mr. Van Buren) 
had none of these recommendations; he is not of the race of the 
lion or the tiger ; he belongs to a lower order-the fox and the wea-
sel ; and it would be in vain to expect that he could command the 
respect, or acquire the confidence of those who had so little admi-
ration for the qualities by which he was distinguished. By the dex-
terous use of patronage, for which he and his party were so distin-
guished, an individual here and there, who preferred himself to the 
country, might be enlisted; but the great mass-all that were inde-
pendent and sound in the South-would be finally opposed to him 
and his system." 
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I might present many such pictures, the productions of your 
own graphic pencil. You not only drew well the sombre scene, but 
you painted the evil-doers in the dark lineaments which their rare 
wickedness deserved. You denounced a certain party in the coun-
try as those who were kept together by the "<:ohesive principle of 
pluirder"-as "Rogues and Royalists','' even, while you, in your 
turn, were by them vilified, as the Catiline of the Whig party, and 
as one who" never spoke the truth when a falsehood would serve his 
purpose, and who nullified truth without remorse." 
Well, sir, we, the Whigs of the Union, uniting in a common 
cause-that cause the cause of our Country, and once most dear to 
you-sacrificing on the altar of our Country all minor differences of 
opinion-throwing to the winds in a time of common peril all doc-
trinal questions as subordinate to that higher one of public liberty-
we, the Whigs of 1840, like the Whigs of 1776, rallying under a 
common standard, met and overthrew the common enemy, and thrust 
the " Spoilers," the " Rogues and Royalists," from the holy temples 
of freedom. We drove the Gauls from the Capitol, and now that 
they are out, will you not assist us to keep them out 7 Will you not, 
gathering up the glorious reminiscences of '33 and '35, freshen your 
laurels in the good cause in which you once did heroic fight and 
gained a renown which it were a thousand pitie3 to lose 1 Will you, 
can you, unite with a party which is " kept together only by the 
cohesive principle of plunder 1" "Whose corrupt policy, you thought 
a few years since, would force the country to convulsion and revolu-
tion 7" Or will you join yourself with the party which has expelled 
the Goths fro111 Rome, and rescued the constitution from the Vandal 
grasp that profii,ned it 1 
Sir, no man understands better than yourself, the true char-
acter of the Whig party of this country. You know, from your for-
mer connexion with it-from a knowledge of its leading men, as 
well as from general observation of its course-that a lc;,fty spirit of 
liberty has actuated it from the earliest period of its organization-
that its very formation was the working of the Saxon feeling of Amer-
ica, the result of the " spirit of the Revolution" come back upon 
our people-and you know, too, that no "cohesive principle of plun-
der" binds this party together. You know well, and youfeel, that 
the mighty movement of popular vengeance which, with torrent rush, 
overwhelmed and swept away a foul and wicked party, was the op-
eration of no mercenary cause, and you are this moment sensible 
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that the great objects of this party still ar.e, Reform~the reforma• 
tion of those abuses and comJptions which you once so eloquently 
denounced-the redemption of the government from th0&e alarming 
innovations which have b.een engrafted upon it by a reckless dynasty 
-the bringing back of the Constitution to its first principles-the 
annihilation of the disorganizing doctrines which have sprung from 
modern Democracy-t,he revival of public credit and the country's 
prosperity-and the vindication of the nation's name from the foul 
stain which a rowdy Locofocoism has left upon it.-Will you co-op• 
erate with your quondam friends in effecting these noble objects, or 
will you permit certain views touching the presidential succession, 
to lead you into the ranks of new associates, from whom, if your ac-
count of them be true, you can never hope the consummation of 
Reform 7 
Strange, strange indeed, will it be regarded by the country, if, on 
account of your cherished notions of state rights, you throw your in• 
fluence in behalf of the miscalled Democratic party. Have you the 
madness to expect practical state rights from such a source 7 Why, 
have you forgotten what you said of its state rights a few years ago ? 
" This administration" (said you in your speech on the Deposit 
question), " this administration defend the rights of the States against 
the encroachments of the General G(}vernment ! This administra-
tion the guardians and defenders of the rights of the States ! What 
shall I call it, audacity or hypocrisy 7" So thought and spo~e you 
then. Has any redeeming conduct since justified the withdrawal of 
your past condemnation of this party 7 Has not 01,1trage been piled 
upon outrage 7 After the Proclamation and Removal of the Depos• 
its, did not the Protest follow, asserting for the President more than 
kingly power 7 Did not the Expunge add another to the revolting 
deeds of this party 1 Were not new claims set up for Executive pre• 
rogative under Mr. Van Buren's Administration 1 That the Exoo· 
utive was a part of the Legislature of the country 1 That it should 
have a strong standing Army of 200,000 men 7 And have you for.. 
gotten the outrageous proceedings ( of your new state right allies) in 
the New Jersey case, which treated with contempt the broad seal of 
a sovereign State, disfranchised her of her representation in Congress, 
while they set at nought the fundamental principles of social order 1 
Expect your state right doctrines to be sustained, in practice, by 
such a party as this : by Proclamationists, Proteste,rs, Expungers, and 
the wicked perpetrators of the New Jersey outrage! "Sir-Sir-
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Sie'-as Mr. Webster once said to you, it is monstrous so to reason. 
You hug a delusion !-You pursue a phantom I Sure as you put this 
party in power again, it will characterize itself by new acts of vio-
lence, and it will throw your state rights doctrines to the windS'. 
So they have heretofore invariably done, and what either men or 
parties have uniformly done, it is reason and philosophy to expect 
them to do again. 
Why, sir, to warn you what company you are keeping, and to 
expose the hollow insincerity, or (to borrow your own words) the 
"hypocrisy," of the state rights professions of your new allies, give 
me leave to propound you a few interrogatories :-
1. Why did they not, when, prior to 1840, they had the ascend· 
ency in both branches of Congress, disavow the principles of the 
Proclamation 1 
2. Why did not these trusty guardians of state rights strike from 
the federal statute-book the Force-bill, so odious to you and all 
genuine state rights men 1 They had the power-what wanted they 
but the will 7 
3. Why is it, that to this hour, they glorify Andrew Jackson, the 
very author of the Proclamation, and prompter of the force-bill 7 
4. Why did not the " great-democratic-republican-stat~rights 
party," when it was in power, disclaim the slavish doctrines of the 
Protest-doctrines which, in practice, would make Senators of the 
Union craven vassals of the Executive, and that Executive the veriest 
of despots 1 Why, too, did it not vindicate the sullied honour of the 
nation, by undoing the Expunge 7 For what other reason than that 
these new associates of yours were Protesters and Expungers still ? 
5. How happened it, that under the auspices of a party professing 
to be strict constructionists and uncompromising opponents of 
Internal Improvements by the federal government, there was annually 
expended, for such improvements, four times as much as under the 
admitted Internal Improvement administration of John Quincy 
Adams 1 And that when the Cumberland road bill was on its passage 
in the Senate in 1839, it received the votes of fourteen democratic 
state rights Senators, and was defeated only by the votes of the 
" Federal Whigs" 1 
6. How came it to pass, in that continuous proceeding of unpar· 
ralleled iniquity and wrong, the New Jersey case-when, unheard 
and undefended, a sovereign State was swindled out of her repre-
sentation in Conc,ress--when. the rights of individuals and a whole 
" : 
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comn:ionwealth, like the lawless measures of the French Jacohins in 
revolution11-ry France, were voted away b9 acclamation, as it was 
termed in that bloody era, that is, thrust through without the privilege 
of debate-when the broad seal of a sovereign State, that significant 
emblem of sovereignty, was trailed in the dust and trodden upon in 
impudent defiance-when truth, right, decency, Constitution, and 
Law, were all a mockery made-how came it, I repeat, that on the 
occasion of this most iniquitous outrage, each and every one of your 
democratic, state rights associates was found on the side of federal 
power-assisting at the unholy immolation~while the Whigs of the 
House of Representatives-those you deserted for not being, state 
r~ghts enough-and whom you now stigmatize as Federa1ists--were 
found ranged, to a man, on the side of the injured and insulted State 1 
And lastly, is it not notorious that the party with which you now 
profess kindred sentiments and principles, has, for ten long years and 
more, stood up for federal supremacy in all its j11rms and pretensions 7 
Answer these queries in the deep sincerity of your hearf, and 
then, all ambitious aspirations aloof, ask your inner self, if, in 
expecting from your Locofoco allies the honest support and practical 
advancement of State rights, you do not chase the most shadowy of 
phantoms! 
Furthermorn, is it policy to place so much stress upon state 
rights, and so little on Executive assumption 7 Or are you and your 
followers consistent, when you so stickle for state rights, yet stand 
by with folded arms, and let the Executive abwrb within itself all 
the powers and functions of government 7 In my poor judgment, 
you make a capital mistake in your estimate of the comparative 
danger of Legislati¥e and Executiire usurpation. Executive power 
is the worst foe to the rights of the States. It has the means, in an 
unbounded patronage, of making its assaults effectual, whether made 
upon the rights- of the States, or upon the other Departments of the 
Government. See with what success Mr. Van Buren carried through 
Congress measures deliberately condemned by the People! 
Indeed, all assumption of power by the Executive, is so much 
subtracted from the rights of the States. ltely upo11 it, sir, the best 
foundation for State Rights lies in the tying down of Executive 
power, in the reduction of Executive patronage, in the modification 
of the power of removal, and in that pure morality wh'ioh constitutes 
alike the basis and the value of all civil systems and political estab-
lishments. 
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All of us, I know, once thought that the great danger to the right 
of the States, lay in legislative usurpation. It had never entered the 
mind of any, that Executive Power would dare what it essayed under 
the rule of Andrew Jackson and Martin Van Buren ; and still less 
had it occurred to even the most sagacious, that the power of pattonage 
could be wielded with such effect as, not only to consummate execu-
tive encroachment, but to throw around it the panoply of impunity, 
and influence legislation. But the history of the last ten years has 
written it indelibly upon my mind, that it is Executive Power which 
the friend of State Rights has most to dread and guard against; and 
I cannot but wonder th-at a mind like yours has resisted this palpable 
truth; and that you should not be found under' the banner of that 
party, which, you know, is the uncompromising, bitter antagonist, of 
every thing having the semblance even of Executive assumption. 
Lastly, conceding to State Rights more than ordinary sanctity 
and importance, may there not be yet higher issues than this, or any 
system of mere doctrinal faith 1 Mny not the latter be sunk in the 
far graver questions of public liberty and public morals 1 And in 
the political contests of the next eight or ten years, ought not these 
latter issues to supersede the former 1 
You yourself have often pointed out and deplored the fearful 
decline, under the auspices of Modern Democracy, of the free spirit 
of our people, and the frequent and successful invasion, in our system, 
of the cardinal principles of ftee government. Again and thrice 
again you declare,ct, that the Press, the chief handmaid of Liberty, 
was corrupted and bought up; that the elective franchise was invaded; 
that the patronage of the government was dangerously enlarged and 
shamefully prostituted; that expenditures of public money were made 
on the most pTOfligate scale; that the ~rse and sword were united; 
that all power was fast consolidating in the Executive; that our 
institutions were in danger. · 
Frequently and eloquently have you adverted to the rapid march 
of corruption, and bemoaned the alarming decay of public virtue. 
The degeneracy of the times ( almost incredible you represented it to 
be) you ascribed (and rightly) to the demoralizing example of Gov-
ernment, set, be it noted, under the reign of (now) your democtatic 
allies. They it was (you reasoned) who set the first example of pro-
moting unworthy men to official trusts; who permitted such to remain 
in office, after the discovery of their unworthiness, because they could 
" aid the Democratic cause" ; who put the defaulter and the honest 
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man on a level ; who substituted political orthodoxy and party fealty 
for a pure moral standard. You averred even, that the proof of cor-
ruption and abuse but strengthened the administration, and you pre-
dicted that, without reformation, convulsion and revolution would 
ensue. 
A general demoralization you foreshowed, the evil consequences 
of which no one can estimate better than yourself. A mind like 
yours, realizes, at a glance, these solemn truths, that the corruption 
of public morals iia: far worse than famine, pestilence, and the sword; 
that it is an easy thing to !ink, but a most difficult one to elevate the 
standard of morals; that, accordingly, he who makes a successful 
attack upon the virtue of a nation, does it far more injury than the 
conqueror who sacks its cities, and lays waste its fields: and you are 
too versed a historian not to know that the decay of public virtue 
dates the decline of public liberty, and that corruption and free gov-
ernment cannot long co-exist. It is, indeed, the heaviest ill that 
Heaven's justice can visit on guilty mortality. A Roman Philoso-
pher has furnished a graphic summary of its all-pernicious effects : 
"Ubi non est pudor, 
Nee cura juris, sanctitas, pietas, fides, 
Instabile regnum est." 
Now, &ir, if the party with which you are at this time acting, 
while it had dominion, brought about these most unhappy results, 
does not an overruling consideration of public liberty and public 
morals, demand that it be unceasingly resisted in its efforts to regain 
possession of the Government 7 Should any fancied advantage to 
State rights induce you to aid in the reinstallment of a party, that, 
by your own confession, has subsidized the Press, corrupted the elec-
tive franchise, applied the vast resources of its patronage to the cor-
ruption of the people, and weakened all the bulwarks of American 
freedom 1 
What assurance have you of its contrition, what proof of its refor-
mation, that you now grant it remission, and hug it to your bosom 1 
Had it put on sackcloth and ashes when, in 1837, you ceased to de-
nounce it, and gave in your adhesion to the " fox and weasel" chief7 
Perpetrated it no fresh enormity after it received and registered your 
oath of fealty 1 Did it not, to its last expiring agony, preserve the 
unbroken consistency of its wicked career 1 Was not the midnight 
hour of March the 4th, 1841-when it should have been gathering 
3 
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its robes around it, to die in decency-desecrated by one last obla-
tion on the altar of the spoils, by an act of the pettiest party mean-
ness which covered its doers with shame, and left a dark page for the 
national history 7 
Is its advocacy of the sub-treasury all the earnest you require of 
its regeneration 7 Does this little propitiation blot out all its iniqui-
ties, and fit it to become the standard-bearer of State rights 1 Or 
were you in search of a pretext for deserting the Whig party, when 
you discovered that victory in its ranks would not im,1re to yourself7 
Or, may be, you calculate that under your auspices, the Democ. 
racy will be a better party than in times of yore, when you so unmer-
~ifully abused it. I believe it would be, if you could control it; but 
think you to be able to direct it 1 Has it not been too long " held 
1ogether by the cohesive power of public plunder," to be disjoined 
by the nobler agencies which you might be prompted to bring into 
play 7 Think you to break, at bidding, the vampyre clutch which, 
for a doZen years, hl).B been fastened on the vitals of the country 1 
But suppose you shall not be the chosen candidate of the party, 
as I am sure you will not be-suppose some chief less scrupulous 
than yourself, as Mr. Van Buren, Mr. Benton, or Col. Johnson, 
should be selected to bear the burthen of State rights Democracy, 
where will John C. Calhoun find himself but in the singular and 
unenviable position of striving for the restoration of a .party, which, 
as himself hath said, has poisoned the fountains of morality, and sap-
ped the foundations of the public liberty 1 
Verily, sir, there are other considerations than State rights, and 
higher ones too, to be taken in the administration of the Govern-
ment at this tirne ; and higher issues than mere State rights ought, 
must, and will, for years to come, govern the contests in this coun-
try for political asc.endency. 
When the important reforms, for which the Whig party has so 
long and gallantly struggled, shall have been accomplished and 
durably established ; when the thrown-down barriers of the Consti-
tution shall have been put up ; the partition-walls that once divided 
the Legislative, Executive, and Judiciary Departments, re-erected; 
when the power of removal shall have been qua,lified, and the patron-
a~e 0 ~ the government reduced to reasonable limits; when the grand 
prmciple of civil liberty, that to the people's immediate representatives 
belongs, e:x:clusively, the custody of the people's money, shall have been 
wrested back from Executive Power, and re-engraven on our country's 
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institutions; when the press shall have been re1eased from subsidy, 
and made what it was wont to be, the ministering agent of morality ; 
when we shall have given back to the elective franchise the purity of 
the early days of the Republic, the "patronage of the government 
no longer in conflict with the freedom of elections"; when the 
expenditures of the government shall have been reduced to the true 
economical point ; the moral standard of the country raised ; its 
offices, high and low, filled with enlightened and virtuous incumbents; 
above all, when the ruthless Jaeobinism, which, under the decked 
garb of Democracy, is working a fatal revolution in the polities and 
morals of the country, shall have been extirpated forever: when these 
precious ends-ends far outweighing in dignity and value the tem-
porary ascendency of this or that abstract system of political faith-
shall have been attained ( and time will be required for the consum-
mation), then may each citizen stickle, with what pertinacity and 
ardour he lists, for his peculiar creed; but until then, all cant about 
the exclusiveness of State Rights will be unmeaning and out of plaee. 
There is one more reflection, which, at the commencement of 
this digression, I had intended to indulge ; but I must make it the 
introduction to my next. /ff ND ~ ... -:\~ ,;, 
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In addition to the singular uniformity which ~p~ a es ~our course 
in favour of a National Bank, anothor remarkable circumstance de-
serves to be noted. During the protracted and warm discussions of 
the numerous projets of a bank submitted up to the 7th of February, • 
1815 (end of the 15th Congress), not one word was said, or one 
doubt or difficulty expressed by you; on the constitutionality or un-
constitutionality of such an institution. If you had no misgivings 
on the constitutional point, I must repeat that I do not understand 
your present position, unless you will solve the whole difficulty by 
honestly avowing a change of opinion, and this, I understand, you 
are unwilling to do. Or if you entertained scruples, and nevertheless 
persisted, on every occasion, in voting for a bank; you possessed a 
suppleness of conscience illy suited to the strait-laced rigidity of the 
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" true blue" state rights disciple. In fine, I see not one circumstance 
in your history-no, not one-not the fraction of one-that would 
show you to he opposed to a hank on constitutional grounds, nor do 
I belive you had a doubt on the subject. All the noise, therefore, 
you have made, of late years, about the unconstitutionality of a bank, 
and about the state rights party being precluded from supporting it, is 
mere afterthought, having relation, I fear, to some future succession 
to the Presidency of the United States. I may be mistaken-I h9pe 
I am ; but when I contemplate your erratic career-yonr strange, 
most strange inconsistencies and contradictions--for long years sus-
taining with unparalleled zeal a Bank of the United States, and then 
at the eleventh hour with equal fierceness, denouncing it as " uncon-
stitutional, inexpedient, and dangerous,"-nuw standing up some 
noble H:ampden or Sydney, with Saxo'.n spirit vindicating the great 
principles of Magna Charta; then "leaning to the side of Power against 
the side of Liberty"-at one moment, characterizing a certain party 
as the enemies of the country, " kept together only by the cohesive 
principle of plunder;" at the next, warring under its flag-one day, 
the proud associate of Webster, and Preston, and Clay, the next the 
boon compeer of Kendall, and Benton, and Duncan-a State Rights 
man uniting himself with the Proclamationist and wool-dyed Federalist 
-a loather of the Protest and the Expunge, taking the Protester and 
Expunger by the hand-yesterday a Whig; a Tory to-day-I say, 
when I call up these points of your history, I am constrained, either 
to charge upon you a singular obliquity of judgment (a solution 
for which you will not thank me, and which none will accept as 
satisfactory), or I must connect your abrupt wheel on the bank ques-
tion with the inklings of a certain weakness of human nature, whose 
nomenclature I will leave it to the gentle reader to determine. 
I proceed now to the review of your course on the subject of the 
bank of 1816-that bank which you said in '34, "owed its existence 
to you more than to any one else in the country, and would never 
have been chartered but for your efforts." 
In his annual Message of Dec. 5th, 1815, Mr. Madison-yes, 
Mi. Madison-as good a state rights man as most men of the pre-
sent day-brought to the attention of Congress the subject of a uni-
form currency, and, as connected therewith, a National Bank. 
On the 6th inst.-the second day of the session-it was resolved, 
" that so much of the President's message as relates to an uniform 
National Cuiirency be referred to a select Committee." And the 
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subject was accordingly referred to the following Committee: Mr. 
Calhoun of S. C., Mr. Macon of N. C., Mr. Pleasants of Va., Mr. 
Hopkinson of Pa., Mr. Robertson of La., Mr. Tucker of Va., and 
Mr. Pickering of Mass. 
You were at the head of the Committee, as you should have been. 
Through two succeeding sessions of Congress, you had been the 
never-tiring champion of the Bank; and that circumstance, doubt-
less, indicating the obvious propriety of the thing, induced the Speaker 
of the House to place you at the head of this important Committee. 
On the 8th of January, 1816, you reported a bill "to incorpo-
rate the subscribers to the Bank of the United States," which bill 
constituted the charter of the late United States Bank; and on the 
26th of Feb'y, you made your memorable speech in its behalf, 
which I propose now critically to examine, showing, as I clearly shall, 
that no man, not even Alexander Hamilton or Daniel Webster, has 
ever exceeded you, either in the zeal and ability with which you 
maintained the propriety of a bank, or in the latitudinarian doctrine 
which you brought to your aid in its support. 
In your exordium, you said that "the constitutional question had 
been so freely and frequently discussed, that all had made up their 
mind on it." Of course, you had made up yours. Then how had 
you made it up 7 If against the constiiutionality, with what face 
could you rise up in Congress and make a transcendently able argu-
ment in favour of an unconstitutional institution 7 I perceive in 
such a course neither good state rights nor sound morality. And if 
your" mind was made ,up" in favour of the constitutionality, how 
came you into your present attitude of hostility to a bank, denying 
even the right of Government to treat bank notes as money? I have 
put you similar interrogatories before, but to an individual, using his 
utmost exertions to revolutionize the tried fiscal and monetary policy 
of the country, they cannot be too often propounded. 
"The question (you continued) whether banks were favourable 
to public liberty and prosperity, was one purely speculative. The 
fact of the existence of banks, and their incorporation with the com-
mercial concerns and industry of the nation, proved that inquiry to 
come too late." A wise reflection this! Practical wisdom it surely 
was, to have regard to the existing condition of the country. A wise 
statesman will never do less. But why, sir, can you not practise 
this same wisdom now? Banks do now exist, to a much greater ex-
tent than in 1816, and they are now infinitely more "incorporated 
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with the commercial concerns and industry of the nation" than they 
were then. The " business and industry of the nation" are almost 
incalculably extended beyond the point they had reached in 1816. 
Our population has been nearly doubled; our commerce vastly 
augmented ; our agriculture advanced ; and a new branch of indus-
try (manufactues), then almost unknown, has sprung up in the 
country to such an extent as to make it one of its leading interests. 
Now, with this immensely increased business, the banking policy has 
become most intimately, and deeply incorporated, so mixed up with 
it, that whatever affects the banks, is sensibly felt by all the great 
interests of the country. In this state of thi11gs, why can you not 
take the same sensible, practical, statesmanlike view you did in 
1816 7 Considering that banks do exist, and are de~ply incor-
porated with the business of the country, why can you not now think 
that the question as to their utility and continuance "comes too 
late," that we are estopped from raising such an inquiry 7 If it 
were " too late" to raise the question then, it would be very madness 
to raise it now. Allow me, then, to entreat you, in the name of the 
country, to return to your sound views of 1816. Contemplate the 
commerce and manufacturers of the country, inseparably blended, as 
they are, with the existence of banks, and coming to the conclusion 
that all your modern abstractions on the subject " come too late," 
manfally vote for a recharter of the bank, give prosperity to the 
nation, and then prepare for the benedictions of a benefited and 
grateful country. 
Why, one of the main arguments you advanced in 1816 was, that 
a National Bank would force a resumption of specie payments, and, 
by fixing a discrimination between sound and unsound banks, estab-
lish a sound and uniform circulating medium, and revive the pros-
perity of the country. 
" A National Bank (you said) paying specie itself, would have a 
tendency to make specie payments general, as well by its influence 
as by its example. It would be the interest of the National Bank to 
produce this state of things, because, otherwise, its operations will 
be greatly circumscribed, as it must pay out specie or National Bank 
notes; for one of the first rules of such a bank would he, to take 
the notes of no bank which did not pay in gold and silver. A Na-
tional Bank of 35 millions, with the aid of those banks which are 
ready at once to pay spe(:ie, would produce a powerful effect all over 
the Union. Further, a National Bank would enable the government 
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to resort to measures which would make it unprofitable to banks to 
continue the violation of their eontracts, and advantageous to return 
to the observance of them. The leading measures of this character 
would be, to strip the banks refusing to pay speoie of all the profits 
arising from the business of the government-to prohibit deposits 
with them, and to refuse to receive their notes in payment of dues to 
the government." 
This was your argument-an unanswerable one it was-but you 
eontinued: 
" The restoration of specie· payments would remove the embar· 
rassments on the industry of the country, and the stains from its 
public and private faith. It remained to see whether this House, 
WITHOUT wnosE AID it was in vain to eqJect success in this object, 
WOULD HAVE THE FORTITUDE to apply the remedy. If this was not 
the proper remedy, you hoped it would be shown by the proposition 
of a proper substitute, AND NOT OPPOSED BY VAGUE AND 
GENERAL DECLAMATION AGAINST BANKS." 
You then said, that it was in the power of Congress to " eradicate 
the disease; but if they did not now exercise the power, they would 
become the abettors of a state of things which was of vital conse-
quence to public morality." You " called upon the House, as guar· 
dians of the public weal, of the health of the body politic, which de-
pended on the public morals, to interpose against a state of things 
which was inconsistent with either ;" and accordingly, you " appealed 
to Congress, as the guardians of the public and private faith,'' to 
pass your bill for establishing a Bank. 
Well, sir, the very same state of things exists now that existed 
then, and, of course, the same arguments apply. Specie payments 
are suspended ; the currency is depreciated ; there are rotten banks 
that require to be swept away with the besom of a national institu-
tion, while there are sound ones that merit the regis of its protection; 
there are " stains on the public and the private faith," which require 
some cleansing operation to wash them away; there is demoralization 
now, as then; there are "embarrassments on the industry of the 
country;" the disease is the same in 1841 that it was in 1816-its 
every feature identical-then, if a National Bank was "the proper 
remedy" in 1816, why, why is it not "the proper remedy'' now 1 
Why can you not take the same plain, sound view of the subject 
now 7 Why do you not call on Congress, "as guardians of the pub-
lic weal and of the public and private faith," to "apply the re-
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medy" and eradicate the " disease?" Do, good sir, but recur to 
your irresistible arguments of 1816. Press them again upon the 
consideration of Congress. " Have the fortitude to apply the re-
medy," and do not-in the name of the suffering country, of "pub-
lic and private faith and public morality''....,;..do not " oppose by 
vague and general declamation against banks," the establishment of 
a National Bank, and the application of the only "proper remedy" 
for the difficulties that beset the nation ! 
Are you less enlightened now, that you do not see the evil so 
plainly, or less patriotic, that you are less willing to apply the re-
medy 1 Or are you more ambitious, that you now postpone the 
plainest suggestions of wisdom, and the most obvious considerations 
of the public good 7 Sir, give me leave to say, that if a National 
Bank was necessary in 1816, it cannot be less so now, in a state of 
things strictly analogous; and I am utterly at a loss to know, how a 
generous and enlightened patriotism can zealously enforce a particular 
measure of public utility at one moment, and at the next lay it aside, 
under circumstances of even higher necessity. And let me warn 
you, that when public men act upon considerations of public good 
one day, and indulge in idle abstractions the next; when they invoke 
others not to oppose a great public measure with " vague and gene-
ral declamation," and then do that very thing th~l!lselves, they must 
expect the uncharitable judgment of the world : they must calculate 
on hearing significant allusions to that grave sin which banished the 
fallen Angels to Pandemonium; and if their conduct will call up 
the fiendish reflection of Milton's apostate Archangel, 
"To reign were worth ambition, though in Hell ; 
Better to reign in Hell than serve in Heav'n"-
the bl"me is their own, and is the just penalty of their own guilty as-
pirations. You will hear from me again. LOWNDES. 
TO THE HON. JOHN C. CALHOUN. 
No VI. 
I pursue the examination of your argument in favour of the bank 
charter of 1816. 
" Tlte only questions (said you) were, under what modifications 
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banks were most useful, and whether the United States ought 01 
ought qot to exercise the power to establish a bank.'' After a sur-
vey of the whole question, you came to the deliberate conclusion, 
that banks were not to be dispensed with, and then you seized the 
position that a National Bank was the best possible modification of 
the banking policy, and maintained, with an ability never before or 
since surpassed, that the government had, and ought to exercise, the 
power to establish such an institution. It is in vain to seek, else-
where, a more unequivocal committal to a Bank of the United States 
than is here presented. 
"Ought or ought not to exercise the power to establish a bank !" 
Why, contemplate the obvious import of these words! Do they not 
imply a total concession of the constitutional question 1 In totidem 
verbis, you acknowledged the power to establish a bank. But, if you 
insist that your words do not bear this construction, you cannot es-
cape the only alternative position, that you considered the constitu-
tional question res adjudicata ; for if you neither recognised the 
power of Congress to establish a bank, nor considered the question 
res adjudicata, you were guilty of a wilful, wanton, I might almost 
say, malicious assault, upon the Constitution of the United States. 
But let us see what were your opinions of the expediency of a 
bank. 
"As to the question (you said) whether a National Bank would 
be favourable to the administration of the finances of the govern-
ment, it was one on which there was so little do'llbt, that gentlemen 
must excuse you, if you did not enter into it." 
Again, in your speech on the Removal of the Deposits, January 
13th, 1834, you said: 
" But while I shall not condescend to notice the charges of the 
Secretary against the bank, beyond the extent which I have stated, 
a sense of duty to the Institution, and regard to the part which I 
took in its creation, compel me to notice two allegations against it, 
which have fallen from another quarter. 
"It is said that the Bank had no agency, or at least efficient 
agency, in the restoration of specie payments in 1817, and that it 
had failed to furnish the country with a sound and uniform currency, 
as had been promised at the time of its creation. Both of these al-
legations, I pronounce to be without just foundation. To enter into 
a minute examination of them, would carry me too far from the sub-
ject, and I must content myself with saying, that having been on the 
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political stage without interruption from that day to this-having 
been an attentive observer of the question of the currency through-
out the whole period-that the Bank has been an indispensable agent 
in the restoration of ·specie payments; that without it, the restora-
tion could not have been effected short of the utter prostration of all 
the moneyed imtitutions of the country, and an entire depreciation 
of Bank paper ; and that it has not only restored specie payments, but 
ltas given a currency far more uniform between the extremes of the 
cuuntry, than was antic'ipated or even dreamed of at the time of its 
creation. I will say for myself, that I did not believe; at that time, 
that the exchange between the Atlantic and the West, would be 
brought lower than two and a half per cent., the estimated expense 
then, including insurance and loss of time, of transporting specie 
between the two points. How much it was below the anticipated 
point, I need not state ; the whole commercial world knows that 
it was not a fourth part at the time of the remo'IJal of the Depo-
iits" 
These, sir, are strong admissions to the expediency of a National 
Bank. As a fiscal agent, its necessity was so obvious and essential, 
that you could not bring yourself even to the discussion of the point. 
Pray, is it not as "favourable to the administration of the finances 
of the Government" now as formerly 1 Has any change taken place 
in its capabilities for fiscal operation 1 You spoke then from expe-
rience-the experience of the thing from 1791 to 1811. Now, you 
have superadded to that, the yet stronger experience of the country 
from 1816 to 1836, during which period, as well as from 1791 to 
1811, the finances were administered with the most perfect smooth-
ness and ease, with the greatest possible despatch, and without a 
cent's cost or a cent's loss to the Government, while the business of 
the eountry went prosperously on. Besides this positive, you have 
before you a negative kind of experience. From 1811 to 1816, and 
from 1836 to the present time-the intervals of intermission of a 
National Bank-a dear lesson was taught the country-one that 
ought to teach it wisdom in all futme time, and that should be con-
s•antly held up to the abstractionists of the present day. During 
the whole time of the absence of a National Bank, the .finances were 
in corifusion; the whole currency disordered, and the business of tlte 
country paralyzed. Now, sir, if, in 1816, you believed a National 
Bank an indispensable fiscal medium, how is it, that, with an in-
creased and most instructive experience before you, you now give up 
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the Bank as a fiscal agent 1 If its financial adaptation was a self. 
evident proposition then, why is it doubtful now 1 
But at a later date-viz., in 1834-you reiterated your eulogium 
of the Bank. You not only claimed for it the credit of having ef-
fected the restoration of specie payments, but that it had reduced 
the exchange between the remote sections of the country to a nomi-
nal amount, and had given the country a sounder and more uniform 
currency than its most sanguine friends had "even dreamed of at 
the time of its creation." Well, sir, why will not a National Bank 
restore specie payments now 1 Why will it not again bring down 
exchange to a nominal amount 7 Why will it not once more give us 
a sound and uni'form currency 1 Why will it not do now what it has 
twice done before 7 Sir, you spoke strict truth when, in 1816, you 
declared it a self-evident proposition that a National Bank was a good 
fiscal agent. Then, it h;id for twenty years safely kept, transferred 
and disbursed hundreds of millions of the public money, and through 
our widely extended country these important functions had been dis-
charged with so much regularity and ease, that one was scarcely 
conscious of the going on of any fiscal operation. Since 1816, 
another Bank kept, transferred and disbursed more than 400 mil-
lions of the national revenue, without a moment's unnecessary delay, 
without a gr~at's expense, or the loss of a dollar to the Government. 
And you as much spoke the truth when you said it had brought 
down the exchanges of the country to almost nothing. It had, in 
truth, revealed a new phenomenon in Exchange-that the cost of 
commercial remittance between remote sections might be reduced 
below the risk and cost of the transportation of specie, which, until 
the existence of the United States Bank, had constituted the natural 
rate of Exchange. A merchant in Boston could remit to his corres-
pondent in New Orleans at less cost than he could send the specie, 
and without any risk whatever-no small consideration in mercantile 
transactions, because the expense of insurance is saved. The fact 
is, every merchant in the Union knows, that while the United States 
Bank was in operation exchange was a mere song-a mere nothing-
hardly worth enumeration, in fixing the price to be demanded of his 
customers for his goods. What is it now, I might stop to ask 1 A 
heavy item in the list of mercantile expenses, and of course, a heavy 
burden upon the consumer, who, after all, pays every tax, of what-
ever kind, that the merchant has incurred before him. 
And when you emphatically asserted that the Bank had blest the 
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country with a sound and uniform currency, you did it but the sim-
plest justice. So sound it was, ~hat a bill of the United States Bank 
would purchase broadcloths in London or Liverpool, or teas in 
China, and there never was a day, after the Bank got well under 
way, that a United States Bank note was not equal to specie any-
where in the Union, no matter at what point it had issued. So uni-
form was it, that not only would a note of the late Bank pass cur-
rent all over the Union, but its notes and drafts were actually better 
than specie. A merchant in Norfolk having a payment to make in 
New Orleans, had only to go to the branch Bank in the Borough and 
purchase a draft on the branch at the latter place, and he had where-
with to pay his debt in New Orleans, something better than the same 
amount in gold and silver. The draft purchased of the Bank, would 
cost him but one fourth of one per cent., whereas if he had to remit the 
specie, the cost of transportation and insurance would be several 
per cent. :. or, if he had to resort to a broker to obtain exchange on 
New Orleans, he would have to pay, at the least, the amount of the 
cost of transportation and insurance, for the individual dealer in ex· 
change never charges less for his draft than the natural rate of ex-
change, that is, never sells his drafts for a less premium than it would 
cost the remitter to send the specie. To make the proposition pal-
pable, what would a draft on New Orleans have cost while the bank 
was in existence, and what would such a draft cost now when there 
is no bank? In the former case, it would not exceed one quarter 
per cent., in the latter it could not be had for less-than five per cent., 
nor could it be had even for that without much searching and delay, 
and frequently not at all. Now the difference of exchange in the 
two cases, is just the difference in the value of United States Bank 
notes and specie. It is most true, then, that a National Bank did 
furnish a sound and uniform currency-so sound and uniform, in-
deed, as to be superior even to the precious metals. 
Now, sir, that the bank did effect these glorious results, I have 
gour own high authority-your own most emphatic asseveration. I 
make you the witness to the country for the bank. I produce your 
own positive and unimpeachable testimony in its behalf. And since 
it did, in past times, so inestimable .service for the country, why is it 
now-to use your recent language of condemnation-" unconstitu-
tional, inexpedient and dangerous"t What " change has come over 
the spirit of your dream 7" 
Sir, I hold you to your admissions in favour of the bank. I de-
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man-0. in the name of the country, how it is that you now so bitter I y 
denounce a measure which you have said gave to the government a 
good fiscal agent, to the country a sound and uniform currency, to 
its commerce a cheap and easy medium, and to all the great interests 
of the nation, prosperity 1 You must assign a satisfactory reason, or 
your present course in relation to the bank must be divested of all 
moral force. 
A sound and uniform 
est of national blessings. 
and to private happiness. 
currency, Sir, is, as you know, the great. 
It is indispensable to public prosperity 
To borrow your own expressive language from your great speech 
of January 30th, 1834: "The currency of the cou~try is the credit 
of the country; credit in every shape and form, public and private; 
credit not only in the shape of paper, but that of confidence between 
man and man, through the agency of :which, in all its forms, the 
great and mighty exchanges of this commercial country, at home and 
abroad, are effected." 
Never more truth and philosophy in so small a compass! 
An easy medium of exchange, too, is another national blessing 
and individual good, particularly in a commercial, confederated, and 
widely extended country like our own. The statesman who will se-
cure once more for our beloved country these inestimable benefits, 
will merit, as he will doubtless receive, her heartiest benedictions. 
You, Sir, who in times gone by, stood forth a public benefactor, and 
by carrying through a National Bank, relieved your country from the 
evils of confused exchanges and a disordered currency, I invoke 
to come once more to the rescue. Give us your aid at this the mo-
ment of great national necessity ; and if I invoke your assistance in 
vain, I turn with hope to a wiser, if not a more patriotic source-to 
an enlightened Congress, and to a President, who, I trust, will ren-
der his name illustrious in all future time l:>y discarding all petty ab-
stractions, and yielding his approval to that measure of vast national 
importance, whose utility has been tested by time and experience, 
and which the popular will so loudly demands. 
And while I am on the subject of Exchanges, might I not ask 
your re-support of a National Bank on a sectional ground 1 
I repudiate.myself all sectional app,eals, cherish not a local par-
tiality or prejudice, because ·1 look not upon any one section, but the 
whole broad Union, as my- country. And so should all who love 
and glory in this precious Union. But you claim to be peculiarly 
• 
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Southern in your views, having more than once, in terms not the 
most modest and deferential, intimated to other sections of the Con-
federacy, that Reform, come when it may, must proceed from the 
South, and the South only ; and your admirers exult in the preten· 
sion which, from day to day, they put forth for you, that you are, be-
yond compare, the ablest and most reliable champion of South, 
her rights and interests. Now, I wonder that the Argus eye of so 
watchful and faithful a sentinel, hath not yet seen that the Southern 
section of the United States is far more concerned than any other 
in the re-establishment of a National Bank! 
Nearly the whole trade of the South is to the North; and as be-
tween the North and the South the balance of the trade is always 
and l~rgely against the latter: and of course, whatever difference of 
excHiinge there is between the two points, is so much tax upon the 
consumers of the South. The South, indeed, as every merchant 
knows, pays the whole cost of exchange, and this cost or tax, owing 
to the absence of a United States Bank, and consequent want of uni-
formity in the currency and the difficulty of procuring exchange, is 
become a most one rousand grievous one. But re-establish the bank ; 
give back to the country a currency of uniform value and universal 
credit : bring down exchanges, as heretofore, to one quarter of one per 
cent., and the people of the South are at once relieved of a taxation 
which annually eats out a large portion of their substance, and which 
ought to be the less endurable that its imposition is the practical 
working of that ethereal abstractionism which disdains to contemplate 
the world as the Creator ordained it, and persists in legislating for 
imaginary, not real existences. 
Nor ought a great mind like yours to pass over, or estimate light-
ly, the moral effects of a national currency in strengthening the 
bonds of the Union. It is a link in that blessed chain which chords 
together this glorious confederacy of State5> and makes each citizen 
realize that relation, "one, inseparable, and indivisible," from which 
springs most of American prosperity, grandeur, and glory. It makes 
us feel the vast worth of the Union, by a constant practical exempli-
fication of its benefits. It promotes unceasingly that social and com-
mercial intercourse, which is the linking principle of communities, 
and strongest ligament of confederate States. Alas ! how is the sa-
cred influence of this generous agency now chilled and checked by 
the disordered state of the oirculating medium ! 
In fine, a currency possessing undoubted credit in every state of 
• 
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the Union, subject to no discount in commercial exchanges and in 
the diversified business of the people, must necessarily exert a 
powerful agency in creating that sense of common interest in, and 
dependence on, the Government of the Union, which constitutes, after 
all, its firmest basis and highest safeguard. While, on the contrary, 
nothing, so much as a bad currency, makes the Government appear 
in the eyes of the people unparental and inefficient, or is more like-
ly to break the charm that binds them to it. 
Not only, then, as a patric;>t citizen of the Union, but as a citizen 
and especial friend of the South, I ask you to go back to your old 
QPinions, and strive once more for a National Bank. 
I have not concluded. LOWNDES. 
TO THE HON. JOHN C. CALHOUN. 
No. VII. 
I left you, in my last, earnestly vindicating a National Bank as 
an admirable fiscal agent, and warmly eulogizing it as an institution 
that had blessed the country with a sound and uniform currency and 
a most excellent system of Exchanges. 
I proceed to develope the sweeping ground you maintained in 
1816, in favour of the power of Congress to establish a Bank. 
You boldly and unequivocally seized the position, that Congress 
had the power to regulate the currency; that its control over the sub-
ject was absolute; that it not only had the power, but that it was its 
imperious duty, to regulate the currency; and from this source, you 
deduced the constitutional right of the Government to .incorporate a 
Bank of the United States. 
The currency of the n ation, you declared, was in a depreciated 
and wretched condition. " That this state of the currency (said you) 
was a stain on the public and ptivate credit, and injurious to the 
morals of the community, was so clear a position as to require no 
proof." 
Again : " The state of our circulating medium is opposed to the 
principles of the Federal Constitution. The power is given to Con-
gress by that instrument, in express terms, to regulate the currency 
of the United States ." 
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"No one (you continued) who referred to the Constitution, could 
doubt that the money.of the United States was intended to be placed 
entirely under the control of Congress. The only object the framers 
of the Constitution could have in view in giving to Congress the 
power to coin money, regulate the value thereof, and of foreign 
coin, must have been, to give a steadiness and fixed value to the 
currency of the United States. The state of things at the time of 
the adoption of the Constitution, affords an argument in favour of this 
construction. There then existed a depreciated currency, which 
could only be regulated and made uniform by giving a power,for 
that purpose, to the General Government. The States could not do 
it. Taking, therefore, into view the prohibition against the States 
issuing bills of credit, there is a strong presumption, that this power 
was intended TO be exclusively given to Congress." 
You complained, furthermore, that the States had usurped the 
functions of Congress in this particular, and you protested against 
the assumption. " There has been (you said) an extraordinary re-
volution in the currency of the country. By a sort of under cur-
rent, the power of Congress to regulate the money of the country 
has caved in, and upon its ruins have sprung up those institutions 
which now exercise the right of making money for, and in, the 
United States: for gold and silver are not the only money, but what-
ever is the medium of purchase and sale, in which Bank paper alone 
is now employed, and has therefore become the money of the country. 
A change, great and wonderful, has taken place, which divests you 
of y<tur 1·igl1ts, and turns you back to the condition of the revolu· 
tionary war, in which every State issued bills of credit, which were 
made a legal tender, and were of v;i.rious value." 
You then urged upon Congress to re-assert its lost authority, and 
resume its "constitutional control'' over the currency; and in terms 
the most unqualified, insisted on a National Bank as the best and 
only means of regaining for Congress its jurisdiction over the cur-
rency, and rendering it sound and uniform. 
And, to give to your argument its finishing force, you dwelt on 
the "inequality of taxation, resulting from the state of the circula-
ting medium, which, notwithstanding the taxes were laid with strict 
regard to the constitutional provision for their equality, made the 
people in one section of the Union pay perhaps one-fifth more of the 
same tax, than those in another." 
" The constitution (you concluded) having given Coogress tlie 
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Po11Jer to remedy tltese et>ils, they are deeply responsible for their 
,wntinuance.'' 
And in your speech on the · Removal of the Deposits, you in--
quired with almost angry emphasis: '' Is it not amazing that it never 
occurred to the Secretary, (Mr. Taney) that the su'bject of currency 
belongs exclnsively to Congress, and that to assume to regulate it is 
a plain usurpation of tho powers of that Department of the Govern• 
ment1" 
If higher gto11nd than this has ever been taken on the side of a 
National Bank) I know not when it was assumed, nor by whom. The 
most ultra friend of a bank has never asked more for it than is here 
conceded. Mr. Hamilton himself went no farther. It is the very 
argument so ably urged by Mr. Webster, in 1838) against which you 
then so warmly ptotested, as involving latitudinarian and dang€rous 
doctrine. 
You seem to have revolted at the bare idea of a disordered cur-
rency. "f 011 regarded such a condition of it as a national degrada-
tion-as a« stain upon the public and private credit,"-and" opposed 
to the principles of the Federal Constittttion." And so little doubt did 
yo11 entertain of the supreme control of Congress over the currency, 
or of its right to establish a bank as the means of curing the disor,. 
ders of that currency, that you " held Congress deeply responsible,'' 
if it did not take back its ,., coustitutional control,'' and, to that end, 
establish a National Bank, 
Yes, Sir, with all your attachment to state r1ghts) you declared 
that, in this matter, the States had encroached upon the province of 
the National Legislature, and " divested it of its rights;" and you 
implored Congress to resist the usurpation) pointing ever and anon. 
to a fedetal bank as the most effectual mode of resistance. You 
el aimed the right in Congress, through a National Bank, to control 
the State banks, in so far as they tendea to interfere with the unifor-
mity of the currency. "Restore these Institutions (you said) to 
their or.iginal use ; cause them to give up tlteir usurp~d power; cause 
them to return to their legitimate offic'e of places of discount and 
deposit ; let them be no longer mere paper machines; cause them 
to fulfi.l their contracts; to respect their broken faith; resolve that 
~vergwhere there shall be an uniform value to the Natio'llal Currency, 
~Your Constitutional '?ontrol will then prevail" 
Do I not, then, fairly state you, when I assert that you have 
claimed for Congress the unlimited power to regulate the currency. 
4 
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and, that from the power to regulate the currency, you have deduced 
the right of Congress to incorporate a National Bank 1 Sir, it is so, 
and I take it upon me to say, in view of these facts, that a more lati-
tudinarian position has never been occupied in regard to the estab-
lishment of a National Bank. 
Show me, if you can, who has ever proclaimed more federal 
opinions on this subject. 
Yet you and your party daily denounce a National Bank as un-
warranted by any clause in the Constitution, and, with an effrontery 
which is never assumed by any but brazen transgressors, you permit 
none to kneel with your sainted selves at the altar of state rights, ,but 
those who will not join you in damning a National Bank as " wicon· 
stitutional, inexpedient, and dangerous." "Oh! Consistency! thou 
art a Jewel!" 
But to pursue the narrative of your connexi!)n with the bank 
question: After the conclusion of your able argument, Mr. Ser-
geant, of Penn., supported by Mr. Pitkin, Mr. 'Ward, Mr. Tucker, 
and Mr. Webster, moved to reduce the capital of the bank from 35 
to 20 millions. You opposed, in a speech, and voted against, the 
propos1t10n. " The important functions to be diischarged by the 
bank (you said) require a large capital." 
On the 29th of February, 1816, Mr. Cady made a motion to strike 
out of the bill the section authorizing the Government to subscribe 
for a proportion ( seven millions) of the stock. Against this propo-
sition, too, you made a speech and voted. Then, you would form 
a direct connexion of the Government with banks; now, their entire 
divorce is the fixed idea of your imagination. 
And so, when Mr. Pitkin, on the 4th of March, moved to strike 
out the 10th section which gave the Government the right to appoint 
five of the Directors of the bank, you both spoke and voted against 
the motion. It was argued by Mr. Pitkin, Mr. Gaston, and Mr. 
Pickering, that giving to the government a part in the direction of 
the bank, would make it an engine in the hands of Government, 
which might be wielded for dangerous purposes. You, taking the 
opposite ground, maintained that there was no danger in thus con-
necting the Government with the bank. Widely different are your 
sentiments now. 
On the 6th of March, Mr. Jewett proJ>')sed to confine the ap-
pointment of the branch directors to native citizens of the United 
States, so as to exclude from the direction of the bank all tho3e 
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who could by possibility entertain unfriendly feelings for the Gov-
ernment. You strongly reprobated the proposition as " introdu-
cing an odious and unprecedented distinction." 
On the 9th of March, Mr. Cady offered an amendment to pre-
vent the establishment of more than one branch of the bank in 
any one state. You opposed the amendment, thus sanctioning the 
right of Congress to locate as many banks as it pleases within the 
territorial limits of the States. 
On the 12th of March, you voted against a provision to m,ake 
the bank forfeit its charter in the event of its refusal to pay specie ; 
and on the same day you voted against 20 per cent, as a penalty 
on the bank for failing to pay gold and silver, as inordinate and 
unreasonable. 
On the same day, you voted against a proposition to prevent the 
Government directors from receiving any loan or accommodation from 
the bank; and on the 13th of March, Mr. McLean, of Kentucky, 
moved the following important amendment to the bill : 
"Provided, That no branch shall be established in any state, un-
less such state shall authorize the same by law." 
You made a speech against this proviso, and votccl against it--an 
unequivocal recognition of the right of Congress to create Corpo-
rations within the States. What is your present position, and how 
can you explain it 1 One can scarcely realize the idea that the 
John C. Calhoun of 1841 is the identical John C. Calhoun of 1814, 
'15 and '16. It seems rather a bewildering dream than a sober 
reality. 
i might, from the debate that took place on t·he bank bill of 1816, 
cite many passages, indicating on your part an extraordinary zeal 
for the success of the measure. Suffice it, that cotemporary chron-
iclers represented your vindication of it as" energetic and veltemcnt." 
And so it was from the day, as Chairman of the " Committee on the 
national currency," you reported the bill, until the 13th of March, 
1816, when: it was ordered to its engrossment: for which you voted. 
On the next day, it came up on its passage, and the name of 
John C. Calhoun stands recorded in its favour. 
It was sent to the Senate for concurrence, passed that body 
April 3d, 1816, by a vote of 22 to 12, and was returned to the house 
with sundry amem:lments. Impatient of delay, and burning with 
anxiety for the consummation of your favourite measure, you pro-
posed to "take the question on the amendments generally." The 
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subject was, however, postponed to the next day, April the 5th, when 
a motion of indefinite postponement was made by Mr. Randolph, 
against which you voted in a majority of 91 to 67, and on the 10th 
of April, it received the signature of one of the best republicans and 
wisest statesman America has produced-JAMES MADISON-
the very author of the Report and Resolutions of '98, whose de· 
votion to the rights of the States was fully as ardent, to say the least, 
as that of any of the " New Lights" of the present day. 
Such was your course on the bank charter of 1816. You met 
your opponents at every point. Many a gallant foe you encountered, 
nor struck your lance till a glorious victory had crowned your heroic 
efforts. Well might you declare, that the " bank owed more to 
you than to any other individual in the country, and that, but for your 
exertions, it never would have been chartered." 
The ljistory is not quite completed. In 1834, Mr Webster made 
a proposition in the Senate of the United States to prolong the 
charter of the United States Bank for six years. You proposed an 
antagonist scheme-the formation of a "new Bank of the United 
States, engrafted upon the old," to continue for twelve years instead 
of six. Here is your language: 
"After a full survey of the whole subject, I see none, I can 
conjecture no means of extricating' the country from its present dan• 
ger and to arrest its further increase, but A BANK-the agency of 
which, under some form and under some authority, is indispensable." 
But-=-" tempora mutantur, et nos mutamur in illis." Three years 
after declaring a" bank, under some form and under some authority, 
INDISPENSABLE," you were found, on the floor of the Senate, ex· 
claiming against it asl" unconstitutional, inexpedient and dangerm~s ;' 
and at the next session you struck upon a yet higher key, and pro· 
claimed to an astonished country, that this is a hard m~ney Govern· 
ment, and that the United States has no right to touch a bank note 
in settlement of its dues ! 
A sudden movement, I should say : and " sudden movements of 
the affections, whether personal or political, ( as the intellectual 
giant of New England once taunted you), are a little out of nature.'' 
But I will not stop to twit you further at this time with your in· 
consistencies in the premises. I hasten to an important inquiry. 
Since you are for laying aside the only policy that has the sane· ' 
tion of successful experiment, and since great original geniuses like 
yourself, should never discard tested systems without having better 
•• 
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ones ready in their stead, I ask for the substitute you propose in the 
place of a National Bank. Where are we to look for a good currency 
for the people in their every day business, or for a medium of com-
mercial exchange, or for a good plan for conducting the fiscal opera-
tions of the Treasury 1 
Have you joined the band of cruel experimenters, who so long 
have made child's sport of the prosperity of the country, and the hap-
piness of its people 1 
Is this reckless experimenting never to cease! 
" Why ( as Mr. Webster most eloque~tly exclaimed, in his im-
mortal speech on the sub-treasury bill), why are we-why, sir, are 
we alone among the great commercial states-why are we to be 
kept on the rack aud torture of these experiments? We have 
powers, adequate, complete powers. We need only to exercise 
them; we need only to perform our constitutional duty, and we shall 
spread content, cheerfulness, and joy, over the whole land." 
Well, Sir, if you will keep the country " on the rack and torture 
of experiment," what is your substitute, your better plan 7 
Is it the hard money system? Will you have gold and silver as 
the only circulating medium 1 Will you compel the citizen who 
travels from neighbourhood to neighbourhood, and from state to state, 
to weigh down his pockets with a cumbrous load of gold and silver ? 
Will you embarrass the commerce of the country, by requiring the 
transportation of specie for almost every commercial transaction 1 
Above all, will you, by introducing the hard money standard, reduce 
the price of labour and the value of all the property in the country 
two-thirds or three fourths in amount; and by that means doom to 
hopeless insolvency the whole debtor class of the Union 7 
Sit, the idea is preposterous! A specie currency for a widely 
extended and highly commercial country like this, is the craziest 
notion that ever struck the brain of visionary, and the people would 
not endure it for a moon. 
Is it the state bank system you would have us look to for a re-
formation of the currency 7 
Most ridiculous conception! To your mind it must be as clear 
as the sunbeam, that the want of concert of action and unity of 
measures among twenty-six bank-making powers-the state legisla-
tures-must forever, and beynnd all question, stamp upon the local 
institutions inadequacy to the important function of furnishing a 
sound and uniform currency. In the absence of the checking opera-
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tion of a National Bank, it has happened heretofore ( and it will hap~ 
pen again under the same circumstances), that competition has 
sprung up-actual rivalry existed among the states, in this business 
of bank-making; arid, consequently, numerous banks have been 
chartered without a.ny regard to the wants of trade or to the busi-
ness of the country. Over-action and re-action have been the neces-
sary consequences, and in their train have followed speculation, de-
preciation, explosion, and ruin. Such a system, unchecked by a 
central, contl'olling influence, never has furnished, and never can give 
out a sound and uniform currency. 
It is altogether out of the nature of things that the circulation of 
the local banks should possess that general credit which is the basis 
and very essence of uniformity. Variously constituted as the bank-
ing system is in the different states of the Union, and ignorant as 
the people in one section must be of the constitution and condition 
of the banking institutions in another, there must ever be such dis-
trust of the local currency as will deprive it of the quality most 
wanted in an extensive commercial country-to wit, universality of 
credit. For example, the merchant in New Orleans knows little or 
nothing of the condition of the banks in Maine-has not that neigh-
bourhood cognizance of them which is necessary to determine the 
soundness or unsoundness of their notes: and, therefore, ifa merchant 
or other debtor, in Maine, has to pay a debt in New-Orleans, he must 
not remit the notes of the Maine banks in payment. The New-Orleans 
creditor will not touch them. "I know nothing of your bank notes 
(he will say to his debtor in Maine), they may be perfectly good in 
your immediate vicinity, where your banks are well known-I know 
nothing of them-and if I do, A, B and C, with whom I deal, do not, 
and they will not take them of me, nor will the New-Orleans banks 
receive them on deposit, or take them at their counters. So you 
must remit to me in money which has universal credit-which is 
known by all to be good-which is as current in Maine as in Loui-
siana, and in Louisiana as in Maine ; if you cannot send me such a 
paper currency, you must remit me the specie at your own cost." 
And so, a person setting out to travel into a dozen states of the 
Union, dare not start with the notes of his own state banks only. 
For, the moment he reaches the point where the neighbourhood 
knowledge, just referred to, is lost in the vortex of distance, his bank 
notes become subject to a discount; the notes which he first receives 
in exchange for those of his own vicinage, in their turn are subjected 
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to the like discount; a'nd so on, until a large portion of the money 
with which he started (which, in fact, was perfectly good at the 
starting point) is sacrificed to the difference of exchange; in other 
word$, to the difference between a local and a general currency. 
Hence it is, that, neither for travelling nor commercial purposes, can 
the state banks supply a suitable currency. It is totally impracticable. 
Nor is this all. The inherent tendency of the state banks to al-
ternate expansion and contraction, when unrestrained by a general 
regulator, is too well established by positive result to admit of a mo-
ment's skepticism. As you well know, it has never been tried with-
out miserable, melancholy abortion. 
Why, my dear sir, when the Democratic party, headed by its 
great High Priest, Gen. Jackson, having triumphed in its unholy 
war upon the United States Bank, was proposing the pet bank or 
general Deposit system in lieu of the United States Bank, its utter 
impotency was clearly pointed out, and its abortion confidently fore-
told by the Whig statesmen of the day, who, with entire unanimity, 
remonstrated and protested against the ruinous experiment. 
Said Mr. McDuffie (in bis celebrated report in 1830 in favour of 
rechartering the bank): "If the Bank of the United States were 
destroyed, and the local institutions left without its restraining influ-
ence, the currency woqld almost certaiQly relapse into a state of 
unsoundness.'' 
"The loss of confidence among men (prophesied Mr. John M. 
Clayton, of Delaware); the total derangement of that admirable 
system of Exchanges, which is now acknowledge~ to be better than 
exists in any other country on the globe; over-trading and specula-
tion in every part of the country ; that rapid fluctuation in the stand-
ard value of money, which, like the unseen pestilence, withers all 
the efforts of industry, while the sufferer is in utter ignorance of the 
cause of his destruction; bankruptcy and ruin, at the anticipation 
of which the heart sickens, must follow in the long trQ,in of evils, 
which are assuredly bifote us." 
Mr. Webster united in the warning. " The measure of the 
Secretary of the Treasury (said he), and the infatuation with which 
it is supported, tend directly and strongly to that result (the sus-
pension of specie payments). Under pretence, then, of a design 
to return to a currency which shall be all specie, we are likely to 
have a currency in which there shall be no specie at all. We are in 
danger of being overwhelmed with irredeemable paper representing 
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not gold or silver; no, sir, representing nothing but broken promis-
es, bad faith, bankrupt corporations, cheated creditors, and ruined 
people." 
"If the Seoretary's plan be carried into effect (said Mr. Horace 
Binney), there will be a hundred banks starting up~ to take the place 
of the proscribed United States Bank. We would have them shoot-
ing out their paper missiles in all directions. They would come 
from the four quarters of the Union." 
But no one, perhaps, has so vividly sketched the picture as Mr. 
Clay. The wise forecast of this eminent, practical statesman, look-
ing with clear vision down the track of time, portrayed the conse-
quences of a discontinuance of the United States Bank in the fol-
lowing prophetic terms : 
" There being no longer any sentinel at the head of our bank-
ing establishments, to warn them by its information and operations of 
approaching danger, the local institutions, already multiplied to an 
alarming extent, and almost daily multiplying in seasons of prosper-
ity, will make free and unrestrained emissions. All the channels of 
circulation will be gorged. Property will rise extravagantly high, and 
constantly looking up, the temptation to purchase will be irresistible. 
Inordinate speculation will ensue, debts will be freely contracted, and 
when the season of adversity comes, as come it must, the banks, 
acting without concert and without guide, obeying the law of self-pres-
ervation, will all at the same time call in their issues, the vast num-
ber will exaggerate the alarm, and general distress, wide spread ruin, 
and an explosion of the general banking system, or the establish-
ment of a new Bank of the United States, will be the ultimate re-
sult.'' 
All these foreshowings were literally fulfilled. So it is demon-
strable by a priori reasoning, and by " a painful national experience," 
that the state hanks, of themselves, can never supply a plentiful, 
soJ!nd, and uniform circulating medium; and hence, we cannot look 
to them for a reform in the currency. 
Is it the boasted Sub-treasury you would give us in lieu of the 
proved policy of Washington and Madison ? 
Surely, sir, you are too good a republican to persist in a measure 
which has been thrice rejected by the people ! Has not one of the 
first acts of the present Congress been, to repeal Mr. Van :Buren's 
Sub-treasury law, and was not the hot haste with which the repeal 
was prosecuted owing to the overwhelming expression of public 
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opinion against the measure, and to the loud commands of the peo-
ple 't And can you-will you-you who claim to be the very stand-
ard of republican orthodoxy-presume to bring forward again a meas-
ure so palpably stamped with the popular .reprobation 7 
But, if you insist on making this barbarous scheme the policy of 
the land, let me tell :y-ou, that while it can never answer the purposes 
of currency, nor of exchanges, whether individual or national, there 
are to it other objections wholly insurmountable. 
It is by far the unsafest mode of keeping th.e public money-
more millions of dollars having been lost by sub-treasurers than cents 
by a United States Bank; it delegates the purse and the sword in the 
same hand, making the Executive virtually the Treasurer of the na-
tion ; it will perpetuate insolvency in the land ; it will, as Professor 
Dew has conclusively demonstrated, sweep away, ab imo, the whole 
banking system; this done, it will degenerate into a great Govern-
ment bank : and thus the whole banking power of this great country 
will be concentrated in the Federal Government, and inure to the 
Federal Executive-than which there can be nothing more consolida-
ting and anti-state-rights-no despotism more complete and unalloyed. 
I see, then, no way of reforming the currency and furnishing 
the Union a good fiscal agent, save through that system which has 
been weighed in the balances, and found not wanting-the local 
banks, acting in conjunction with a National institution. To attain 
the great desiderata in the circulating medium, to wit, sufficiency 
and soundness, the two must co-exist. Without the state banks, we 
should not have currency enough for the indispensable uses of the peo-
pl~a National Bank could not supply the diversified local demand 
without giving it a capital too vast for security-while, without the 
latter to check the local institutions and emit a circulation of uni-
versal credit', there would be no soundness or uniformity. Under 
this balancing system, we will have what we have had in better days 
gone by-that happy medium, that gentle, easy tegularity, so neces-
sary in this important matter of the currency, when redundancy and 
wild overtrading will be avoided, on the one hand, and reaction and 
straining, and suffering, on the other; in fine, abundance without ex-
cess, and soundness without deficiency. 
Cease, then, your warfare upon the banks. Give up the absurd 
policy of placing them and the Government in antagonist relations. 
You war against the prosperity of tlte country in the tenderest 
point, when you annoy the banks. 
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"This perpetual annoyance to the banks (said Mr. Webster in 
'38), this hoarding up of money which the country demands for its 
own necessary uses, this bringing of the whole revenues of the Gov-
ernment to act,, not in aid and furtherance, but in direct hinderance 
and embarrassment of commerce and business, is utterly irreconcil-
able with the public interest. We shall see no return of former 
times till it be abandoned_;._altogether abandoned." Reform, I say, 
but do not destroy the system. Evils it undoubtedly has, ( and what 
human thing has not 1) but how incomparably do its blessings out-
weigh its ills ! Besides, the developments of the last ten years 
have done more than all preceding experience put _together, to reveal 
the defects of the banking system ; and surely it is the worst of all 
philosophy, to discard a system whose vivifying impulses have gen-
ially affected every branch of American industry, just at the time 
when experience-the only unerring guide of sublunary wisdom-
has developed its weak points, and put it in our power to make it 
the source of unmixed good to the country. 
And now, sir, to test the justness of all this reasoning, give me 
leave to catechise you with a few random queries, and to call your 
attention to a home fact or two which may shed some light upon this . 
important 1;1ubject. 
There must be some plan for managing the finances : for the 
collection, keeping, and disbursement of the revenue, are indispen-
sable to the existence of the Government. Now, if the Government 
has the constitutional right to collect, keep, and disburse its revenues 
by means of a sub-treasury, why has it not equally the power to do 
the same through the medium of a national bank 7 If it must effect 
the end~-to wit, collect, keep, and disburse the revenue-it must have 
the means of accomplishing those ends. Now, why may it not select 
a bank as the means, as well as the sub-treasury 1 If Government 
have the right to select the means at all, may it not select the best 
means 7 And again, does not every constitutional objection that lies 
against a National Bank, apply with equal force to the sub-treasury 1 
Besides, if, as Professor Dew has asserted, the Sub-treasury will 
degenerate into a Government bank, will you not have a bank after 
all, and the worst sort of bank ; and instead of accomplishing the 
result which is the beau ideal of your statesmanship-the divorce of 
the G_overnment from the banking power-will you not inseparably 
unite them? 
Secondly: from 1791 to 1811, when the state banks and a 
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National Bank existed together, and from the time the late United 
States Bank got well under way until 1836, was not the country 
blessed with the best currency ever known on earth-with the h;i.ppy 
medium and regularity before alluded to:-abundance without excess 
and depreciation, and soundness without deficiency 7 And was it 
not in the intervals when a National Bank did not exist, that an 
inordinate increase of the number of state banks, over-issues, over-
trading, r~action, depreciation, contraction, convulsion, and ruin took 
place 7 If you answer these questions in the affirmative, as sure you 
must, how can you gainsay the conclusion to which many of the 
wisest statesmen in the land long since have come, that the local 
banks in co-existence with a National Bank, is the best system of 
currency and fiscal agency that can be devised for this country-the 
best suited to its peculiar circumstances and condition 7 
Thirdly : is it not undeniably true that the Government has lost 
many millions by sub-treasurers and state banks when acting as depos-
itories of the public funds, and is it not as true that it never lost the 
first cent by a United States Bank ! If so, is not the latter the safest 
depository of the revenue 7 
Fourthly: would a note of a South Carolina bank, in the best of 
tim~s, have passed at par in St. Louis or Portland, or been equal to 
specie at those points 7 And would not a note of the United States 
Branch Bank at Charleston have been as good in St. Louis or Port-
land as in Charleston, and, indeed, equivalent to specie in every hole 
and corner of the Union 7 
Fifthly : suppose in 1830, or any year after the late National 
Bank was in successful operation, a debtor of yours had come to pay 
you a debt of $1000, with United States Bank notes in one hand, 
and specie in the other, which would you have taken 7 If you 
would have taken the notes, as every sensible man would, would it 
not have been an admission that the United States Bank notes were 
better than gold and silver ; and if a National Bank gave the people 
a paper currency better than gold and silver, in Heaven's name, what 
more could you ask 7 Why project and experiment for a better, 
when the best ever possessed by mortals is at hand 7 
And now for the few plain facts to which I was to invite your 
attention. 
So far from Exchanges ever .having been equalized during the 
periods we have been without a National Bank, it is a fact not to be 
disputed, that the fate of exchange between distant points in the 
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Union has never been, to and fro, the same.• For example: Bills 
at New-York on New-Orleans are frequently at a premium, while at 
New-Orleans bills on New-York are at a discount of several per 
cent., and vice versa. And so of other points'. In the absence of a 
National Bank, this has always been the case. No state or regulation 
of mere trade can make it otherwise. Now, to what is this owing 
but to the want of a universal currency 7 How can it be remedied 
but by the re-establishment of a National Bank 7 And Oh ! is not 
that a most admirable, beneficent, yea, charming system, which fixes 
the same invariable rate of exchange, backwards and forwards, 
between the remote cities and sections of the Union; which not 
only establishes the same per cent. from New York to St. Louis, and 
from St. Louis to New York, from Cincinnati to Boston, and from 
Boston to Cincinnati, but which breaks up the extortion of the 
broker, and brings down the cost of exchange to the lowest point to 
which it can, in the nature of things, be reduced, to a rate too insig-
nificant to be noted-I say, is not that a wondrous and a glorious 
systt!m which has accomplished such results 7 It is : and, moreover, 
it is the only system-the wisdom of no finite being can devise 
another-that can, or ever will, consummate the like. 
Again: as worth a thousand speculative arguments, let me give 
you (what is no fiction) a condensed journal of a traveller who 
recently left Virginia for the West. Here it is : 
"· Started from Virginia with Virginia money-reached the Ohio 
river-exchanged $20 Virginia note for shin-plasters and a $3 note of 
the Bank of West Union-paid away the $3 note for a breakfast-
reached Tennessee-received a $100 Tennessee note-went back 
to Kentucky-forced there to exchange the Tennessee note for $88 
of Kentucky money-started home with the Kentucky money. In 
Virgihia and Maryland compelled, in order to get along, to deposit 
* For confirmation of this position, see the following rates of Exchanges 
now (1843) existing : 
New-York on N e:w-Orleans, 1 prem. I St. Louis on New-York, par. 
New-Orleans on N. York, 21 a 3 dis. New-York on Chicago, 4 a 5 dis. 
New-York on St. Louis, 2 a 2! di~. Chicago on New-York 2i a 3 prem. 
Now this difference of exchange repre_sents the amount of loss sustained 
by the community, and the Joss happens, be it observed, when the state banks 
are in good condition-paying specie, and, in most cases, with a dollar of 
specie for every paper dollar in circulation. Yet it is said that the currency 
i~ as good as can be requjred, and that exchanges ar~ equalized without the 
aid of a National Bank! 
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five times the amount due, and several times detained to be shaved 
at an enormous per cent. At Maysville, wanted Virginia money-
eouldn't get it. At Wheeling, exchanged $50 note, Kentucky money, 
for notes of the North Western Bank of Virginia-reached Frede• 
ricktown-there neither Virginia nor Kentucky money current-
paid a $5 Wheeling note for breakfast and dinner-received in 
change two one-dollar notes of some Pennsylvania bank, one dollar 
Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road, and balance in Good Intent shin• 
plasters-one hundred yards from the tavern door, all the notes 
refused except the Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road-reached Harper's 
Ferry-notes of North Western :Bank in worse repute there than in 
Maryland-deposited $10 in hands of agent-in this way reached 
Winchester-detained there two days in getting shaved-Kentucky 
money at 12 per cent., and North Western Bank at IO.'' 
Now here is a picture of the consequences of the going down of 
the United States Bank~of the want of a national currency-which 
you and all opponents of a bank may contemplate, and, while you 
look at it, be ashamed of your abstractions. Sir, it ill a hard fate 
that consigns the people of this Union to such loss, embarrassment, 
oppression. And it is the strangest of all anomalies-the most ridi· 
eulous of all absurdities-that a state of things like this should exist, 
bnd yet this magnificent government want the power to correct it I 
And lastly, let me furnish you one little fact as illustrative of the 
operation of your vaunted sub-treasury, as a fiscal institution. 
I find in Document No. 116 of the last Congress, that there was 
paid to J. De Selborst and William 13. Slaughter, for transporting 
specie from St. Louis and Milwaukie to the capital of Wiskonsan, 
the sum of $2,595, the whole expense of the Territory for the year 
18~ being $58,975. Now, if under the sub-treasury scheme of 
fiscal agency, it required $2,595 to transmit $58,975, what will it 
require to transport, from point to point, all that portion of the 
transferable revenue o( the United States which cannot be remitted 
by means of treasury drafts 7 If you can find out the latter term of 
the proportion (which will be found very large) you can then solve 
for yourself the amount of bungling, inconvenience, and cost, which 
will come of your favourite financial scheme. 
But how would it have been with the Bank of the lJnited States 1 
Instead of receiving nearly four and a half per cent. for the transmis-
sion, it would have placed the $58,975 at the capital of Wiskonsan, 
in the shortest possible time, and without a cent's cost to the 
Government I 
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Which, then, is the better plan, and what substitute, I repeat, 
do you propose in place of a National Bank for re-opening the 
gushing fountains of prosperity, and healing the wounds which a 
miserable quackery has inflicted on the country 1 
To do you justice, and explain my own motives for writing this 
history, I shall be compelled to add another number. 
LOWNDES. 
TO THE HON. JOHN C. CALHOUN. 
No. VIII. 
From February the 4th, 1814, when you recognised the power 
of Congress to incorporate a Bank in the District of Columbia, to 
April the 5th, 1816, when the charter of the late Bank became a 
law, I have represented you the zealous advocate of a Bank of the 
United States-as having, indeed, sustained, as well by argument as 
by your vote, every projet of such an Institution submitted between 
those periods. For the entire accuracy of my whole statement, I 
challenge contradiction. I quote from the uncontradicted history of 
the times, and from the public records of the country. Yet, if error 
has been committed, let it be pointed out, and justice shall be done. 
I hold it impossible for any candid mind, after having examined 
your course on the Bank question, to mystify or misunderstand it. 
Let one thousand of disinterested and intelligent men read your 
history as connected with the subject, and ever!J one shall note you 
down a devoted friend of a National Bank, and as having assumed, 
in its favour, as bold and latitudinarian ground, as its boldest and 
most latitudinarian advocate dare take. 
Nevertheless, you shall be heard in your own defence. You 
seem to have been, for some time past, conscious of the embarrass-
ments of your position; lll'l.d, accordingly, on all suitable occasions, 
and some unsuitable ones, you have taken care to proffer explana-
tion. What your apologies are, let us see. 
In your speech of September the 19th, 1837, you said: "In 
supporting the Bank of 1816, I openly declared, that as a question 
de novo, I would be decidedly against the Bank, and would be the 
last to give it my support."-A most remarkable declaration! One, 
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that for your good name, you 13hould have been mOllt slow to venture, 
because it conflicts, at every step, with impartial history, and, there-
fore, lays under suspicion, either your memory or your candour. 
Sir, there is not a particle of proof in the hill19fy of the Bank 
question of 1816-not a word or sentiment in all you said-much as 
you did say-which lends the slightest colour to this, your most strange 
assertion. But there is abundant and conclusive evidence of the 
exact reverse. 
How do you reconcile this reckless asseveration ( supposing it, as 
I do, to imply constitutional difficulty} with the counter declaration 
made by you on the 4th of February, 1814, that Congress had the 
" undoubted right to incorporate a Bank in the District of Columbia?" 
Again: in your speech of February the 26th, 1816, you said that 
Congress, by the Constitution, was clothed, in express terms, with the 
power to regulate the currency of the United States, and then you 
enforced the propriety of a National Bank as a legitimate means of 
enabling Congress properly to exercise the power. How are we to 
make your annunciation of '37 and your argument of' 16 coincide 7 
And how are you to reconcile it with your position that Congress 
has the "exclusive right to regulate the currency"-or with the de-
claration you so confident! y made, that a National Bank was the 
"proper remedy?" If it was a proper remedy, must it not have 
been necessarily a constitutional one 7 If unconstitutional, could 
it be "proper 7" Is there no concession here of the constitutional 
question, and consequent contradiction of your assertion of '37? 
Did you not, too, in 1816, call upon Congress as "guardians of 
the public weal, and of the public and private faith," to pass your 
Bank bill 7 Now, sir, would you-a stickler for Constitutional nice-
ties-entreat Congress to establish an unconstitutional institution 7 
And did you not, in totidum verbis, say, that Congress had the 
power to "remedy the evils the country suffered under"-that a 
Bank was the specific for the disease, and that if they did not ad-
minister _it, they should "be held deeply responsible for the continu-
ance of the evil 7" Do these admissions indicate, that, even had the 
question of a Bank been presented de novo, you would have been 
precluded by constitutional scruples from giving it your support 7 
And finally, how can you harmonize the assertion of '37 with 
your repeated, often repeated, votes and arguments for a bank-with 
your zealous, ardent, untiring exertions in its behalf, continued 
through four successive sessions of Congress 7 Would you labour, 
for years, to perpetrate a violation of the Constitution 7 
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But, if you insist upon having been opposed to the Bank on con• 
stitutional grounds, in 1816, be it so. Then you preserve your cha" 
racter for consistency at a dear price. You embrace an alternative, 
involving flagrant wrong, and deep disgrace. You exhibit your· 
self an habitual violator of the Constitution-as having, through 
four entire sessions of Congress, infringed the provisions of that 
holy instrument, all the while conscious to yourself of the profana• 
tion you were committing. Such is your first apology for your pre• 
sent predicament on the Bank question-a miserable, naked pretext 
it is-destitute of common plausibility, and wholly unsatisfactory to 
o.ny intelligent or ingenuous mind, 
And that nothing may be wanting to make your course extraor• 
d,inary, you actually continued down to 1834 this business oi 
trifling with the Constitution. As late as that date, you proposed a 
"new Bank to be engrafted on the old, and to continue for twelve 
years." In other words1 not more than seven years ago, you-on 
whose lips the words " Constitution and State Rights" unceasing 
ring-you, Sir, now damning a Bank at every breath, and vowing 
that you always thought it unconstitutional-did, most verily, pro• 
pose, a few years since, this self-same, wicked, "unconstitutional, 
inexpedient, dangerous" thing ! A pliant conscience, truly ! 
But your main defence-that which you have so often and ear• 
nestly put forth-is, that you found the connexion exist_ing between 
the Government and the Banking system, and that, so long as this con• 
nexion lasted, " Government were bound to regulate the value oi 
Bank notes, and had no alternative but the establishment of a Na-
tional Bank." 
"I found the connexion in existence (you said) and established 
before my time, and over which I could have no control. I yielded 
to the necessity, in order to cottect the disordered state of the cur• 
rency, which had fallen exclusively under the control of the States." 
A dozen obvious answers overthrow this shallow special pleading. 
First oi all, the Constitution rises superior to every other considera-
tion. To State Rights men, in particular, it is the supreme and al• 
most only law. You pretend so to hold it now yourself. 
What if you did find the connexion existing 1 If it was an un· 
constitutional connexion, it ought to have been dissolved, and you 
should have at once set about the work of dissolution. 
But, you pretend, the connexion is now dissolved by the otiera· 
tion of events, and you are now free to perpetuate the disconnexion. 
Sir, it i11 not so, You war against mid-day truth. You speak in 
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the face of every-day facts. The connexion is not dissolved. The 
very state of things on which your argument of 1816 was predi-
cated, and froJn which it derived all its force, exists now in an aggra-
vated form. The currency is infinitely Jnore " under the control of 
the States." Then there were, according to your statement, but 
two hundred and sixty banks, making money "for and in the 
United States." Now, there are nearly 800 of these currency-
Jfiaking machines. Recollect, we have your authority, that gold and 
silver are not the only money, but that whatever is the medium of 
purchase and sale is money. You said, in 1816; that bank notes 
had become the medium (')f purchase and sale; and that," therefore, 
they had become the money of the country," and having thus become 
the money of the country, were subject to the regulation of Con-
gress. Well, sir, bank notes are still the medium of purchase and 
sale; they are therefore money, and, being money, Congress may 
( according to your notion} rightfully regulate it by the establish-
ment of a National Bank. The connexion, then, between the govern-
ment and banks is not dissolved. Its duty to regulate. this paper 
currency therefore remains, and it will never be cut loose· from the 
obligation, until the banking system shall have been swept away 
from its foundations. 
See the proposition in another form. Your argument of 1816 
was based on the fact, that there were some hundreds of banks 
creating a " medium of purchase and $ale," (or, in other words, 
"making money for and in the United States,") and on the position, 
that the notes of these banks, having become money, Congress ac-
quired the right to regulate them, and gi-re them uniformity of value, 
by the establishment of a National Bank. Now, is it not most pal-
p'able, that the argument holds good so long as the State banks issue 
currency at all, and that it cannot be divested of its force except by 
the total annihilation of the State bank system 1 If, therefore, a 
bank was constitutional in 1816, by reason of the connexion then ex-
isting between bank notes and the financial operations of the guvern-
tnent, it is at this moment, on the very same pr~nciple, constitutional; 
for the connexion yet exists i'rt point of fact, and in a much higher 
degree than in 1816. Your argument, then, is likely to be a stand-
ing, a perpetu'ltl one in favour of a bank ; for you adniitted, in your 
great speech of 'lo, that " thel'e was no provision of the Constitu-
tion prohibiting the States from creating banks"-and hence, the 
day is not likely ever to come, when there will be no banks to exer-
5 
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cise that money-making function, from which, according to your ar-
gument, arises the control of Congress over the currency, and the 
consequent right to establish a bank. 
Your second excuse, then, for the position you occupy on the 
bank question, is alike unfounded with the first. The plain truth 
is, that you stand on ground totally indefensible. You cannot-it is 
utterly impossible-you cannot maintain your character for consis-
tency and ingenuousness too. Refine and shuffle as you may, there 
never lived a man in America, and there is not now alive on the 
earth's wide surface a being, who has spolten more, voted more, 
effected more, for a National Bank, than yourself. Yet, at this mo-
ment, there perhaps does not live an individual who is so implacable 
a foe to such an institution. All the time, too, you arrogate to your-
self unvarying consistency ! Alas! how true it. is,. that the "heart 
often betrays the head!" 
Why, Sir, (let me digress to ask yo,u,) why do you thus obsti· 
nately cling to a pretension which is i}llpeached by impartial history, 
and upset by facts irrefragable 1 Why contend, as for life itself, for 
changeless consistency on the bank question 1 Admit the claim 
you set up to be well founded-does it advance your character as a 
Statesman 1 Have you never considered that it is denied to finite 
wi~dom to foretell, with precision, the deveJopments of futurity 1 
That as men's opinions must be more or less modified by those de-
velopments, they must sometim.es change their opinions, or persist in 
error, and lag behind the age 1 That it is the pe<;uliar province, as 
it is the surest mark of the statesman, to be instructed and guided 
without regard to tormer convictions, by transpiring realities 1 That 
it is his crowning glory, when he detects error in his past conclu-
sions, to own and recant it, and thus throw the weight of his author-
ity in the scale of truth and public good.? 
How unlike yours, the deportment, on this very point, of the 
great statesman of the West! How differently thought he of honour 
and duty! 
When Henry Clay was taunted in public debate with his former 
advocacy of a National .Bank, he raised himself at once above all un-
ma.nly effort to quibble away his previous. opinions. The pride of 
co11sistency, potent as is its influence on human conduct, could not 
make him hesitate a moment between consistency, on the one hand, 
and truth upon the other. Witness the undissembled and unshrink-
ing avowal of his change of opinion: 
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" Yes, Sirs, it is very true, that I opposed a National Bank in 
1811; the speech you quote is my speech-it contains a frank expres-
sion of the opinions I then held on the subject. But five years of 
painful National experience convinced me I had been wrong.:.....that 
a Bank was necessary to the country, both in relation to its Curren-
cy and its Revenues ; and the v_ery next occasion that offered, I 
avowed the convictions which time and National suffering had pr~ 
duced ; and to these convictions I have ever since adhered. I am 
not ashamed of having grown wiser by experience, and on this onJy, 
of all great National questions, I have changed my ground. Judge 
from the arguments and facts I now submit to you, whether I had or 
had not good reason." 
There, Sir, is an example for you_, of noble frankness and lofty 
bearing, which, in these degenerate days, it were refreshing indeed 
to contemplat~-one, of numerous instances it is, of that manly ingen-
uousness, which elevates him from whom it proceeded far above the 
level of common statesmen, and which should bring to your cheek 
the blush of conscious shame1 whenever you recur to your own Jess 
ingenuous, less statesman-like course ! 
Yet there is not wanting a bright spot in your conduct touchin_g the 
bank. And God forbid that I should do you the injustice to vail it 
from the public eye. 
Warmly as you are now opposed to a bank, you have not ( at 
least to my knowledge), like many others of its opponents, been 
guilty of the unfairness of attempting to prejudice the public mind 
on this subject, by ar.guments drawn from the explosion of the late 
United States Bank of Pennsylvania (as, in common parlance, it is 
most unfitly termed). You know that this was a pure state Institu-
tion, and that this circumstance of itself destroys all analogy be-
tween it and a genuine national bank, so that on the failure of the 
former we can by no means predicate the abortion of the latter. 
You have borne in mind, I presume, that it was chiefly the want of 
nationality that.brought.the Pennsylvania mammoth to its catastrophe; 
that having no power to locate branches in the various commercial 
cities of the Union, its vast capital was restricted, for employment, 
to the narrow area of a single city ; that being thus limited, it could 
not employ that capital in the only legitimate business of banking 
(the supply of mercantile demand), and was consequently forced, in 
order to realize the ordinary profits of bank capital, to embark in 
those ruinous speculations-not the legitimate business of banks 
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-which, in conjunction with the enormous bonus of ten millions 
and more exacted by the mistaken cupidity of the State, led to its 
downfall. You have doubtless, too, kept in view a most important 
fact in the history of the late National Bank-that, at the time of its 
winding up, the Government and all other stockholders that sold off 
their stock, received one hundred and sixteen dollars for every hun-
dred dollars amou~t of such stock : an unanswerable indication of 
its solvency and success under a federal charter. And for these 
reasons, I doubt not, you have not joined in the demagogue outcry 
against the re-establishment of a National Bank, merely because a 
state bank, under circumstances the least favourable, had proved an 
abortion. For_ this example of ingenuousness you deserve credit ; and 
if you will go but one step farther, with the fidelity and energy ofby-
gone days, presenting to the people the benefits of a National Bank, 
and urging them to its adoption, yours will be the meed-far high-
er than mere cold respect-the admiration and the gratitude of a 
well-served and benefited country. 
Thus ends the history of your connexion with the bank, and 
here I had expected to close this narrative; but I am constrained to 
add another chapter, and sorry am I to add it, because it will record 
the utter degradation of one of the first minds in Ameri<;a, er on 
the earth. 
There is enough, Heaven knows, in your past course to call up 
emotions of disgust. To see you doing valiant fight for the public 
liberty, and then joininglthe Vandal horde that were its invaders1-to 
behold you Camillus to-day, and Brennus to-morrow; one day ready 
( as was once said of you) "to face the cannon's mouth, yea, march 
up to the stake and be burned afo·e to redeem your bleeding coun-
try from the hands of the spoilers;', yet leagued with those spoilers 
the next ; to hear you, at one moment, stigmatizing a certain party 
as the " spoils party, without principles and without policy, held to-
gether by nothing but the hopes of plunder"-at another, using 
your best exertions to reinstate that party in power ; to hear you 
characterizing Martin Van Buren as of the " Fox and Weasel" order, 
broadly intimating that he purloined a letter ftom your possession, 
voting him unfit to represent your country at a foreign Court, and 
then to find you at the polls, casting your vote for this same " Fox 
and Weasel" creature : these reminiscences of your changeful ca-
reer, sicken the heart : but the measure of your dishonour was not 
filled, until, a few days ago, you enlisted under the black flag of the 
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Levellers and Destructives, and owned yourself the Agrarian disciple 
of Robert Owen and Fanny Wright. 
A few days since, you declared from your seat in the Senate, 
that should Congress charter a Bank, you would go for its Repeal. 
Repeal, you said, would be the watch-word of yourself and your 
new "democratic, Republican, State Rights" associates! Great 
God! Is this the same John C. Calhoun, whose sensitive soul, a 
few short years past, sickened at the corruptions of the day, and re-
coiled, with holy horror, from the dangerous and revolutionary doc-
trines avowed by the dominant party then cursing the country ! Re-
peal a vested right, whether there be forfeiture or not!! Revive the 
radical doctrines of Dallas and Ingersoll, which sprung a few years 
ago from the rotten hot-bed of party, and which have since received 
the well-deserved execration of every friend of order throughout the 
Union! Sir, I had thought that your appetite for pulling down the 
character and credit of the country, was satiated on the anti-assump-
tion Resolutions of the winter before last-abstract Resolutions 
purely, which, having no practical reference to the public good, could 
have no other possible effect than to throw suspicion upon the integ-
rity and credit of the States. But no. A restless ambition must 
goad you on to the embrace of doctrines which attack the great 
conservative institution of property itself, and threaten not only the 
foundations of the public faith and the public honour, but the very 
existence of society itself. Sir, I have not the time nor the patience 
to dwell on the disgusting theme. Suffice it, that if there is a 
power in this government to abrogate a charter or annul a vested 
right, there is within it a principle of destructiveness which cannot 
too soon work out its horrid results, in order that man may seek else-
where than in America, an asylum from anarchy, violence, and rob-
bery. The very same principle that, without forfeiture, revokes a 
vested privilege, may rob us of our property and life. This is, in-
deed, the principle of the "Spoils"-the principle of plunder-in 
its worst modification-a Hydra-headed monster, it would prove, of 
putrid, stinking corruption- a principle of demoralization that would 
spread a moral leprosy over the face of this happy land, and desolate 
every bright spot within it. And if ever Jacobin doctrine like that 
which you propose, in a certain event, to enforce, obtain the sanc-
tion of the people in this country-if ever the people be so wanting 
in intelligence and virtue, as to allow a designing demagogueism to 
betray them into the support of princ iplesso immoral and fatal, strik-
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ing at the very foundation of the social compa<;t-then the ques-
tion of man's capability for self-government, will have been forever 
solved in the negative ; a stronger principle than Democracy will 
have been proved necessary for the protection of man's rights, and 
popular government shown to be all a delusion. And the man, I do 
not sgruple to say it, who will lend his influence to the propagation 
of doctrines so subversive of morality and social order, so destruc-
tive of national character and credit, is a traitor to his country-a 
cold-blooded, black-hearted traitor-whom, living, every virtuous 
man should abhor, and whose name, when his career of mischief is 
closed, should go down, with those of Arnold and Burr, to infamy 
everlasting. 
I do not know that I may not here with propriety connect your 
name ( criminally, I mean) with the deplorable condition of public 
credit now reflecting so serious reproach upon republic1µ1 institu-
tions. 
There are, as you know, two great elements of national credit: 
ability to pay, and dispos_ition or willingness to pay. For, as one 
nation cannot, like an individual creditor of his individual debtor, 
have execution of the effects of its sister nation, save by the disa-
greeable, tedious, and costly process of war, it must follow, that, to 
constitute a sound public credit, there must be a union (undoubted 
it must be) of both the elen1ents of national credit-the means of 
meeting engagements, and the willingness to do it. 
In the United $tates, there exists the former of these elements in 
as high degree as in any country on the globe. We have, in the 
property of our citizens and a vast public domain, an almost inex-
haustible fund for redeeming our obligation. When much younger 
in years and far more limited in resources-even in our revolutionary -
struggle-we borrowed as many millions as we required for carrying 
on our wars. Our credit was almost without limit. And for the 
obvious reason, that the capitalists of the world, looking less to the 
physical resources than to the morals of the country, had undoubting 
confidence in our integrity. 
Not, then, to distrust of our ability to meet our engagements, is 
the present degraded condition of American credit to be imputed. 
It must be traced to ~oral causes, and moral causes only. 
And those moral causes are: I. The Jacobin doctrines, now in 
vogue, which knew no existence in the Republic till the reign of 
modern Democracy. 2. That general ruin of the currency of the 
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country, which has so injuriously affected all its interests, and shaken 
the foundations of public and private faith. 
From the former of these causes-the spread of Jacobin, doc-
trines-the world argues, and very justly, our want of moral readi-
ness to fulfil our undertakings. Distrustful, at best, of popular gov-
ernments, the capitalists of the world-the shrewdest and most watch-
ful of all classes-are all the while looking to the condition of morals 
among us. With searching scrutiny they scan our legislation. 
They watch with Argus eye, to see whether or not Demagogueism, 
the besetting vice of popular institutions, has reached the legislative 
Hall, and infused into our legislation a spice of radicalism, immo-
rality or dishonesty. Thus watchful, they have observed with alarm 
the practical introduction of Repudiation, and the threatened appli-
cation, if need be, of that not less dishonest, nor less disorganizing 
principle, the ab'rogation of charters, or repeal of vested rights. 
Hence it .is, that this great Government cannot borrow a dollar, and 
that American securities are a bauble in the markets of the world. 
How can it be otherwise when sovereign states have repudiated 
their honest debts1 How else, wheri such a man as John C. Cal-
houn-boasted of as one of the master intellects of America-idol-
ized by a whole party, that party professing to be the very Simon 
Pures of Conservatism and Chivalry-heralded by that party as the 
mightiest of all living statesmen, and as rivalling the first of those 
who have gone down the tide of time--a prominent candidate, too, 
for the first Office in the Republic : I say, how can this people be 
trusted or respected when such a man as yourself rises on the floor 
of the American Senate and declares, that if the Legislature of the 
Union enact a law chartering a bank, and of course, vesting specific 
rights, he would go for its repeal, irrespective of judicial interven-
tion 1 If such a mind as yours take the side of principles so sub-
versive of good order and rational government, so revolutionary and 
immoral, what may we not expect of the countless demagogues that 
swarm through the land, and of the less gifted and less instructed 
masses 1 
Sir, there is an awful responsibility resting on you, in this parti-
cular. I cha~ge you with giving an impetus, which perhaps no other 
man in the Union could have given, to that spirit of radicalism which 
( as I have before observed) is working a fatal revolution in the poli: 
tics and morals of the country. I charge you with being the advc-
cate of Repudiation. For, between that detestable heresy and Re-
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peal ( as you patronize the latter) there is no shade nor shadow of 
difference. They are one and the same abomination-each equally 
challengini the abhorrence of every honest mind. In brief, you are, 
in this matter, in the same category with the celeb:rated A. G. 
McN utt-one of your present political colleagues-the Democratic 
Governor of a Democratic State, who unhesitatingly and approyingly 
proclaimed to the world, that " four-fifths of the people of his State 
would prefer going to war to paying her bonds." 
I have said that Repudia,tion and ReJ?eal are one and the same 
thing. I meant in this, as the major includes ,he minor. But, in 
fact, there lurks in the latter, if possible, a yet more mischievous 
principle than simple Repudiation. In pnctical operation, the 
Doctrine of Repeal virtually abrogates the Judiciary, and unites. in 
Congress both legislative and judicial functions. 
I lay it down as a position not to be controverted by any Jonr of 
order, law, or justice~ that whenever an act of the legislature vests 
certain rights in certain individuals, those rights can never be det1ested 
l>y the same power that conferred them, without express reservation 
to such effect. That high prerogative belongs to the Judiciary, and 
to it only. lf the law creating those r.ights be unconstitutionaJ, or 
if there be forfeiture or fraud, that unconstituti.Qnal.ity, forfeiture. 
fraud ( as the case may be), must be inquired into, and pro11.ounced 
on, by the Courts of Justice. 
Then, in maintaining the abrogation of a chartered right by the 
simple process of legislative reRe"1~ you war against one of the 
elementary and best understood maxims qf Civil Lj.berty, that the 
Legislative, Judiciary, and Executive Departments should be separate 
and distinct. 
Yet you have not always reasoned thus. When Mr. Taney, as 
Secretary of the Treasury, justified the removal of the Deposi~ on 
the ground that the " bank was unconstitutional, was a monopoly, 
was baneful to the welfare of the community," why, you po!lrt}d out 
upon his devoted head the phials of your hottest wrath. 
"No one can object (you said) that Mr. Taney as a citize,, in his 
individual character, should entertain an opinion of the unconstitu-
tionality of the bank, but that he, acting in his official character, and 
performing official acts under the charter of the bank, should under-. 
take to determine that the bank was unconstitutional, and that those 
who granted the charter and bestowed upon him his power to act 
under it, had violated the Constitution, is an assumption of power Qf 
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a nature which I will not attempt to characterize, as I wish not to 
be personal." 
Strong condemnation, verily ; but none the stronger than was 
befitting. For, surely, no bolder or more impudent assumption has 
ever been dared in our history, than this flat exercise of judicial 
function by an Executive officer. Yet; what you regarded in an 
Executive functionary so arrant a usurpation that you could not find 
terms to characterize it, you consider a clear right, if not a merit, in 
the Legislature ! And what makes the thing the more remarkable, 
you profess, all the while, to belong to a party " whose name is 
synonymous with resistance to usurpation, come from what quarter 
and in what shape it may !" 
With respect to the other cause of the declension of public 
credit, and your connexion with it-I mean the general derangement 
of the currency-I have little to add beyond the general purport of 
these Numbers. Suffice it ( to use your own language, quoted once 
before), that "the currency of the country is the credit of the coun-
try, credit in every shape, public and private;" and that ten years 
ago we had the best currency on the globe-sound, uniform and 
ptentiful. In evil hour, a certain party then in power, commenced 
upon that currency a ruthless war. The Bank of the United States:, 
to the happy operation of which we were indebted for this admirable 
monetary aystem-'\not that it intermeddled in politics, but ( as you 
said in your Deposit speech) because it would not interfere on the 
side of power'''--was marked out for destruction ; the deposits were 
removed; and in 1836, the Bank wound up. The rest is soon told. 
Exactly what had happened under the same state of things before, 
happened again. The number of State banks was extravagantly 
increased, and the latter, released from the wholesome check of a 
national head, excessively augmented bank issues, and surcharged 
the circulation. This excess generated inordinate speculation, and 
ultimate reaetion; reaction brought curtailment, and curtailment 
that grievous evil-a stinted circulation-under which the country 
is now so severely suffering, and its solvency is so seriously affected. 
The restoration of the currency to its former healthful state, is 
the obvious remedy. But you, who could do so much on this sub-
ject if you would; you, who were so forward to apply the healing 
remedy of a National Bank under circumstances identically like the 
present; are now, alas! alas! in close league and active concert 
with the very party, that pulled down the noble structure of currency 
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reared by master statesmen; and who would, had you the power, 
bring the country to hard money, and thus aggravate the evil-a de-
ficient currency-m1der which all the interests of the land are strain-
ing, and public and private faith is every day undermining. 
Contrary to my expectation and wish, I cannot bring within this 
Number some most important facts of your public history-too im-
portant to be pretermitted-and, therefore, I must crave permission 
to address you one more, which shall certainly be the last. 
LOWNDES. 
TO THE HON. JOHN C. CALHOUN. 
No. IX. 
I left you, at the conclusion of my last, the fallen apologiet of 
Jacobin doctrines that war with the first principles of Society, threat-
ening not Qnly its peace, but its very existence. 
It is not the least remarkable circumstance in your position as a 
politician, that you clamorously pretend to be governed, in all your 
movements, by an especial, if not exclusive regard, to State Rights. 
I am disposed to question your authority as a State Rights Teacher. 
On this, your favourite subject, you have been quite as erratic as on that 
of the Bank, as evidence, alike abundant and irresistible, will disclose. 
The first witness I shall introduce-one whose competency and 
credibility you shall freely underwrite (for you dare not irnpeach)-
who claims to have been, for the last forty years and more, a never-
sleeping sentinel on the watchtower of State Rights-and who 
sounds the tocsin of alarm the first moment State Rights are in 
danger-is the Editor of the Richmond Enquirer. It may be un-
pleasant, just at this time, both to you and the witness, to have him 
testify in the premises; but as no exception can be taken to the 
witness; on the contrary, as he is so excellent a judge of Federal-
ism and its opposite, he must " come to the book." 
To the stand, then, Mr. Ritchie-what say you? Has John 
Caldwell Calhoun belonged to the Federal, or to the State Rights 
Party 1 
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Answer: "He was in favour, in 1816, of a monster bank, of a 
grand scheme of a tariff for taxing the agriculturist for the benefit of 
the domestic manufacturer, and of a grand system of internal im-
provements by the General Government. He mistakes the whole 
theory of our Constitution, and advocates the assumption of exten-
sive powers by the Federal Government, which were never con-
ferred. If there be an Ultra in favour of the Federal Powers, John 
C. Calhoun is the man. His acts are proof enough without his 
speeches."-( See Richmond Enquirer, Sept. 1823.) 
Again, in the Enquirer of March 22d, 1833 : 
" We retort upon the Telegraph the falsehood which it has 
charged upon us. Its Editor knows, as well as we do, that John C. 
Calhoun was an advocate of the tariff system in 1816--that he went 
out of the war, an ultra stickler for the powers of the Federal Gov-
ernment-that he supported the Bank-a general system of Internal 
Improvements-aI;td the protective system as the permanent policy of 
the Government. The loyal Telegraph knows, and his political mas-
ter knows, that in spite of his late equivocating speech, he was the 
advocate of the bill of 1816-that there is not one word about rais-
ing revenue in the speech of 1816 ; and that he insisted that manu-
factures should be established by protection beyond the reach of con-
tingency; and that he strenuously supported the oppressive and 
odious system of minimums." 
" We know furtlier, and we have no doubt this miserable syco-
phant of Mr. Calhoun knows the same, that as far down as 1824, he 
was in favor of building up manufactures by the scaffolding of the 
Federal Government. Finding, however, that his ultra doctrines 
were becoming odious to the South, and that his ambition could 
never be gratified by this course, he was compelled to yield to the 
force of Southern sentiment-cooled towards his Federal doctrines-
gradually came over to the cause of State Rights ; but like all new 
proselytes, hurried into excess, and plunged into the other extreme 
of nullification. And now his powerful mind is devoted to the task 
of denying his old opinions, and of supporting his new ones-never 
right-but always on extremes. A politician from 1815 down to 
1833, utterly unsafe and not to be trusted." 
And in the Enquirer of July the 10th, 1833, your State Rights 
orthodoxy is thus indignantly disputed : 
"Here Mr. Calhoun wishes to pass himself off as an old member 
of the Old State Rights Party-Why7 Has Mr. C. forgotten that 
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he himself was considered AND CALLED a more ultra Federalist than 
Mr. Hamilton himself1 Who was it that advocated the RIGHT of 
the United States to appropriate to any object of the general wel-
fare r~It was Mr. Calhoun. Who was it that PRESSED upon us, in 
1816, the Bank of the United States 1-Mr. Calhoun. Who was it 
that URGED upon us the great bonus Bill of Internal Improvement 1 
-Mr. Calhoun. Who was it that vindicated the political principles 
of the Tariff of1816 7-Mr. Calhoun. Who was it that sharply re-
buked Mr. Webster a few years ago for insinuating to the " Chair" 
of the Senate that he had changed his views on such subjects 7-,-
Mr. Calhoun. Who is it, that STILL is for overleaping the specified 
provisions of the Constitution ; and still stickies for the implied 
power for establishing a Bank over the heads of the States : and a 
system of internal improvement, through their sovereign soil ?-Still 
Mr. Calhoun. And yet WE are to hail this man as the defender of 
our faith; and perhaps the very High Priest of the States' Right 
doctrine!" 
Such is the testimony of Mr. Ritchie; and corroborative prooffl of 
the most conclusive sort-frequently your own deliberate admissions-
will show, that the statement of this deponent is not to be impeached. 
I have your own authority ( already quoted) that the State Rights-
party have always opposed a National Bank as unconstitutional. If 
so, you, who for years steadfastly and enthusiastically supported such 
an institution, cannot, so far as that test goes, claim.to be regarded 
as a State Rights man. 
You were one of the earliest friends of a protective Tariff. You 
voted for the Tariff bill of 1816, which was a measure of Southern 
origin-South Carolina origin, I might say-and a measure, likewise, 
for the protection of Southern interests. It contained, most clearly, 
the protective principle, and the chief subject of its protection was 
Southern Cotton. '' The contest in 1816 (said Mr. Webster in his 
speech of reply to you in 1838) was, chiefly, between the Cotton 
growers at home, and the importers of Cotton fabrics from India." 
"I remember well (said Mr. W. who was a member of Congress 
in '16) that the main debate was between the importers of India 
Cottons, in the North, and the Cotton grO\vers of the South." This 
is the unimpeachable testimony of a cotemporary witness, and con-
firmatory of his statement is the well ltnown fact, that the Tariff of 
1816 was vigorously opposed by the Northern States, and as warmly 
advocated hy the Southern.-Massachusetts voted against it: South 
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Carolina for it, you being one of her organs on the occasion. Yea, 
you zealously sustained the measure, and, assisted by your colleagues 
from South Carolina, carried it triumphantly through Congress. 
Sir, your speech on the Tariff bill of 1816 is full of protection. 
"Neither agriculture, manufactures, nor commerce (you said), 
taken separately, are the cause of wealth; it flows from them com-
bined, and cannot exist without each." 
Again : " It is admitted by the most strenuous advocates on the 
other side (what other side, I pray, but the anti-protection side?) 
that no country ought to be dependent on another for its means of 
defence; tha~, at least, our musket and bayonet, our cannon and 
ball, ought to be domestic manufacture.'' 
Then alluding to the necessity of a Tariff to protect our cur-
rency, by arresting the drain of our specie to pay the foreign ba-
lance accumulating against us under a free-trade system, you said: 
"When our manufactures are grown to a certain perfection, as 
soon they will, under the fostering care ef government, we will no 
longer ei.perience these evils. The farmer will find a ready market 
for his surplus produce, and what is almost of equal consequence, a 
certain and cheap supply of all his wants." A well deserved tribute, 
this, to the protective policy, and one that shows you to have 
been gifted with the spirit of prophecy. For, most true it is, that 
under the operation of Protection, the farmer has found a large and 
increasing market at home for his surplus which he had not before, 
and manufactured g09ds are now obtained by him infinitely cheaper 
than he was accustomed to get them prior to the introduction of the 
protective system. And if war should come, our own manufacturing 
establishments, "placed beyond the reach of contingency" by the 
shielding interposition of government, would furnish a " certain and 
cheap su,pply of all our wants,'' and save the people, nationally and 
individually, from the privations and hardships to which they were 
exposed in the late war for ' the want of manufactures at home. But 
to return. 
Adver,ting next to the general distress then existing, you con-
tinued: 
"To this distressing state of things there are two remedies, and 
only two: one in our power immediately, t·he o~her r.equ'iring much 
time and exertion; but both constituting, in my O])inion, the essential 
policy of this country. I mean the NAVY AND DOMESTIC 
MANUFACTURES. By the former, we could open the way to our 
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markets; by the latter, we bring them from beyond the ocean, and 
naturalize them in our own soil." 
Combating a popular objection to a Tariff for protecting the 
manufactures which had sprung up during the war, you said: 
"But it will no doubt be saio, if they are so far established, and if 
the situation of the country is favourable to their growth, where is the 
necessity of affording them protection? It is to put them beyond 
the reach of contingency." · 
Another objection to manufactures you met in the following con-
clusive terms : 
"It has been asserted that manufactures are the fruitful cause of 
pauperism; and England has been referred to as furnishing conclu-
sive evidence of the fact. For my part, I can conceive no such ten-
dency in them, but the exact contrary, as they furnish new stimuli 
to industry, and means of subsistence to the labouring class of the 
community. We ought not to look to the cotton and woolen esta-
blishments of Great Britain for the prodigious number of poor with 
which her population is disgraced. Causes more efficient exist. Her 
poor laws and statutes regulating the price of.labour, with her heavy 
taxes, are the real causes." 
And still another objection you overthrow, as with a giant's 
might: 
" He (Mr. Calhoun) did not think it a decisive objection to the sys-
tem ( alluding to the dependence of the employed class on the em-
ployers), especially when it had incidental political advantages which, 
in his opinion, were more than a counterpoise to it. It produced an 
interest strictly American, as much so as agriculture. In this it had 
the decided advantage of commerce or navigation. Again (said 
Mr. C. ), it is calculated to bind together more closely our widely 
spread Republic. It will greatly increase our mutual dependence 
and intercourse, and will, as a necessary consequence, excite an in-
creased attention to internal improvement-a subject every way inti-
mately connected with the ultimate attainment of national strength 
ag.d the perfection of our political institutions. He (Mr. C.) regard-
ed the fact that it would make the party adhere more closely-that it 
would form a new and most powerful cement, as far outweighing any 
political objections that might be urged against the system." 
And on the proposition to repeal the internal taxes, youdecla red 
that" a certain encouragement ought to be extended, at least, to our 
woolen and cotton manufactures:" a most explicit concession of the 
principle of protection ! 
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Here is your tlieory on the subject of protection plainly enough 
set forth ; let us see how your principles were carried out in prac-
tice. The seed was sown in all plenty-let us look for the harvest 
fruit. 
First of all, it may not be amiss to premise that the duties imposed 
by the Tariff of 1816 (for which you spoke and voted) were in many 
cases about equal to, and in some instances greater than, those fixed 
by the Tariffs of 1824, 1828, and 1832. But to come to particulars. 
On the 2d of April, 1816, the Tariff bill was reported, and, if I 
mistake not; by your colleague, Mr. Lowndes, as Chairman. That 
bill contained a pl'oV'ision that cotton goods should pay a .duty of 30 
per cent. for the first two years; of 25 per cent. for the next two years, 
and of 20 per cent. thereafter. On a motion made to reduce the 
duty at once to 20 per cent., you voted in the negative, not consider-
ing 20 per cent. protection enough ; and in company with you on this 
occasion, was Col. Richard M. Johnson, late democratic Vice Presi-
dent of the United States. 
A motion was next made to strike out the 30 per '.c•mL altogether, 
and it was carried ; yourself and Col. Johnson still voting in the 
negative. 
On a motion then made to lengthen the time the 25 per cent. 
duty should operate, you voted in the affirmative, taking, it seems, 
all the chances for protection. 
A motion having been made to reduce the duty on sugar from four 
to two cents per pound, it was carried-ayes 86, nays 56-you voting 
in the negative; and, strange to tell, along with you against the re-
duction went other Southern gentlemen, since then warm foes of a 
protective Tariff, and democrats now-viz., Col. Johnson, Alfred 
Cuthbert, John Forsyth, and Wilson Lumpkin. 
Mr. Wilde, of Georgia, moved to reduce the duty on woolen and 
cotton goods to 20 per cent. ; and here again y9_u voted in the nega-
tive-on the side of prptection. 
A motion bei1;1g made to put down the duties on coarse woolens to 
12 1-2 per cent., it was lost, yourself, Col. Johnson, Mr. Cuthbert, 
Mr. Forsyth, and Mr. Lumpkin voting in the negative. 
But next came on a vital proposition-one involving the breathing 
principle and very essence :or Protection-the minimum principle: 
a motion to strike out that section of the bill which provided that 
when cotton goods should cost less than twenty-five cents the square 
yard, they should be taken to have cost that sum, and be charged 
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with duty accordingly. On this motion, you stood up the undis-
guised and strenuous friend of Protection. You regarded the propo-
sition as a bold assault upon the principle of protection. You con-
sidered the principle in danger, and were roused up to the rescue. 
After this manner, you gave vent to your apprehensions: 
" The debate heretofore has been confined to the degree of ·pro,. 
tection which ou.ght to be afforded to our cotton and woolen manu-
factures. The present motion proceeds on the assumption that they 
ought not to receive any protection. Until this question was raised, 
he (Mr. Calhoun} had intended to be silent.'' 
That is to say, so long as the debate was confined to the" degree 
of protection," or, in other words, so long as the principle of protec· 
tion was conceded-not denied-you were content to be silent. But 
when a proposition was made, aimed at the principle itself, you were 
irresistibly impelled to 'buckle on your armour for the defence ; and 
a strong lance did you shiver with the enemies cif Protection. Nor 
without the usual trophy of puissant knights. You conquered. The 
bill was carried-triumphantly carried; and to no one's heroism 
owed it more than to yours. 
One more of your special votes I will mention, which is singular 
enough. You voted, in 1816, for a duty on rolled iron of $30 per 
ton, which is $2 per ton more than the duty on the same article by 
the Tariff of 1828, which you and all the South stigmatized as the 
"bill of abominations." So, in 1816, it seems, a protective duty 
of $30 per ton was perfectly constitutional and proper; but in 1828, 
it ·was an abomination, and now, doubtless, would be resisted, even 
unto nullincation. 
Some of your friends, I am aware, attempt your vindication by 
asserting that the Tariff of 1816 was a revenue measure solely. 
Such a defence is utterly irreconcilable with your sentiments and 
reasoning just quoted. You yourself discussed the subject as on"e 
of protection; and if it was exclusively a revenue question, your ar-
guments were strangely misplaced, and great must have been the 
proclivity of' your thoughts to Protection, when, on a naked matter 
of revenue, you could not help constantly lugging in Protection. 
But it is preposterous to say that the Tariff of 1816 was strictly 
a revenue measure. There never was a tariff yet that did not look 
to revenue. We have never had one that was purely protective, or 
purely revenue. All we have ever had-those of 1816, 1824, 1828, 
and 1832-were compounded of revenue and profection. All, all, 
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that of 1816 as well as the rest, contained the discriminating prin-
cipk. This is conclusive. 
But, besides, the history of the tning is directly to the contrary. 
The melancpoly experience of the country during the late war witb 
Great Britain; our dependence on the very power we were at war 
with for the military supplies which we~e indispensable to all suc-
cessful warlike operations; the sufferings of our armies for the want 
of woolen and other fabrics absolutely necessary to ordinary com-
fort; the exorbitant prices at which the indispensable articles of con-
sumption came to all consumers, in consequence of the interruptions 
to our commerce, and of the want of domestic manufactures; the 
fact that, during the restrictions and necessities of war, many manu-
facturing establishments had risen up, which, limited as they were, 
bad yet yielded seasonable and substantial relief: these facts and 
considerations irresistibly operated to give to the Tariff of 1816 the 
turn and character of a protective measure. To have considered 
it, under the circumstances then existing, as altogether a question of 
revenue, would have been madness itself, and would have branded 
the Congress of that era-one of the most enlightened that ever sat 
in the Capitol of the Union-as the merest tinkers in legislatjon. 
That this view is the correct one, I refer you to the opinion of 
Mr. Ingham, of Pennsylva,nia, a member of the committee that re-
ported the bill, who said : 
"As respects the revenue question, be (Mr. I.) had not expected 
to have seen the discussion assume that directwn, because the great 
principle involved in the bill, was not a revenue proposition. Con-
gress had already provided all the revenue expected to be necessary. 
Its primary object was to make such modifications of duties upon 
the various articles of importation, as would gipe the necessary and 
proper protection to manufactures. The &venue is only an inci-
dental consideration. 
So much ior your course on the Tariff. If you were not " up 
to the hub," in favour of it, and in its protective form, you had a 
most unfortunate way of expressing yourself, and a droll one of 
voting. 
These old opinions of your:i are not now called up for your re-
proach. Truth forbid. To hold opinions which were held by the 
fathers of the Constitution-by W ashi~ton, Jefferson, Madison, 
Monroe, Jacksou, and every chief magistrate the Union has had, 
~d by all in the land who deserve the name of Statesmen-can 
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never be matter for reproach. The reproach lies rather in the un-
blushing immodesty, the swollen vanity, the disgusting egotism, the 
sinful ambition, which treat with indifference authority so illus-
trious. But I drag them from the hiding-place of antiquity, because 
your political friends exult in you as the great champion of free trade, 
and insist that you are not to be quoted as authority for Protection. 
Besides, the cry of Protection! High Tariff! is already raised against 
the Whig party, and in the van of those who, for party effect, are 
ringing this charge in advance (strange as it may seem), stand your-
self-tocsin in hand-bugling out the loudest notes of alarm! 
I would have the country know with what consistency, and by 
what right, you, who supported with matchless ability and zeal the 
Tariff of 1816, now arrogate to yourself the position of Leader in 
opposition to a discriminating Tariff. And before dismissing this 
branch of my subject, I would remind the honest-minded yeomanry 
of the country, that the Tariff of 1832, the most objectionable of all 
the Tariffs, that which brought the Union to the verge of dissolution, 
was enacted in the full blast of Democracy-when the Democratic 
party had an overwhelming asceridency in the national councils-
when Andrew Jackson, the master spirit of Democracy, in all the 
pride of power and authority, gave law to the land : and then I would 
fain inquire, how dare they (the Loco-Foco party) who were the au-
thors, ten years ago, of a Tariff which threatened the Union itself; 
now read lectures to their Whig opponents about a Tariff for Pro-
tection, even admitting the latter to be justly liable to the charge, 
which is by no means the case ; for none, now-a-days, not the 
Whigs, nor even the manufacturers themselves, desire or dream of 
proposing any Protection of domestic manufactures beyond that 
which can be incidentally derived from the exercise of the revenue 
power. Downright, substantive Protection, has not an advocate in 
the land! 
And, next, with respect to Internal Improvements by the Fed-
eral Government-that best test of state rights or anti-state rights-
were you never its friend? 
Sir, the most impassioned and eloquent speech you ever delivered 
in Congress, was in favour of a generous system of Internal Im-
provement. One cannot read that speech, even at this distant day, 
without catching a portion of the almost romantic spirit and pas-
sionate enthusiasm that breathe throughout it. The ardent lover of 
the Union, in particular, who contemplates the glorious effects you 
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argued for such a system, in binding these s~tes together by indisso-
luble chords of reciprocal interest and affection, is almost constrained 
to surrender his constitutional scruples, and assent to your patriotic 
conclusions. " Let us bind this l'epublic together (you said}-let 
us conquer space-by a perfect system of Roads and Canals." 
I have you, on this point, so that escape is impossible. I shall 
"speak from the book," to· a most important fact in your history, 
hitherto concealed beneath the rubbish of the bank question and 
therefore half-forgotten, which I propose now to bring to light. 
On the 12th of March, 1816, Mr. Hall, of Georgia, "moved to 
add a new section to the bank bill, the object of which was, to apply 
the bonus arising to the government from the incorporation of the 
bank to the Internal Improvement of the country." 
"Mr. Calhoun declared his approbation of the object, but feared 
the adoption of the amendment might drive .off some who would 
otherwise support the bill. Unfortunately for us, he said, there was 
not a unanimous feeling in favour of Internal Improvement, some 
believing this not the proper time for commencing that work; and such 
a provision might deprive the bill of some friends which, at present, 
was the main object of his solicitude." 
A double admission this, evidencing, besides your clear com-
mittal to Internal Improvements by Congress, the deep earnestness of 
your solicitude for a National Bank. 
Well, the "proper time" did arrive. The bank bill, which in 
'16 was the "main object of your solicitude," having passed, the 
subject you had next at heart claimed your attention. At the session 
of Congress immediately following the establishment of the bank, 
you moved for the appointment of a committee to inquire into the 
expediency of forming a permanent internal improvement fund out 
of the bonus of the bank, and the dividends arising from the stock 
held by the government therein. The committee was raised: you 
were the Chairman; a bill was reported; and on the 27th of Feb'y, 
1817, passed both houses of Congress. 
The following was its title : "An act to set apart and pledge, as 
a permanent fund for Internal Improvement, the Bonus of the Na-
tional Bank, and the United States' share of its dividends." The 
substance of the bill was according. 
But there is another material, ominous fact, which deserves to be 
noted. The 2d section of the bill, as you reported it from tk-e com-
mittee, was in these words : 
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" And be it further enacted, That the money constituting the 
said fund shall, from time to time, be applied in constructing such 
roads or canals, or in improving the navigation of such water-courses, 
or both, as Congress shall by law direct, in the manner most condu-
cive to the general welfare." 
Mr. Pickering, of Massachusetts (Timothy Pickering it was, of 
ultra-federal memory), who could not go the full extent you desired 
on the subject, made a motion to add after the word Congress, the 
following clause : " with the assent of'such State," so that the terri-
torial limits of the States might not be invaded without their pre-
vious consent. You opposed, by a speech, and voted against Mr. 
Pickering's amendment: but the bill passed with it. 
Here is an absolute recognition of the Power of the Federal 
Government over Internal Improvements. You would ask of the States 
no favours. Whether they wished it or not, these sovereignties 
should have roads and canals constructed for them by the Federal 
Government. All that you required was, that the money should be 
applied "in the manner most conducive to the GENERAL WEL-
FARE I" 
Yes, sir, it is most true-how can you deny it ?-that in those 
times, so far from having been a States Rights man, you were a Na-
tional Republican of the general welfare school ! 
Far different then, too, were your views of interpretation from 
what they are now. Then, you said, you were "no advocate for 
refined arguments on the constitution." " That instrument (you de-
clared) was not intended as a thesis for the logician to exercise his 
ingenuity upon-it ought to be construed with plain good sense." 
Then, also, you contended, that the uniform sense of Congress and 
the country was a safe and sound rule of interpreting the Constitu-
tion. Now, you adopt a mode of construction verging on impracti-
cability, and impiously intimate that if Congress dare enact a law 
not warranted by your transcendentaf standard, you will go for RE-
PEAL, even though the Union be dashed into fragments-a catas-
trophe most inevitable, and to be justified and desired, if ever any 
political party in the country shall be mad enough to annul a char-
tered tight. 
This were enough, in all conscience, against you on this head : 
but not half has yet been told. Balked, by the veto of Mr. Madi-
son, in your schemes for " conquering space and binding the Re-
public together by a perfect system of roads and canals," you seem 
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to have cherished the hppe of better fortune under a new adminis-
tration, then about to come in. That the subject yet engaged your 
thoughts, is apparent from a letter written by you in 1811 (ju11t after 
Mr. Monroe's inauguration), and published in the Richmond En-
quirer in 1823, of which the following is an extract : 
" The great subject of Internal Improvements is again before 
Congress. The constitutional doubts of the President (Mr. Mon-
roe) I ri:gard a nation.al misfortune. I hope, however, it will only 
retard, but cannot arrest the system.'' 
Shortly after inditing this telling epistle yon . became a member 
of Mr. Monroe's Cabinet (Secretary of War), and I must do you 
the justice to say, that the important department over which you 
were called to preside, was administered in all its relations and de-
tails, with transcendent ability. Yours, indeed, was a model ad-
ministration of this branch of the public service. 
While acting in this capacity, you seem not to have abandoned 
your early views on the subject. There is, indeed, every reason for 
conjecture that it was through your influence that Mr. Monroe (who 
in the onset of his administration had declared against Internal Im-
provemenis by the Federal Government as being unconstitutional), 
changed his opinion, and became an ardent advocate of the p~licy. 
Be this as it may, it is indisputably true, that while you were the 
head of the War Department, you chalked out the most magnificent 
system of roads and canals ever projected in any age or country-a 
mammoth scheme, that would have bankrnpted the treasury for 
centuries, and entailed on the people an insufferable burden of debt 
and taxation. 
This gigantic projet is to be found in your annual Report of 
Dec. 3rd, 1824 (American State Papers, Vol. 13. pp. 699). There, 
after assuming that all such roads and canals as tended to '' bind all 
the parts of the Union together and the whole with the centre," were 
of national importance, and as such, were " duties of the General 
Government," you proceeded to unfold your plan. 
"The first and most important (says the Report) was conceived 
to be, the route for a canal extending from the Seat of Government, 
by the Potomac, to the Ohio river, and thence to Lake Erie.'' Of 
which route you said : " Should it prove practicable, its execution 
would be of incalculable advantage to the country. It would bind 
together, by the strongest bond of common interest and security, a 
very large portion of the Union.'' 
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" The route which is deemed next in importance, in a national 
point of view, is the one extending through the entire tier of the At-
lantic States, including those on the Gulf of Mexico." This includ-
ed canals to connect the Delaware and Raritan, Barnstable and 
Buzzard bays, and Boston harbour with Narragansett bay. 
And the third route proposed, was a "durable road from the 
Seat of Government to New Orleans, through the Atlantic States." 
"This system, when completed (the Report affirms), would 
greatly facilitate commerce and intercourse among the States, while 
it would afford to the Government the means of transmitting infor-
mation through the mail promptly to every part, and giving effectual 
protection to every portion of our widely extended country." 
Besides these, there were other improvements suggested, as the 
connexion of the Alabama and Savannah rivers with the Tennessee; 
the James with the Kenawha, the Susquehannah with the Allegha-
ny, Lake Champlain with the river St. Lawrence, and the St. John's 
river, across Florida neck, with the Gulf of Mexico. 
Such is the outline of a scheme of internal improvements, to the 
paternity of which no one can lay claim but yourself. Sir, you 
cannot name the man in America who is so fully committed on this 
subject as yourself. In this, as in the case of the bank, you were 
the fiercest of all champions, and outstripped all competitors. 
But there is evidence yet behind which is even more convicting,, 
and which brings down your advocacy of federal roads and canals, 
( as also of a National Bank and Protective Tariff) to a still later 
period. 
I might brirtg up in judgment against you your votes in favour 
of the Cumberland road; but these sink into insignificance by the 
side of the more overwhelming proofs I am now to adduce. In an 
address spoken to the people of Abbeville District in your own 
state, on the 27th of May, 1825 (in which you rendered an account 
of your stewardship), you took to yourself the credit of having used 
your best exertions for joining the various sections of the country by 
a judicious system of internal improvements. 
Had the country no concern in your opinions and position, feel-
ings of compassion would prompt me to suppress this speech : but it 
must come, and here it is ! 
"Not doubting the necessity of an enlarged system of measures 
for the security of the country, and the advancement of its true in-
terests, nor your disposition to make the necessary sacrifices to sus-
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tain them, I gave my zealous efforts in favour of all such measures; 
the gradual increase of the Navy; a moderate military establishment, 
properly organized and instructed ; a system of fortifications for the 
defence of the coast ; the restoration ef a .specie currency; a due 
protection of those manufactures which had taken root during the 
periods of war and restriction; and,.finally, a system ef connecting 
the various portions of the cquntry by ajudicious system of internal 
improvements. Nor again was I mistaken in your character. You 
nobly sustained all those measures. Soon after the adopting by 
Congress of this system of measures which grew out of the experi-
ence of the late war, I was transferred to preside over the Depart-
ment of War, by the appointment of our late virtuous and excellent 
Chief Magistrate. In this new position, my principles of action re-
mained unchanged. Continuing still with my faith increased instead 
of being shaken in your virtue and intelligence, I sought" no other 
path to your favour than the fearless discharge of the duties of my 
office. Placed on so firm a foundation, no difficulty nor opposition 
could intimidate me. It became my duty, as a member of the Ad-
ministration, to aid in sustaining against the boldest assaults those 
very measures which, as a member of Congress, I had contributed in 
part to establish, and again I had the satisfaction to find, that a reli-
ance on your virtue and intelligence was not in vain. Your voice 
(South Carolina's) was so audibly heard on the side of the Admin-
istration, that now, instead of OJY.POSition, the struggle seems to be, 
who shall evince the greatest zeal in its favour.i• 
}Jere, sir, if words are with you the signs of ideas, is a reiteration 
(and no unboastful one) of your support of a National Bank, a pro-
tective Tariff, and Internal Improvements by the Federal Government. 
You confess not only "zealous efforts in favour of those measures," 
but your active agency, as a member of Congress, in" establishing" 
them as.the policy of the country. You not only, in your representative 
capacity, voted for a National Bank, for protection to the manufac-
tures .which had sprung up during the war, and for a liberal system 
of internal improvements for binding the various sections of the 
Union together, but, as Secretary of War, you " sustained against the 
boldest assault those very measures which, as a member of Congress, 
you had contributed in part to establish!" And what is worthy of all 
rewark-gallant, chivalrous South Carolina, of whose state-rights 
purity we hear so much, was, in 1825, according to your own em-
phatic assertion, an enthusiastic supporter of Mr. Monroe's Ad-
ministration-a Bank, Tariff, Internal Improvement Adminis-
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tratio Yea, her " voice was so audibly heard in its favour," that 
the strnggle seemed to be, who should evince the greatest zeal in its 
behalf ! ! ! Yet this same South Carolina it was, that a few years 
thereafter bullied the confederacy into her free-trade notionir, and 
now stands ready to sound the blast of Repeal, (should Congress re-
charter a bank,) and to shake out the folds of the nullification flag the 
first moment the law-makers of the Union shall dare to impose a duty 
for protection, or to build a road or canal within her limits! 
Well would it have been for your fair fame, if this speeeh of yours 
had gone out of print forever ! Honest men, frank and ingenuous 
minds, lovers of truth and fair dealing, will marvel-do marvel-that 
you, who so late as 1825 declared yourself a Bank, Tariff", and Internal 
improvement man, should be found now solemnly averring that you 
were always an advocate of free trade-never conceded the principle of 
protection-have been ever consistent on the bank question-( ever 
denying its constitutionality}-and always belonged to the strict-con-
struction, state-rights party ! And mankind will wonder how so 
great a mind could be so bewildered, and will judge you the harder 
for that very greatness of mind. Not only will your consistency be 
denied, but your candour will be impeached, and the sincerity of 
your state-rights professions suspected, until, ()mulating the frankness 
of the great Kentuckian, you manfully acknowledge past errors, and 
confess subsequent change of opinion. 
But torefurn to the subject of Internal Improvement. 
I shall not stop to inquire by what doctrine of implication you ar-
rived at the constitutional power of the Federal Government to con-
struct works of Internal Improvement within the States, but simply 
to add a fact which was omitted at the proper place-that your bank 
bonus bill was regarded by President Madison so strongly objection-
able as to cause him to exercise the veto power to defeat it. " I am 
constrained (said Mr. M., in his veto message), by the insuperable 
difficulty I feel in reconciling the bill with the Constitution of the 
United States, to return it, with that obJection, to the House of Rep-
representatives in which it originated." So true is it, that you went 
a bow-shot beyond the prominent man of the day, in favouring a fed-
eral system of Improvement. 
We find you now, as on the bank question, in the opposite 
extreme, on the subject of whatever relates to Impl'ovetnent-aye, 
denou'neing, as unconstitutional and corrupting, a distribution of the 
proceeds of the public lands-a measure most emphatically of State 
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Rights and State interests-a measure by far the most beneficent 
which could come of the legislation of Congress, save the reformation 
and settlement of the currency,-a measure promising more of 
immediate practical relief than any other that the wisdom of Con-
gress can possibly devise--,a measure that will operate as a charm 
in relieving the necessities of the States, and, to the extent of that 
relief, taking away the pretext for direct taxation : against this most 
benignant policy, your hand is raised-but is it true, that you never 
favoured the principle of distribution 1 Sir, I heard Mr. Tazewell, 
who seems to know your history well, declare, that you were the very 
author of the distribution principle-that it was not original with Mr. 
Clay-that you were the Father, Mr. Clay the Foster-father, of the 
thing. Who is entitled to the paternity, I may not inquire-" Non 
nostrum tantas componere lites"-but one may well suspect, that so 
splendid a conception-:-so magnificent an idea-particularly, one so 
fraught with State Rights and State interests-had its origin in the 
capacious brain of John C: Calhoun, and none other. Yet now you so 
repudiate your own offspring, that you offer it up a willing sacrifice 
to the remorseless cupidity of the new States-or, more properly 
perhaps, you immolate it a victim on the altar of your own unchas-
tened ambition. 
Nor is this the only evidence against you on this point. In a 
speech made by you as late as March, 1837, while you were yet a 
Whig-yes, at a public dinner given you by the "Whigs of Charleston, 
after giving a rapid sketch of " that series of corrupt measures by 
which the Government of the United States had arrived at its present 
height of disorder and iniquity"-for, to that late day, you could not 
forego a slap at the "plunder" party, the "Rogues and Royalists"-
you enforced the " necessity of distributing the surplus among the 
States, to whom it belonged." You pointed out the " motives of the 
dominant party in opposing distribution," and showed that « in spire 
of their momentary and miserable triumph, the measure would prevail 
-interest, patriotism, and every good principle (you said) would 
unite to carry it into effect." And after giving a vivid picture of the 
disorders then existing, you expressed a " strong confidence in the 
triumph of good over evil-the reform of the government, and the 
restoration of the Constitution." 
" I see my way (you continued) through the present confusion. 
The distribution measure will prevail. The public lands will be 
given up to tM States. The Administration must yield to these mea-
sures, or fall before them.'' · 
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So spoke you in 1837, just before you took that last dread leap 
of yours; yet, on the 17th day of August, Anno Domini, 1841, you 
declared from your seat in the Senate that you " did not see how 
such a measure as the Distribution bill could have entered the mind 
of man!" 
Such are your claims to be considered the great head and leader 
of the State Rights party. Sir, when, in the name of State Rights, 
you ask of the country admiration of your course and the adoption of 
your revolutionary and dangerous opinions, you ask too much, by 
far. The pretext is too unsubstantial ; there has been too much 
veering from extreme to extreme : too much in your public career 
to justify the suspicion, that your falling back upon State Rights is 
the after-wit of ambition's suggesting. The country is not to be any 
longer deluded by idle can(about State Rights and the Constitution. 
It is become, alas ! (but the people are detecti~g the imposture) the 
Hypocrite's and the Demagogue's resort. · 
"Much alarm and delusion (said Mr. Pope, when discussing the 
bill to renew the charter of 1791 ), much alarm and delusion have been 
artfully spread through the country, about a violation of the Consti-
tution, and a consequent destruction of our republican institutions. 
I fear the people (said he) are unfortunately led to believe, that 
the security of their liberties depends too much upon paper barriers, 
and too little upon their own virtue and intelligence. It appears to 
me, that the.Constitution is occasionally made a mere stalking-horse, 
to serve the purposes of unprincipled demagogues and pretended 
lovers of the people, to get into power, to the exclusion of honest 
men." 
There is a melancholy truth, at this time, in these r.eflections. 
I leave it to the country to make the application. 
In the course of these Nos. I have not unfrequently imputed to 
you the sin of ambition : ambition, I meant, not in the virtuous 
sense-not that noble impulse, the characteristic of all lofty minds, 
that bids man aspire at the discovery of truth and the vindication of 
right, for truth and right's sake, without any the slightest regard to 
personal advantage-not the ambition of Padaratus, the noble 
Spartan, who, when not elected of the three hundred to govern the 
city, in ecstasy thanked the gods "that there were three hundred 
better men in Sparta than he"-nor that of Aristides, the no less 
noble Athenian, who voluntarily resigned the command of the Grecian 
army to Miltiades, because Miltiades was the more skilful general, 
and therefore more likely 'to vanquish the enemies of Greece-not 
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that which " noble ends by noble means obtains ;" but an ambition 
of a lower order, a meaner sort-that which takes the Protean garb 
of interest-which shuffles, twists, turns, evades, conceals, concedes, 
denies, quibbles, refines, mystifies, according to the bearing of self-
aggrandizement-which shapes views of public affairs and questions 
of State with reference rather to self than to the public weal : this 
is the species of ambition I meant; but in making the accusation, I 
have done you no injustice. It is no naked, unsupported charge. 
You distinctly said, in your Fort Hill letter of 3d November, '37, 
that the reason you and your followers deserted the Whig party in 
that year, was, that if you continued your attacks upon the party in 
power and demolished it, ( which you said you could easily dot) "the 
victory would inure, not to you, but the Whigs." A most disgust-
ing, degrading admission! One that robs the name of John C. 
Calhoun of all its power to charm ! You could, by continuing with 
the Whigs, "demolish" this corrupt party-this "plunder" party, as 
you had called it-those ' 1 Rogues and Royalists;" but you would 
not-no-you would not demolish it, because the " victory would 
not inure to you ; in other words, because you foresaw, that if the 
Whigs succeeded, a worthier than yourself-the noble Clay-the 
statesman, whose rank is with Pitt, and Canning, and Washington, 
and Madison-the hem of whose garment you are not worthy to 
touch-would be the selected Whig candidate for the Presidency ! 
There lies the secret motive, the v.eiled jealousy, that put you in op-
position to the Achilleses and Agamemnons of the Whig party, and 
which, if it do not exactly stamp upon you the impress of the rail-
ing, restless Thersytes, certainly fixes upon you one of the most sin-
gular and most unamiable apostacies of modern times. 
De gustibus non disputandum, we are told. Yet I cannot but 
wonder at, while I ~ommiserate, the ill taste that could lead such a 
personage as yourself-even for inuring victory-to break fellow-
ship with such a party as the Whigs to take up with the Modem 
Democracy. I denominate it the Modern Democracy, because it is 
not the Democracy of Washington, and Jefferson, and Madison-
that unaffectedly and honestly regarded the interests of the people. 
Sir, the civil annals of mankind nowhere tell of a more chival-
rous party than the Whigs of these United States. Not Old Eng-
land, in the day her Saxon spirit ran highest, nor New England, in 
the "times that tried men's soulB," boasted a nobler mass of patriot 
freemen. 
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The high compliment which often and vauntingly you have paid 
to the State Rights Party, that « it is opposed to usurpation, come 
from what quarter and in what shape it may," belongs, with far 
more justice, to the great Whig Party of this Union. 
It has exercised no legislative power, nor advocated any, that 
has not challenged the repeated sanction of the Fathers of the Con-
stitution. If it has favoured a National Bank, and a Tariff yield-
ing, incidentally, moderate protection to American industry,-so did 
George Washington, and Thomas Jefferson, and James Madison, 
and Elbridge Gerry, and so have you. 
In regard to Executive As~umption, its whole history, as your-
self know-for you were our coadjutor once--ie but a series of gal· 
.. . !ant efforts to arrest the march of arbitrary power, and restore the 
balance of the Constitution. 
Show me one instance in which (to quote you once more) it has 
" sustained prerogative against privilege, or supported the Executive 
against the Legislative department, or leaned ·to the side of Power 
against the side of Liberty:" tell me, I say, of one offence herein, 
and I throw, eo instanti, the mantle of oblivion over that marvellous 
tergiversation of yours-" observed of all observers"-under which 
your good name is so seri~uely suffering in the estimation of the 
wise and good. 
And in warring against the corruptions of the government, and 
resisting the anarchy-tending doctrines which have come in vogue of 
late yea~ in our midst, it has exhibited itself, most clearly, the Con-
1mrvative Party of the country. Without intermission, it has braved 
that restless spirit of innovation which is up-heaving the whole fabric 
of American Institutions, divesting the government of all efficiency 
and stability, turning it back to the imbecility of the Old Confeder-
ation, unsettling the foundations of public pro~erity and national 
grandeur, and sporting with the fortunes and happiness of the people, 
Find me one Whig who has not " cried aloud" against corruption, 
and " spared not," or whose voice has not been heard on the side 
of law and order ; produce me a single member of this great and 
glorious association who has ever intimated approval of the execrable 
doctrine of Repudiation or Repeal ; and with one, at least, the 
charm of 'Whig chivalry iii broken, and companionship with it for 
ever abjured. · 
Exactly the reverse of all this, it grieves me to say, is the party 
in which you now rejoice. 
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Sir, it is, as in by-gone times you intimated it to be, the Power 
Party of the country-the Prerogative Party-the Anti-Saxon Party, 
if I may so speak; or if I should borrow your definition of the 
" essence of Toryism," I might speak from a still less complimen-
tary nomenclature. The bloodiest violations of our holy Constitu-
tution-the most lawless acts of tyranny, violence, and wrong that 
spot our civil history:, have been the di;>ings of this party. 
It is said to be the Democracy of the country : and you endorse 
the humbug ! Alas ! for such Democracy. Democracy it is, with 
a vengeance ! 
It tramples the Constitution under foot; concentrates all power 
in the Executive, uniting the purse and the sword ; it laughs to 
scorn the popular will, persisting obstinately in measures, time after 
time repudiated by the people; it annuls representative responsibi-
lity, by advancing to more lucrative stations unfaithful public ser-
vants, thrown off by the constituent body for infidelity to delegated 
trust; it retains defaulters in office, known and acknowledged to be 
such ; permits the open plunder of the public treasury; administers 
to the corruption of the Press, the 'Elective Franchise, and the pub-
lic morals ; pulls down 11ystetns consecrated by time, and approved 
by experience ; ruins the currency ; prostrates the whole business 
of the country ; would reduce the wealth and comforts of all classes 
by adopting the hard money system; blots the escutcheon of the 
nation ; breaks its faith ; shatters public credit ; and then proffers to 
those who are the unhappy victims of all this mischief, the poor and in-
sulting consolation that its perpetrators are the Democracy of the land! 
I need not draw the portrait at full length for one who has so often 
and so graphically taken it down himself. But there is a marked pe-
culiarity in the features of this party which cannot well have escaped 
your observation. Its much boasted democracy is not the democracy 
of order and right reason-not that rational democracy which aims 
and tends, 
" By wholesome laws to embark the soveteign power, 
To (jeepen by restr11int, and by prevention 
Of lawless will, to guide the flood 
In its majestic channel." 
No : it is a democracy of untamed licentiousness, and wild agr.ari-
anism-the Jack Cade democracy .... anti-soci-al in its tendencies-lev-
elling in its prac~ical results-prophetic of disgrace and ultimate 
abortion to popular institutions. 
Sir, has your acute and observing mind never detected the strong 
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analogy between this new-fangled democracy and that of the French 
Revolution 1 Do you never indulge the reminiscence, that all the 
enormities of that appalling drama were perpetrated in the name of de-
mocracy 1 that the guillotine was fed for democracy's sake 7 that Robes-
pierre, Danton, and Marat, claimed to be democrats, friends of the 
people, lovers of liberty, while they denounced those who stood in 
the way of their atrocities, as aristocrats and royalists 1 From this 
startling analogy, can you strike out no moral for the people 7 no 
ground for warning to your countrymen 1 Might not so sagacious a 
patriot as yourself, holding up the fearful parallel, exclaim to a de-
luded country-In cedis per ignes suppositos cinere doloso? 
You, sir, must know, do know-ambition, with all its mystifying 
influences, cannot veil the truth from such a mind as yours--you 
must know that the reign of Jacksonism has planted in this country 
the seeds 'Of a blasting J acobinism, and you as well know that its 
evil tendencies have been in a regular course of development, and 
can only be pushed to consummation, under the auspices of your de-
mocratic friends. 
That this is no gratuitous ascription, let me refer you to two most 
remarkable points in the history of this party. They are deserving 
of the especial note of all who hope for social, quiet and good gov-
ernment in the future, and which, had you not fallen from your high 
estate to become the great champion of disorganization, might be 
profitably commended to your consideration. 
First, it.has professed every good principle, and in good faith prac-
tised none. Do you not know this reproach to be just 1 Nay, have 
you not often taunted it thus 1 
Let us look to the facts. Professing to hold in high veneration the 
doctrine of instruction, there are at this moment a dozen United 
States Senators of the democratic order, holding on to their seats, 
against the popular will in their respective States, unequivocally ex-
pressed at the polls in November, 1840. 
Coming into power pledged to Reform, it multiplied abuses in 
every department of administration, and to the extent of flagitious-
ness itself. 
More especially was correction promised of "those abuses which 
had brought the patronage of the government in conflict with the 
freedom of elections," and lo ! " to the victors belong the spoils," 
at once floated on its flag-folds ; the patronage of the executive sta-
tion was daily bartered for partisan service; and a system of rewards 
on the one hand, and punishments on the other, was resorted to as 
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the surest means of procuring support for the Democratic cause. 
Some, indeed, who had robbed the Treasury and acknowledged 
the larceny, were not molested of their offices, lest, by dismission, 
influence might be lost to the Democracy. In fine, the government 
had become a vast electioneering machine, as I call you to witness. 
"Can he be ignorant (said you of Mr. Taney, then Secretary of the 
Treasury), can he be ignorant that the whole power of the govern-
ment has been perverted into a great political machine, with a view 
of corrupting and controlling the country7 Can he be ignorant that the 
avowed and open policy of the government is to reward political friends, 
and punish political enemies 1 And that, acting on this principle, it 
has driven from office hundreds of honest and competent officers for 
opinion's sake only, and filled their places with devoted partisans 7" 
Mr. Adams being hurled from the presidency for increasing ex-
penditures to 13 millions, Retrenchment, Economy, were the De-
mocratic Watch-words; whim, behold! in a few years, the number of 
federal officers was more than doubled-the clerks in the War Depart-
ment, for example, were increased from 20 to 50-the officers in the 
New-York Custom-House from 175 to 497, their salaries from 119,000 
to 556,000 dollars-in most of the other departments in about the same 
ratio-and appropriations ran up from 13 to 37 millions per annum ! 
Look at this tabular illustration of Democratic economy. 
The ordinary expenses of the first year of Mr. Adams's 
administration, amounted to 
Of Mr. Van Buren's first year, to 
Increase under Democratic Retrenchment 
The extraordinary expenditures in the first year of 
Mr. Adams, were 
Of Mr. Van Buren's first year 
Increase 
The aggregate ordinary expenses of Mr. Adams's 
first three years, amounted to 
Mr. Van Buren's first three, to 
The aggre,gate extraordinary expenditures of Mr. 
$6,538,000 
13,098,000 
6,560,000 ! 
5,153,000 
24,166,000 
19,013,000 ! ! 
20,723,000 
40,261,000! ! ! 
Ad~s first three years, to 16,381,000 
Mr. Van Buren's first three, to 73,583,600 
Nearly five times as much in the latter as in the former. 
Total aggregate in Mr. Adams's first three years, 36,704,000 
Of Mr. Van Buren's first three, .111,000,090 
Increase of expenditures in Mr. Van Buren's three years over 
Mr. Adams's three, Seventy-four million., and a quarter! ! ! ! 
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Holding that Executive patronage " was i,ncreased, was increas-
ing, and ol!ght to be diminished," it has augmented that patronage 
in a thousand forms, and enlarged Executive influence to an extent 
incompatible with Republ~can government, and little short of practi-
cal monarchy. 
Now, the sworn enemy of Distribution, in 1836 it enacted a law 
distributing among the states 37 miliions of dollars, and three-fourths 
of this large amount were accordingly so distributed, Democratic 
states not refusing their share. 
Claiming all at once to be the Anti-tariff; Free Trade party, many 
of their prominent men, among them Mr. Van Buren, tlie leader 
under whom they lately rallied, voted for the Tariff of 1828, the 
Bill of Abominations-the Tariff of 1832 was passed in the full tide 
of Democratic experiment-and in 1839 (I have the authqrity of 
Mr. Wise), the Democratic party in the Senate of the United States 
actually si:nugg1ed through that body a bill creating a new Tariff, 
and reviving the duties on nearly one hundred articles (that were 
duty free under the compromise act), from 15 to 50 per cent. 
Setting up the pretension that it is the Anti-internal Improvement 
party, it expended more in one year for internal improvement than 
Mr. Adams did in four. Cast your eye at the following table : 
1825 
)826 
1829 
1830 
1831 
1832 
1837 
ADAMs's FOUR YEARS. 
$334,3.53 , 1827 
488,740 1828 
Total 
JACKSON'S EIGHT YEARS. 
$1,088,000 1833 
962,408 1834 
808,913 1835 
824,~ 1836 
Total 
VAN BUREN'S THREE YEARS. 
$1,493,310 11838 
1839 
Total 
$275,268 
375,906 
-----
$1,474,267 
$1,216,344 
894,606 
831,257 
958,341 
-----
$7,584,524 
$1,191,808 
1,000,491 
$3,685,609 
From which you may calculate the following !lverage of annual ex-
penditures for internal improvements : Mr. Adams's, $368,090; Gen. 
Jackson's, $936,000, and Mr. Van Buren's, $1,228,000 ! 
The pretended hard money party, that was .to bas.ish bank rags, 
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and set gold and silver to flowing up the Mississippi and the coun-
try over, it char~ered, between 18.30 and 1837, two hundred and 
twenty-five paper-making establishments-and instead of the golden 
age, when the "yellow mint-drops were to have been seen glittering 
through the interstices of the long silken purses of the farµiers," the 
r~ign of shin-plasters is upon us, and the precious metals driven 
from the channels of circulation. 
With strongest professions of regar.d for state r~ghts, it huzzaed 
the Procla1~ation and the Force bill-still stand by their author-pro-
posed a federal bankrupt law, to include the banking institutions· of 
the state~-a huge standing army scheme, which was to have divested 
the states of the right to train their own militia-a right guaranteed 
by the constitution, and designed as a barrier against military des-
potism-and lastly, to crown its impiety, it perpetrated the atrocious 
outrage on New Jersey. 
Its whole history, in tine, is but a series of professions which its 
acts belie. Its practice has ever been to " keep the word of promise 
to the ear, and break it to the hope." We can make no calculation 
of good from such a party. 
"They that trust its plighted faith, 
Lean on a reed that soon may part, 
And send its shive(B to the h13a,rt." 
Secondly, there has been no revolutionary opinion advanceµ, or 
disorganizing measure consummated in this country, no outrage 
upon the laws of the land, no invasion of the first priµciples of so-
cial organi.zation, that has not emanated from what is termed (b_y 
misnomer) the Democratic party. l'he removal of the deposits, 
made in the very teeth of the law, and so indignantly reprobated by 
you ; the anarchical movements a few years ago in the Senate of l\Jary-
land ; the Harrisburg mob; the hite refusal of the Tennessee Senate 
to choose a United States Senator; the exti;aordinary postponement, 
for twenty-five days, of the organization of the House of :aepresenta-
t~ves; the kindred New Jersey enormity ; repudiation of State debts ; 
abrogation of charters; and, worse than ~l, that most radical and 
startling of all propositions-to chal}ge the tenure of the judicial 
office, and thus take .from Liberty and Virtue their stronges! bul-
wark and last reliance : all these disorganizing proceedings and de-
moralizing tenets, are the undoubted offspring of Democratic pater-
ni~y. And I venture the prediction-I do so in no offensive spirit, 
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believing, as I do, the bulk of all parties to be upright in motive, 
but considering, at the same time, that with the 'TIWtives of political 
parties or public men we have nothing to do, that their acts and the 
consequences of those acts, are alone to be considered in their refer-
ence to the public weal-I say, I make the prophecy, in no design to 
offend, and in full view of the uniform course of this party, that, 
come insurrection when it will, defiance of the obligations of civil 
society, and disobedience to the laws of Congress when they may-
be the independence of the Judiciary sooner or later struck down-
that heaviest blow under which Civil Liberty will be " crushed to 
earth," never in this hemisphere to rise again-come these luckless 
things when they may, they will be found to spring from the same 
origin-started, cherished, propagated, enforced by Locofocoism-
unsustained, resisted, dissuaded, hooted, abhorred by every Whig in 
the land. 
And yet to join such a party as this you deserted the Whigs ! 
You give up-mistaken ambition !-:you give up the companionship 
of Tallmadge, and Crittenden, and Archer, and Leigh, and Preston, 
and Morehead, and Mangum, and Clayton, and Sergeant, and 
Berrien, and Clay-names historical already-the beamy light of 
whose example casts a cheerful gleam athwart the thick gloom 
which has so long overhung our moral horizon-ydu give up the 
companionship of spirits like these, to compeer with the Kendalls, 
and Allens, and Duncans, and Buchanans, and Ingersolls, and Walls, 
and Hills, and Williamses, and Hubbards-men, who, though hot 
Democrats now, in less democratic times would have "opened their 
veins to let out the democratic blood," or who would have been" tories 
in the revolution,"-who have made public boastoftheir federalism, 
burned James Madison in effigy, and officiated even in Hartford 
Convention proceedings ! 
A.II men, doubtless, may fhange their associates when they list : 
but when characters so prominent as yourself venture to doff old 
acquaintances to comrade with strangers, they will be held, by an 
enlightened public opinion, responsible for the exchange ; and if no 
better apology can be pleaded than " inuring victory" to one's self, 
or to the little party of which that self is the undisputed head and 
master-spirit, and triumph to which will be "inuring victory" to that 
head, ~e will be fortunate indeed, and will be most charitably judged, 
if he escape with no worse imputation than unsound judgment and 
defective taste. 
And after all, how is " victory to inure" to you, by a con-
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junction with the Locofoco party 1 Lay you " this flattering 
unction to your soul 1" Do you expect to be taken into real favour 
by your late adversaries, the " spoils party, without policy or princi-
ples, held together only by the hope of plunder 1" Sir, they despise 
you in their hearts. There are too many of their own men, " good 
and true," whom a thousand times they prefer to yourself. There 
are Benton, and Buchanan, and Wright, and Johnson, and others of 
the " true grit" -identified with their party in all its history-wiJ.h 
its excesses-with its adversity and its prosperity.-whose claims will 
never be pretermitted for yours. It would be injustice, sir, palpable 
injustice, to postpone the truly faithful-those who followed the party 
through "evil and good report"-who went the Removal of the 
Deposites, Proclamation, Force bill, Protest, Expunging and all-I 
say, it would be gross injustice to set aside such as these for you, 
who, on all these points, denounced them most, and warred hardest 
against them; and were I a Democrat to-day, I should protest, to 
the last, against such a postponement, as both inconsistent and unjust. 
But, if you meant that victory would inure to your state rights 
principles by the re-elevation of the Jackson and Van Buren party, 
your mistake is yet more awful. As I have before said, you reason 
against all philosophy. From a party that has never practised state 
rights, you cannot rationally expect practical state rights for the 
future. From those who have sanctioned the concentration of all 
power in the federal Executive; who have halted at no excess, how-
ever wanton ; who vindicated the monarchical doctrines of the 
Protest; who were the very authors of the Force bill ; who stooped 
to the execrable deed of expunging the country's Records; who 
without necessity originated the anti-assumption Resolutjons; who 
put under their polluting tread the broad seal of a Sovereign State-
! repeat it again and again-that to expect practical state rights 
from such a party as this, were madness to the last degree ; and if 
ever it be restored to power, you will find your State Right doctrines 
in the same keeping as the helpless lamb turned over to the protection 
of the hungered wolf. 
If, sir, you are in truth devoted to the Constitution and State 
Rights, excuse me for su~gesting to you how you can best make that 
devotion available. Dedicate your great talents to the cause of 
Reform. Bring up your celebrated Report of 1835 on the subject 
of Executive patronage. Be that the basis of your future acts. 
Limit Executive Power. By curtailing its patronage, take from it the 
means of Corruption. Modify the power of Removal. But, above 
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all, strive for that amendment of the Constitution which shall limit the 
Presidential service to one term. Until this principle be engrafted 
in some way on our system, it were vain to hope for a patriotic or 
Yirtuous administration of the Federal Government. Without this 
vital change, I, for one, despair of our institutions. I solemnly 
believe that, without it, our country will become one loathsome mass 
of corruption : and as for good government-as for an administration 
of ptthlic affairs guided by the public good alone, and not by indi-
vidual ambition, it is idle to think of it. To have a chief magistrate 
who will never look to himself, but consider, in his every act, the 
Ctmntry's weal, you must divest him of all selfish motives and con-
siderations touching the presidential succession. 
Yea, if, in Gen. Harrison's virtuous and illustrious life, there 
be one spot greener, brighter than another, it is, that before his 
God, his country, and the world, he solemnly vowed that he would 
not permit his name to be used for a second term. For this patriotic 
effort to set a most salutary precedent, he will receive the applause 
of the wise and good for generations long, long to come; and if the 
Whig party be true to themselves, they will war, to the last, for the 
one-term principle-that principle, for which they so gallantly strug-
gled in the late presidential contest, and without which ours must 
ever be a corrupt and ill-administered government. 
And now, in conclusion, for the motives that have prompted me 
to t:his brief review of your political career. 
I consider your opinions on the currency as mistaken and per-
nicious-such as, if adopted, would unsettle the tried policy of the 
government, and send the country back to the age of "black hroth 
and iron money." 
I am satisfied that your best influence will be exerted to reinstate 
the late defeated party in power, which I regard the greatest calamity 
that could befall the country. 
And finally, I believe-most solemnly do I believe-that the ten-
dency of your public course is to a dissolution of this blessed Union, 
With these impressions, I have reviewed your career as a public 
man, that the country may judge from that review what moral weight 
your opinions are entitled to carry with them. Once a warm admi-
rer of yours, and sincerely lamenting I can no longer be so, I have 
aimed "nothing to extenuate, nor set down aught in malice." I 
have quoted" from the book;" and I believe this histo ·uen 
with strict accuracy and impartiality. If not, l ~~~) 
~ Np Es. 
:..t' ~\)• .. 
. ~\ ~ c 
o'- ~"" 
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BURNE T'S HISTORY of the REFORMATION. 
The History of the Reformation of the Church of England, by Gilbert Burnet, D.D., 
late Lord Bishop of Salisbury-with the Collection of Records and a copious In. 
dex, revised and corrected, with additional Notes and a Preface, by the Rev. E. 
Nares, D.D., late Profel!SOr of Modem History in the University of Oxford. Illus. 
trated with a Frontispiece and twenty.three engraved Portraits, forming four ele. 
gant Svo. vols. $ 8 00. 
The eatablished character of Bishop Burnet'• History of the Reformation ao a •tandard work, and 
moat valuable historical authority, render it unnecessary to enter l11to any &Jll\lysi1 of its merit11 fur-
Chor than briefly to atate the advantages of this edition over all others. 
Often•• this celebrated History of the Reformation of tho Church of England baa been printed 
and published, often as it has been read, and continua.Uy as it has been referred to by succenive 
writer., interested in the important subJect of which it treats; yet one thing seems to ha'Ve been con 
1tantly overlooked, namely, the neces~ity of a distinct Preface to point out, and to explain to readere 
in general, the particular character of the publication. 
It is a worlt of t oo great magnitude to be repeatedly read through. and thuugh its eminence H aa. 
historical work, must ~lways be P.uch a.s to render it imperatively necessary for certain writers tb con 
,ult its pages, yet in ever7 reprint of it, it should be contemplated \>y the publisher not merely "5 a 
book of reference, but as one to be read like othr.r books of history rljgularly from the begiuning t,,u 
the end, not by professed scholan only, or by persons already versed in history, civil or ecclesiustical, 
but by such as may be only begiruring their histoncal inquiries and researches- young readers and 
mere 1tudents. . 
Scarcely any other book of equal importance, perhape, stands so m1.1ch in need of preliro.1~ary ex· 
planations as this great work of the celebrated writer whose name it bears. And it muMt of.ten, w.e 
should think, have been a matter of just surprise to the readers of this history, that, m the oditions 
hitherto published, the errors iu the first and second Volumes have been reprinted, which the aut-bO't 
himaelf noticed at the end of the third volume. In the present edition the text will be. fµund cone~ 
ed. as it should be, and many explanatory notes added throughout the work. 
"The extract above from the editor's preface defines the peculiar merita of this lf'lendid wur.k., 
which i• at once the cheapest and the most elegant edition which we have ever .seen, of tht• "'-'U 
known and invaluable history. We were fod on the old folio· edition of Burnet ill the dityl of our 
childhood, and the impressions which its facts and its illustratioM then made on the mil\fl, have 
never been effaced, Out have had their full share in making us thoroughly Protestant., and &ft'TIUlliVf" 
enemies of the church of Rome. We arc therefore most heartily rejoiced to see that Appleton&: Co. 
have issued this 1tandard work in four elegant volumes, at only two dolla.rs a volume; and when wu 
look at its numerous and fine engravings of many distinguished reformers, and its more than two 
~;o::nr:.i:i~~s.:tit~~nrc, i::::! ~:i!:i:;,&ara!Nie:1~~~~~{ret.;~,~N.ot;.o~.,!.~:!;houaru1' 
2 Divinity, Theology, Religious, and Devotional lVorks, 
THE KINGDOM OF CHRIST; 
OR, HINTS 
Respecting the Principles, Constitution, and Ordinances of the Catholic Church. 
By FREDERICK DENISON MAURICE, M.A. 
Cliaplain of Guy's Hospital, Professor of Englisl, Literature and Histl)Ty, King's 
College, London. In one elegant octavo volume of 600 pages, uniform in Btyle 
with Newman's Sermons, Palmer on the Chutch, .4-t:. $2 50 
The following brief table of contents illustrates the more important topics treated on lll this very 
able wor.k. 
PART I. On the Principles of the Quakers, and of the different roligi,,u• bodie• whic~ have arum 
airice the R eformation, and o_f the systems to which they ha.ve given birth. CHAPTER I.-QUAKERISM. 
On the positive doctrines o( the Qunkers-onlinary objections t<> these Doctrines. The Quaker Sys· 
tem-Practical Workings of the Quaker System. CHAPTER /!.-PURE PROTESTANTISM. 
The leading PrinciplE'!'8 of the Reformation-Objections to the Principles of the Reformation Consid· 
ered-Protestant Systems-The Practical Workings of the Protestant Systems. CHAPTER 111.-
UNITARJANJSM-its History and Objeot Illustrated. CHAPTER IV.-On the TENDENCY OF THE 
RELIGIOUS, PHILOSOPIUC4L1 AND POLITICAL MOVEMENTS WHICH HAVE TAKEN PLACE IN Pao,. 
1.'RSTANT BODIES SINCE THE MIDDLE OF THE LAST CENTURY. The Religious Movements, Philo,. 
80phical Muvements, Political Movements. 
PUT II. Of the Catholic Church and the Romish Sy,tem,. CHAPTER !.-RECAPITULATION 
CHAPTER JI.-INDICA.TJONS OF A SPIRITUAL CONSTITUTION, CHAPTER JII.-The Scriptural view 
of thi& Constitution. CHAPTER IV.-Sigus of a Spiritual Society-Baptism-The Creeds-Forms 
of Worship-The Eucharist-The Ministry-the Scriptures. CH.t..PTER V.-Of the Relation of the 
Church au<l National Bodies-Introductory-Objections of the Quakers-The Pure Theocratist-The 
Sep:iratist-The Patrician-The Modern Statesman-The Modern Interpreter of Prophecy. 
PART III. The Englilh Church and the Syste111$ which Divide ii, CHAPTER I,-lntroductory-
How far this Subject is Connected with those previously Discussed. Do the Signs of a Universal and 
Spiritual Constitution exist in England 1 Does the Universal Church in England exist apart from its 
Civil Institutions in Union with them! Whnt is the form of Character which belongs especially to 
Englishmen! To what depravatiou is it liable 1 CHJ.PTEa II.-The Engluk Sy,te1111. The Liberal 
System-The Evangelical System-The High Church or Catholic System. Re1lections on the Sya-
telIUII, and on our position generally. 
"Mr. Maurice's work is eminently fitted to engage Nie attention and meet the wauts of all int.er-
ested in the several movements that are now ta.king place in the religious community; it lakes up the 
pretensions generally of the &el'eral Protestant denominations and of the Romanists, so as to commend 
itself in the growing interest in the controversy between the latter and their opponents. The politi-
cal portion of the work contains much that is attractive to a thoughtful man, of any or of no religious 
persuasion, in reference to the existing and possible fo.ture state ,if our country." 
PAROCHIAL SERMONS, 
By JOHN HENRY NEWMAN, B.D. 
Fellow of Oriel College and Vicar of St. Mary the Virgin's, Oxford. The 6 vols. Lon. 
don Edition complete in two eleg-ant Bvo. vols. of upwards of 600 pages each. $5 00 
Irr Mr. Newman's Sermons have probably attained a higher character than any others ever pub-
lished in this country. The following recommendatory uotice is one of the many received by the 
publishers :"'I"'" 
lt wo~!:.! ~ rather late now to pJ'IU.., sennon. whose reputatinn i11 so well e!ltablished as tbnee or Mr. Newman; and it 
;::~~!:~1~:~a;!~~b~:'n;Rir~ ~u~rR: .. ~~::~rll:~~~; j~e o:;~'.lt a~~e c~~~~eddf.!': ~~~eri11:1:!~~~;ia~~~~A~;';: 
Bishop of~:"ryb.nd: the B1Rhnp of .rfew· York say!!, •• for~i!flplic1ty nnd godly sincerity, for hnmbJe and eh1ld·like reliance on 
::i~:ii"~lo~~~.· ~~~/Bi~~~;e~F~:!:~e~:~\.l~~~~1~:~:kn;~r1:::,eir;:~11~t;(~~e1::eu~t~,bi~1~;r~.~~;l~1~~fu!k:1a~~~1ln:;;J 
for au editioo uC t.beee sermons, R9 yuur noblest co11tn\J\1uon t.o the 1acred literatme ol the t1meil. J\tr, Newman's Ser· 
moua are of an order- by themaelv~a. There ia a oaturRlneu, a pttl!!tur~ towards the point proposed, an O\'er Mlient 
rreehness about them, which will attmr.t K c;l:tf'-11 of re11dera:, to whom eemmusare not ordinarily aur11.ctive:.,-:1nd the 
Br81iop of North Carolina wri~, u I ~o not hesitate to at\Y,-al'ter a conetaU1 nse of them in my closet, R!]d An ubaena· 
'1<,n of their effect upon some of my friends, for 1he ta.,t ,a y,.,n,,--tbat tbey RJe among the very bl"St practtcaJ sermons iA 
t.be Engllth language; that wbil• they are free from tlio~e eitravagnoce11 of opinion usu111ly ascribed W tbe 11,uthor of the 
90th Tract, they assert in the strongea~ man.ner 1be true doctrines ol the Uefor1_11a_tion in England, au~ en fore~ 'f"i.ll.. peculiar 
10lemnity and eff'ectthat holmess of h(e, w1tli tl1e me11.ns thereto, 1ocharacteri,;t1c of the Fathers ol that tn•mg age," 
Tbe.ennousare IM in number, being an uaet reprint of the London edition in e1x •olumes.-Ban~r rif ibc: Cro&1. 
BURNET ON THE XXXIX ARTICLES. 
A:n Exposition of the Thirty·nine Articles of the Church of England, by GILBERT BURNET, D.D.,late 
Biahop of Salisbury. With an Appendix, cnnt~ining the Augsburg Confession-Creed of Pope Piua 
IV., &c. Revised and corrected, with copious Notes and additional References, by the Rev. JA.ME8 
R. PAGE, A.M., of Queen's College, Cambridge. In ono handsome Svo. volume. $2 00 
u Tl.e editor hae giver. to our elergy and our auadenta in theology M eJitton of thUI work, which ml)!t neeessar!Z e• = :iS,.~'f:::, Q!;,~;t.,tevte!:~rvea w.:U at !ho bande of tbe Ch11rcb, which ho bu eo materially i,erv -."-
A DICTIONARY 
OJ' 
ARTS, MANUFACTURES, AND MINES; 
ContaininJ! a clear Exposition of their Principles and Practice. By ANDREW Un, 
111 D., F.R.S., &c. &c. Illustrated with 1241 Enj!ravinJ!S, and containing up. 
wards of 1300 closely printell pages. $5; orin two vols. f5 50. · 
In every point of view a work like the present can but be regarded as a benefit done to theoretical 
l\nd practical science, to commerce and industry, and an importa.u.t addition to a species of literature 
the exclusive production of the present century, and the present state of peace and civilization. Criti· 
cisms in favour of its intrinsic value to all classes of the community might be produced (if apace would 
permit,) from upwanls of three hundred of the leading journals in Europe aud this country. 
The foll.owing is from the Democratic Reviet.O. 
We have received tllis excelTent work from the press of the Messrs. Appleton, at a price placing 
it within the ree.ch of the thousandi:1 to whom. it must soon become a book of absolute necessitv. Of 
Dr. Ure's eminent reputation as a man of hotb high scienpe. and extensive practical experienc8 in its 
application, it i~ unnecessary to spen.k. We cannot do better to give our readers an idea of the value 
nfthe work we desire to make known to them, than place before them the following- quotationa from 
the author's Pref-ace : 
" I have emoo<lied in this vrork the results of my IOng experionce as a Professor of Practical Science. 
Since the year 180~, wheu ! ,entered n.t an early age upon the arduous task of conducting the schools 
of chemistry and manufactures in the An<lersonian Institution, up to the- present day, I have been as· 
i.iduously eng:age<l in the study an<l improvement of most of the chen~icat, and many of the mechanical 
,11.rts. Couslllle<l professiou.ally by proprietors of f&.(:tories, workshops, and miues of various descrip-
tron~. both m this oountry and abroad, concerning derangements in their operations, or defects in their 
pt1iducts; ( have tmJoye<l peculiar opportunities of becoming acquainted with their minutest detail&, 
ts.n~ haVfl frequently had the good fortune to rectify what was nmiss, or to supply what w.u wanting. 
Ofthe stores of 111formatiou thus acquir~1l, I have availed myself on the present occa.aion i careful, 
meanwhile, to neglect no means or know1etlge which my extensive intercourse with foreign nations 
t1.tfortls. 
"I therefore humbly hope thnt this work will prove a ,·aluable contribution to the literature of 
sdeuce, servt11g-
" In the first place, to instruct the Man•1f.'\Cturer, Metatlurgist, and Trn<lesman1 in the principlea of 
their respective pru~sses, so as to render them, m reality, the masters of their business; and, to 
e11mm·..ip-ate th.em from a state of bunJage to ,rnch as are too commonly gov~med by blind prejudice 
and a vicious routine. 
'' Secundly. To afford Merchants, Brokers, Drysa.lters, Druggists, and Officers of the Revenw.e,eha-
rncteristic tlescr..lpt10ns of the connnotlities which pass through their hands. 
Thirdly. Ily exhibiting some of the finest developments of Chemistry and Physics, to lay open an 
excelleut practical achool to studeuLs of these kindred sciences. 
"'f Fourthly. To teach Capitalist&, who may be desirous of placing their funds in some productrftli 
branch of industry, to aelect, judiciously, among pla.usible claimants. 
" Fifthly. To euable gehtlemeu of the Law to becotne well acquainted with the nature of those })&"" 
torlt schemes which aro so apt to'give rise to litigation. 
"Si,;t41y, To presoni to Legislators such a clear exposition of the staple manufacture,, a, may di .. 
!na.de them from enacting laws, which obstruct indu.stty, or charish one branch of it, to the in.jury of 
m:rny ot~rs. 
".And lastly, to give the general reader, iu.tent, chiefly, on Intellectual Cultivation, view, o! many 
of the noblest achievements of Scien<".e, in eff'ecting those grand transformation1 of matter to which 
Great Britain anU the United States owe their paramount wealth, rank, and power, among the nations 
of the earth. 
•• 1'he latest statistics of eV'ery important obJect of Manu(ac~ure are given from the beat. and, usu· 
.J.Jy f1uh1 otfic1::1.l authority, at the en<l of ea.ch article." 
h The rnost complete euOyclopiet.lili of useful science that has ever iasued frorn the press."-United 
Service Gazette. 
'' lt nc,t ouly treats of the apvlieation of chemistry to the arts aud manufactures, but it also enters very 
folly into the ruecha.uicnl arrangeu.1ent of the building, tbe plans, and irnplemcnt.s of a great variety 
of tr.ule1, ou wlliob it commuu:i,:ates m.uch lucid und well-arranq-ed iuformation. It is comJ}iled with 
greal. caro, and hes:i<les containing the latest materials, is strictly confined to what is useful, witho1.1t 
supert\uous Jetail."-Civil Engmur. 
" Dr. Ure's rep1.ttatjou. pr6cludes the uecessity of our saying any .thing in proof of the accul'tl.Cy and 
atP.rli11g worth of this publication. It is designed to embody the results of his long experience as a 
profes~or of pmcticu.l scieuco, and will be found to supply a mass of important information to manu· 
facturers, engrneers, ohemists, and other numerous cla.ssoa. It is drawn up in a sty1e at once exaet 
and popular, and ia ao well illustrated as to be levehc.. the comprehension of the generality of readers. 
As a book of refereoet, it is invaluable, and as such must speedily find its way into ev&ry well .. aelected 
!ibrary."-Eclectic Ret,icu,. 
u A book much wanted. It contains o. mass of information, important to the generality of rea<1en, 
divested of the d1fficultie1 oftechnic-.ality, and the pedantry which general)y confuses and deten tho 
tua&.e commoD. 1ense and common-capacity stuJ.ent."-'I'iMe,. 
Divinity, Theology, RBligious and Devotional Works. 
PALMER'S TREATISE ON THE CHURCH. 
A Treatise on the Church of Christ, Designed chiefly for the use of Students in 
Theology, By the Rev. William Palmer, M.A. of Worcester College, Oxford. 
Edited with Notes, by the Right Rev. W. R. Whittingham, D.D., Bishop of the 
Protestant Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Maryland. Two vols. 8vo., 
handsomely printed on fine paper. $5 00. 
" The treatise of Mr •. Palmer, is the best exposition and vindication of Church Principles that we 
have ever read ; excelling coutemporaneous treatises in depth of learning a.nd solidity of judgment, 
as n:i'.uch as it excels older treatises on the like subjects, in adaptation to the wants and habits of the 
age. Of its influence in Englan<l, where it has passed through two editions, we have not the means 
to form an opinion; but we believe that in this cquntry it has already, even before its reprint, done 
more to restore the 11ouml tone of Catholic principlf.:1 and feeling than any othet one '!ork of the age. 
The author's learning and powers of combination 'jl.nd arrangement, great as thev obYiOua}y are, are 
leA remarkable than the sterling good sense, the vigorous and solid judgment, which is every where 
nw:rifest in the treatise, and confers on it its distinctive excellence. The style of t'J).e authnr is distin-
guished for dignity and masculine energy, while his tone is e,erywhere natural; on proper Ol'.casions, 
reverential; and always, so far as we remember, sufficiently conciliatory. 
"To our clergy and intelligent laity who desire to see the Church justly discriminated from Ro. 
maniats on the one hand, and dissenting denominations on the other, we earnestly commend Palmer's 
Treatise on the Church.''-N. Y, Churchman. 
"Thia able, elaborate, and learnetl Yindicution of the claim of the Protestant Episcopal Church, to be considere the uue 
Catholio Cburcb,and the exposure which UI here mft.de of the grounds of difference between it and the Romisb (;h,urc.h1 and o[ 
::~10: &:1:~rnch!r~~~;eb to be the 1 0118 Holy (.;atbolic, aud Apostolic Charc.b,' will MSuredly commend Uteae TOl· 
of1~i!~::Jm::~~~:n;;~~d :e~~!, eu~!~.inb~! tr'::tjcl!~!':~~or~il~~i~;J; s~:f1~0it a:0;~t:h~y n'aW!ua~II~~~ 
ago.in1t its encroachments. This service ia done by this treatir.e, of which it were recommendation enough to u.y, that us re· 
cliattion bu engaged lhe laboun and time o~ and it commended to the use of theological students by, certainly not the least 
~r/:b}~~;e~j~:: f~ ~;:~rwn:~r~~,?'lY,P_A~~~,i?escrve it. full &bare of commeuduUoo for tlJe h1mdaorue 
MAGEE ON ATONEMENT AND SACRIFICE. 
Discourses and Dissertations on the Scriptural Doctrines of Atonement and Sacrifice, 
and on the Principal Arguments advanced, and the Mode of Reasoning employed 
by the Opponents of those Doctrines, as held by the Established Churc.h. By the 
late most Rev. William MiGee, D.D., Archbishop of Dublin. Two vols. royal 8vo. 
beautifully printed, $5 00. 
" Thia is one of the ableat eritlcal and polemlcaJ works of' modem time,. JJrhblalwp Magee lS ll'tlly a tnO-~.!'UB hereticotum. 
::; i:~\i:1~\~~:!~t:~!:J~lhe°:~;o~.~.~ ~;:Ni/0~1:a°J~ne:~'~ai::rt~r:n;~: .;~b :~ A~~,~~o~f :t~; 
forward, must endear bis name to all lovers of Cbnstiamty. 11-0rmt. 
HARE'S PAROCH !AL SERMONS. 
Sermons to a Country Congregation. By Augustus. William Hare, A.M., late Fe!. 
low of New College, and Rector of Alton Barnes. One vol: royal 8vo. 82 25. 
"Au)' ooewho can be pleased with delicacy of thought expreased In the rnost simple lan(utl~~r one ~ho c~n feel the 
Clbarm of finding pracliC$\l duties elucidated 'a.nd enforced by apt and varied illu1lrat1ona-wil1 be debght.ed w11b Util TOJume, 
which preNU.tl utwitb the workings of a pioua and highly-gifted mind.11-Quar. Rcoiei,. 
A MANUAL FOR COMMUNICANTS; 
Or the Order for Administering the Holy Communion; conveniently arranged with 
Meditations and Prayers from Old English Divines, being the Eucharisticaof Sam. 
uel Wilberforce, M.A., Archdeacon of Surry, (adapted to the American lel'Vice.) 
Convenient size for the pocket. $37}, 
"The order of this work II aa follow, :-First," The Exhortation;" comprising the two exhonndona which itre in11er1ed 111 
the Communion Office l then the II Anie:Communion ;" uext1 "The <.:ano1> of the Holy communion; ~inning with t.bt 
Offertory and endi~ w1thlhe Form oradminiaterinAc!:,he elements\ o.nd lastly, the Po1l Communion. This part of the work ia 
~~~o?i~~:;:~uaio~i;:81~:~~~;?n~0 ~1t!;ii~ri, 1h/t~i~~~tio~~'~i iA,~'i~~:~gWifb!:r!:c~,"~f1?!ttf~!~~:'l~1p:::;~~ 
a1w:::n~~~h= b~1~,d~sor~lif :~ ~~~;:.ufro~'!~~~o~j_~i~~!~!nt~~~/:!~t~~; which form the bodyof the volume. Theae 
:l!i~~~~~~:ee:~d;:,\1rck°e!',erco!ni!~K~·u~~:~11~'~il~:1,H:~a ~!~~;;°~t)S~u~~0~!e~~~;;~:;edvl~\~':1"~jo~ic!i~~;: 
wi.lh a mention in few hues of their-livea and charn.cter:1. 1'he remainder of the work ia divided into threepartaj- of which the 
~;Wt1~!r:I~i~t~n°s0o~~s:;Jr i.=;;~i~~d;131t:h~COP~1ri!k~rp~:;~·~°:!n~L~~~~~:n;:~licl~ t~~:i~eat!~J 
lM third of selecl passages explanatory of the Holy Sacrament and the benelhs of it& worthy reception. 
00fl11::~~at~~~:~J~1t~ Ch~::e~~001~e;rrot~·ea1:~~~~1~~;e:tch~r:!i;~f11j~!~~~~3!!~~~e~e:. i~;~;:~~1~~~~ ~~i~ 
ln lhe Mme compass. Though collected from various authon, the whole is pervaded by a unity of apirit aod purpOle; and 11,-. ;;::t earnet1tl7 commend the work u better fitted than :lily other which we knowJ tosubaerYe the ends of sound edification and 
app~~":!i;J:h~:~ :vth~B~,~~l:f ~:i~:!/~,P_:it,~~::ht;;:;:,.edil.\~ by a eo.0011 of grtat promile iu the Church1 ar~l ti 
History, Biography, ~- 11 
THE NATURAL HISTORY OF SOCIETY, 
IN THE BARBAROUS AND CIVILIZED STATE. 
An Essay towards Discovering the Origin and Course of Human Improvement. 
By W. Cooke Taylor, LL.D., &c., of Trinity College, Dublin. Handsomely 
printed on fine paper. 2 vols, 12mo. $2 25. 
"The design of this work is to .d!termin.e,. ~rom. an examination of the 1:'rinus forms in which society 
has been found, what wo.s the ongm of c1nhzahon; and under wh-.t circumstances those attributes 
of humanity which in one country become the foundation· of social happiness., are in another perverted 
to the production of general misery! For this purpose the .w.thor has separately examined the prin· 
cipal elements by which society, under all its aspects, is held together, and traced each to its source 
iD. human nature ; he has then directed attention to the development of those principles, a11d pointed 
out the circumstances by which they were perfected on the one hand, or conupted on the other. 
Having thust by a rigid analysis, shown what the elements a.nd conditions of civilization are, he ha1 
t88ted the accuracy of his resu)ts by app?'ing them to the blstory of civilization itself. From thia 
atatement of the scope of the work, and o the method in which the author proceeds to develep his 
investigations, the reader will at once recognise its importance, nnd it now rests with us to inquire 
regarding the degree of ability displayed in the execution of tbe design. To detect all the wrongs 
and errors of humanity, in its various conditions from da'tk to enlightened ages-in the barbarous and 
civilized state, and to provide appropriate remedies, for the'Se, is a task no man would undertake to 
perform, with the hope of executing it perfectly aud completely; but that much may be effected 
towards improving the condition of mankind, by a close investigation into the moral elements whiob 
form the basis of the various modifications society has a.ssu,ned throughout different ages, in the, bar,. 
baroue as Wllll as more civilized nations, cannot be doubted; and it affords. us sincere gratification to 
find this 1ubject, so fraught with importaµ.t objccis for reflection, conaklered and laid before the .public 
by so able'R writer. We have perused the work.with more interest and prQfi.t than any that has come 
under our notice for some time, n.nd earnestly requBSt the studious attention of our readers to the im· 
portant 1uggestions and imposing truths it at every page discloses."-Scottuh Jovrnal. 
CARLYLE ON HISTORY AND HEROES. 
On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and the Heroic in History. Six Lectures, reported with 
Emendations and Additions, by Thomas Carlyle, Author of the French Revolution, 
Sartor Resartus, &c. Elegantly printed in one vol. 12mo. Second edition. $1 00. 
" A muterly production.-Even the single lecture to which we shall confine our office, ia, we feel, 
a greater theme than can be sufficiently illustrated at our ha.nds. We have elsewhere noticed a new 
edition of Sartor Resartus, by the same author. It js a very remarko.ble work. though we must con· 
feH eomewhat too German and tra.n&Cendental for our taste. We rejoice to say that we find no such 
difficulties besetting us in those disquisitions on heroes. They are in truth philosophical enough, 
abrnpt enough, tearinl!' enough; but their philosophy i• cleu, distinct, and intelligibl•; their abrupt· 
ness ia the vigour of Demosthenes; their tearing the acts uf a giant who has a wilderness to but'&l 
through and open to the rest of m•nkind. 
"In the division of ftis labours, the autbor eonsidera t.he Hero in his ancient incarnations as, 1. A 
Di"inity; 2. A Prophet ; 3. A Poet, and 4. A Priest-q~ Odip, Mahomet, Dante and Shakspeanr, 
Luther and Knox, and latterly, as 6. A Man of Letters.; and 6. A lting-quasi Jobnsont Rousseau, 
Burns, Cromwell, and Napoleon. It is to the fifth of these Lecturee that We d8vote our attention. Its 
exordium is original (lnd splend,id. An<l here we must close a. work~uch as we have seldom seen 
the like of, and one which redeems the literature of our superficial and manufacturing period. It ie 
one to purify our natures, expand our idells, an<l exaltvur souls. Let no libro.ry or book·room be with-
oat it i the more it is studied the more it will be esteemed.''-Literary Gtutttt. 
A SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF PETER VAN SCHAACK, LL.D. 
Embracing Selections from his Correspondence and 
American Revolution, and his Exile in England. 
Schaack. One handsome volume, Svo. $2 50. 
other Writings during the 
By his Son, Henry C. Van 
" This work. forms a novel contribution to the h\,Stocy of the American Revolution, and totally un-
like any work: which ha& yet appeared on that subject. It presentS'a touching picture of the hardshipa 
undergone by an Americo.n of elevated character, in consequence of his maintaining a neutrahty in 
~he revolutionary war. The work ia characterized by Mr. Sparks, the Amtnfoan historian, " as not 
only a nry curious and inleresting pi,,ce of biography, but a valuable contribution to tho history ol 
lhe co1111try durin1: the impoitant l"'riod of tho revolution." 
12 History, Biography, c}c. 
GUIZOT'S HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION. 
GenenJ History of Civilization in Europe, from the Fall of the Roman Empire to 
the French Revolution, Translated from the French of M. Guizot, Professor of 
History to la Faculte des Lettres of Paris, and Minister of Public Instruction. Third 
American edition, with Explanatory Notes, (adapted for the use of Colleges and· 
High Schools,) by C. S. Henry, D.D., Professor of Philosophy and History in the 
University of the city of New.York. One handsomely printed vol., 12mo. $1 00. 
"We hail with pleasure the refublication of this able work. It is terse and full, and adverts !o tlw 
JnDlt interesting topic in the socia relations of mankind, the progressive improvement of the Europea• 
nations from the overthrow of the Roman Empire by the Goths, and Huns, and Vandals, in the Fifth 
Century. 
" The work of M. Guizot comprehends a Course of Lectures which he delivered, and which con' 
tain the spirit of Modem History, all couderused into a focus, to illU.m.inate one most impressive fea,o 
ture in the annals of the world. A concise view or the chie{ themes will accurately unfoIJ. the in:r 
portance of this volutne. 
" The introductory lecture is devoted tc a discussion of the general •ubject in ita principle,; which 
le followed by the application of them tc the condition of European Society. 
"M. Guizot next proceeds to develop the deranged state of the kingdoms of Europe, after the 
eubversion of the Roman power, and the subdivision of the ancient t,mpire into distinct sOTereignties ; 
which is followed bf a so.n-ey of the feudal system. The various changes and civil revolutions of the 
people with tbe crusades, the con.fficts between the hierarchical supremacy, and the monarchical and 
aristocratieal authorities also, are developed witb. the :fluctuations of society, through their combined 
tumultuous collisions ; until th& invention of printing. and the maritime discoveries of the fifteenth 
century, with the Reformation, produced a convulsion, whose mighty working, still are exhibited, and 
the rich fruits of which constantly become more plentiful and fragrant. 
"The two lectures which close the aeries, are devoted to the English revolution of the seventeenth. 
ond the French revolution of the eighteenlh century. 
" There are two features in M. Guizot's lectures which are as attractive as they are novel. On 
ia, the lofty moral and religious principles which. he jnculcates. We doubt that very few professors ot 
history in our own country, in their prelectio_ns, among their students, within an Americtm Collt>gc=. 
would have onmroingled such a continuous stream of the best ethics~ with a subject avowedly secular, 
as M. Guizot has incorporated with his lectures addressed to the Parisian infidels, 
"Another is, the predominant influence which he has attributed to Christianity, in effecting the 
progressive melioration of European society. 
" To the friends of religious freedom especially, M. Guizot's Lecture• on Civilization are a most 
acceptable preseut ;. because they are not the result of a corttrovertist1a endeavours to sustain his own 
opinions in a polemical conflict with an adversary, but the deliberate Judgment of an impartial ob--
Nrver, who has embodied his decisions incidentally, while discussing another topic."--1Y'". Y. American. 
SCHLEOEL'S PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY, 
The Philosophy of History, in a course of Lectures delivered at Vienna, by Frederick 
von Schlegel, translated from the German, with a Memoir of the Author, by J. B. 
Rt)bertson. Handsomely printed on fine paper. 2 vol&. 12mo. $2 50. 
";t" there he ene book not professedly religiqus which we could have wished republished ratbftr thu 
another, it is Frederick Schlegel's immortal work. No other w9rk of the kind, we venture to say., 
-_. calculated to effect so much good among the reflecting and intellectual portion of the American 
public,-with that portion capable c:>f appreciating the pure and elevated wisdom of the 'Philoso11hy of 
History.' \Ve do not at present intt:nd to entr.r i'nto anything like n detailed review; i* is quite un-
uer-essary to· do more than dire~t attention to a work which, beyond all othen, ha.s contributed to exalt 
and purify modern Science and Literature. This it was which showed the world of the nineteenth 
i:.entury how the great scheme or history should be vieWed,--on man and his relations with the exter· 
aal w•,rld,-on human science and human art, refining and purifying them to the highest point: et 
earth "' excellence."-Trvth Teller. 
THE LIFE OF ALEXANDER HAMILTON. 
Edited by his son, John C. Hamilton. 2 vols. 8vo. $5 00. 
"We cordially recommend the perusal and diligent study of these volume;, exhibiting, as the:, do, 
much .~uable matter relative to the Revolution, the establishment of the Federal Conatitution1 ai:ui 
other important events in the aanals of our cuuntry.''-N<U>· York Re•i••· 
History, Biography, Poetry, 1·c. 
PICTORIAL LIFE OF NAPOLEON. 
History of Napoleon Bonaparte, translated from the French of M. Laurent de L'Ar 
Jeehe, with five hundred spirited illustrations, aft.er designs by Horace Vernet, and 
twenty original portraits engraved in the best style. Complete in two handsome 
volumes, octavo, about 500 pages each. $4 :)0. 
Thjs Life of Napoleon, which is now offered tn th~ public, is composeo rrom the same original 
authorities as those consulted hy previous historians and biogr:iphcrs: with the QSSiijtance, aJs.o, af 
the substantive works of tho 1atter, an<l Qf all important works since published, or now in course ut 
publication. From careful nh&tracts and refe.rences, from a dispassionate balancing of the single and 
~llective faots, statements, opinions and conjectural probabilities, occmsio,ndly found in direct opposi-
t10n among authorities of equal influence an<l vali<lity, the author has sought to attain a fixed equi-
librium of general truth. It bas not Leen attempted to give a Hi11tory of France jn the stormy 
time of the Revolution, or in the successive periods of the Directory, tha Consulate. or the Empire 
The violent feelings of the English public having now passed awny, a period has already com!llenced for 
\he exercise of a temperate judgment ... The author has also endeavoured not to forestall time, broach 
lleories, or dispense eensura Or praise. The Jeep~searchmg and far·sprend(ug investigations, into 
which an attempt. to form nn opinion concerning the consequences and results of his a.ctwns would lead, 
could not be undertaken without a con1prehensive study and volutmnous expositiou of the moral n.n'3. 
political world and its various mutations ; they consequently form no part of the present design. 
All the leading journals have spoken in the most unqualified p1aise of this work. The fol!Gwing 
is from the .Bostvn Traveller: 
" As a -0ha1te, cond&nsed, faithful, and accurate memoir of the Great Captain, it is worthy of 
much attention. The author has mainly tlra.wn the necessary facts of his history from the letters, 
1peechea, manifestoes, bulletins, and other state papers of Napoleon, and has giveu a considerable 
1,1.umber of these m his text. The work,in this respect, is not unlike the de•ign of many memoin of 
less distinguished indivitluals, who are rnade to tell their own -story by means o(privRte letters and 
journals. There is a piquancy and fOl'Ce about this manner of composing details,. that cannot bti ol).. 
tained in any other way. No man could give so·gopd on account of the wonderful exploits of NaPQleon 
as the victor himself i and his la.ng·uage is often not lus comprehensive, forcible, and sublime than 
his achievements astonishing and vast. Scott pretended to fiu<l in them bombast; but the sama sen• 
teuces which he condemned, and which might perhaps seem warm, glowing, nod oft.en exaggerated, 
to a cold and northern fancy, sent a thriU through all the millions of France, and aroused that terri· 
ble valour which bore the eagle of -victory triumphant over a hundred battle-fields, and placed it at 
last on the towus of the Kremlin to bP torn and broken l)y the northern tempest. 
The work is suj>eriur to the long verbose productions of Scott and Bourienne-not in style alone, but 
in truth-being written to please neither Charles X. nor the English aristocra<"y-but for the cause of 
freedom. It has advantages over every uther memoir extant." 
SOUTH EV'S POETICAL WORKS. 
The Complete Poetical Works of Robert Southey, EBq,, LL.D, The ten volume 
London edition in one elegant roya.l 8vo. volwn~. with a fine portrait and vignette. 
$3 50. 
*•* This edition, which the author has arranged and reYised with the same care as ifit were in· 
\ended for posthumous publication, includes many pieces which either have ueverbefore been collected, 
or have hitherto remained unpublished, 
Preliminary notices are affixed to the long poems,-the whole of the notes retained,-and snoll 
IIJditional ones incorporated as the author, since the first publication, has seen occasion to insert. 
Content,. 
Jo.lN OF Anc. THK CURSE OF KEHA.!U, 
JUVENILE AND M111on POEMS. RODERICK. THE LAST OF THE GOTHS, 
THALABA THE DESTRO\' ER. THE POET'S PILORIMAGB TO W .A.TERLOO. 
MA.DOC. LA._Y OP' THE LAUREATE, 
BALLADS AND METRICAL TALES V1s10N OF JUDGMENT, &:c. 
u At the age of aixty-lhree f have umlertaken to collect and edit my poetic~ worka, with the lt1..1t corrections that 1 can ex~ 
~~~~!\'.!1~h~;~t1!t~h1:~;~~rj~1~v; :t::~l~~e~r:r~·ti~~: =~~·;i1:1:t:~r;!:~ed; ~;.l'~"th~c:~e:~il~i:::i:c= 1l~:;; ~n~!! i': ~ 
good n~me v. hen l shall have <lt·p~1rted. " - E xtract from Jlulhor'• Preface. 
"11he critic has little 10 do but to rcoint out the exi,1ence of the work, the bea~ o( the type and embelllshmentt, and Illa 
~tife1~iN~~~· =:,f i1,1~~ f~1~:{g1! 11011~"JL~~~ya~t~JJ:;~~~a1ei~n:te!.t aT~!ai~1:l•~• m;~ l~etu~:i~ ia"t~ ~!~ :~:~~,0~~ 
gation-110 man who has done more fortiter11.111re by his gemu11 hi1 laboun,and hi1 life."-1'i,nu. 
u We are very glad to Re the work• ofa poet, for whom we have alway1 fell the warmest o.dmiration, eollectod,and in alhadt Which wilt e111ure their popularity."-Athcm:tum, , 
ut'~ Si~,u~h;re~l P:,~1ci~1~lrt~j:i1i1!~1~k~\~~l:~1!:1t1:1!i~i~i~~~~~ftlir~<~;~:::ai:~lr ~J~~u~:r:~irtf~~~o J:.lr !f!';; 
I married 10 immortal vene. 1 "-Liltrary Gtt::ttlt, 
'' 1'i'tti bt.l\utie1 of Mr. Sot1thcy'1 poetry are 1uch ID&t lhiudit.io11 can ba.nll)"" fail to 6Utl a place lu 1he libnlT IPC' e,ery mu 
feud o( elqul littrature. 11-Bclectic &Pi.e». 
.. 
14 History, Biography, Poetry, 4-c. 
CABINET EDITION OF THE POETS. 
E L E G A N T L Y P R I N T E D , U N I F O R M I N S I Z E A N D S T Y L £ . 
The most complete portable series of these well known aut!loer ever published. 
COWPER' S COMPLET E P OETICAL WOR l<S. 
The complete Poetical Works of Wm. Cowper, Esq., including the Hymns and 
Translations from Mad. Guiou, Milton, &c., and Adam, a Sacred Drama, from the 
Italian of Battista Andreini, with a Memoir of the Author, by" the Rev. Henry 
Stebbing, A.M. Twoelegantly printed volumes800 pages, 16mo. with beautiful 
frontispieces. $1 75. 
This i• the only com;lete edition tohich ia J?rinted in one volu,m. 
Mon.lity never found in gettios a more devoted advocate than Cowper, nor has moral wisdom·, in 
its plain and severe precept&', been ever more successfully combined with the dAlicat'e spirit of poetry, 
than in his works. He was endowed with all the powers which a poot could want who was to be 
the moralist of the world-the reprover, but not the satirist, of n,en-th& teach"r of aimple trutha. 
which were to be rendered graciou~ without endangering their sin~plicity. 
BURNS' CO M PLETE POETICAL WOR KS, 
The complete Poetical Works of Robert Burns, with E xplanatory and G!ossarial 
Notes, and a Life of the Author, by James Cunie, M.D., uniform in style with 
Cowper, $1 25. 
This is the most complete edition which has been published, and contaius the whole of the poetry 
comprised in the edition lately edited by Cunningham, o.s well as Some additional pieces i and such 
aotes have been added as are calculated to illustrate the manners and customs of Scotland, so as to 
render the whole more intelligible to the English reader. 
" He owes nothing to the poetry of other lands-he is the offspring or the soil : he is as natural to 
~cotland as the heat~ is to her hiUs-hi~ Variety is equal_ to his originality; his huruOtlr, bis gaiety, 
.n1s tenderness and his pathos, come all m a breath; they come freely, for they come of their own 
accord; the contrast is never offensive ; the comic slide& ea.siJ_y into the serious, the serious rnto the 
teii.der, and the tender into the pathetic."-Allan Cunningham. 
"No poet, with the exception of Shakspeare, ever possessed the power of exciting the most varied 
and discordant emotions with such rapid transitions."-Sir lV. Scott. 
MILTON' S COMPLET E PO E TICA L WOR K S . 
The complete Poetical Works of John Milton, with Explanatory Notes and a Life o{ 
the Author, by the Rev. Henry Stebbing, A.M. Beautifully Illustrated-uniform 
in style with Cowper, Burns, and Scott; $1 25. 
The Latin and Italian Poems are included in this edition. 
M:r. St.ebbing's notes w~ll he found vArv useful in elar.idatiug the learned alhuHons v .. ith u·hich 
the ten abou nds, and they are also valuable for the correct a.pprociatiou with which the writer directli 
attention to the beauties of the Auth01'. 
SCOTT' S POETICA L WORKS. 
The Poetical Works of Sir Walter Scott, Bart.---,Containing Lay of tho Last Min. 
strel, Marmion, Lady of the Lake, Don Roderick, Rokeby, Ballads, Lyrics, and 
Songs, with a Life of the Author, uniform with Cowper, Blil'Ils, &o. $1 25. 
"Walter Seo.ti is_ tlie most popular of all the poets of the present day and deservedly so. He de· 
1eribes t~at wh1c~ 1s . 01o~t easily and _generally understood ~ith m<?re vivacity an<l effect than any 
other wnter. Hus style ts clear, flowmg a_nd t~am~r_arent; his sentiments. of which his style is an 
easy and nattJ~ .m~d1um, are common to_htm with hls ,readers. He selects a story such as i1 aure 1.tt 
please, full ofmc1dent.s, characters, .peculiar. name~, coetnma and scenery, a.nd he tells it in a way that 
can offend no one. He never wearies or d1sappomts you. Mr. Scott ha~ great intuitive power ot 
~eling, great vividness of pencil in placing external objects and events l>t:fore the eye. \.VhaL J14SSM 
an llis poetry passes much as it would have done iu ra~l,tv ,'-ff.az:Jitt 
llistory, Biography, Poetry, Travels, Voyages, fc. 15 
THE AMERICAN IN EGYPT; 
WITH RAMBLES THROUGH 
Arabia-Pctrrea and the Holy Land, during the years 1839--40. 
BY JAMES EWING COOLEY. 
llllustratcd with numerous Steel Engra'rings, also Etchings and Designs by Johnston,-ono 
handsome volume octavo of 610 pages. Price $2 
No other Tohttne extant can give the reader so true a picture of what he would be likely to aee 
snd meet in E!:rypt. No other book is more practical and plain in its picture of precisely what the 
ttnveUer himself will me.ct. Other writers have one account to give of their journey ou paper, and 
tntlther tn relnte in oonv~ation. Mr. Cooley has but one atoryfor the fireside circle and the printed 
page.-Brot,'ier Jottatlaan. 
We hn-ve ~ad the greater part of this work and are much gratified with tbe novelty, racine$S and 
~asy-yet dashing style with which it is written. Among the incidental sketches, the story of Neddy 
'Ot1.a.od, ft. kind·hearted but poor American who -0ottld not snbdue h;s inclination for travel in foreign 
parts-is beautifully told. The entire P.piaode is full of nature, feeling and pathos. Indeed the pecu .. 
har r.laim nf the writing consists in its being the evident portraiture of fresh and vi,;id i.mpt'e&sion which 
it leaves upon the re'ader, that he soon unconsciously finds himself as it wen one oftbe travelling party." 
-Philadelphia Enq•irer. 
We do not hesitate to pronounce it the most interesting work on Egypt that we have ever met with. 
Mr. C_ooley seems to have struck out in an entirely new path and pursued it successfully. Imbued 
with a rinh vein of humour, and possessed of keen satirical powus, an American at heart, and not at 
all intimiJa.ted by success, there is a freshness of etyle and easy familiarity bf manner and a stem in· 
dependence in his writing which cannot fail to please as well as to instruct.-Broo/dyn Eagk. 
It is really one of the most curious and inter.esting books that has made its appearance for eome 
time.-N. Y. Courier 4' Enquir.r. 
Of all tbe volumes on Egypt that have yet appeared, this work of Mr. Cool•?.'• is by far th& moot 
att.radive. The author has given the most graphic and amusing picture of bfe in F;gypt, as it pre .. 
tents itsfltf to the American traveller.-Baltim.ore Patriot. 
TOUR THROUGH TURKEY AND PERSIA, 
N al'l'ative of a Tour through Armenia, Kurdistan, Pel'llia, and Mesopotamia, with an 
Introduction and Occasional Observations upon the Condition of Mohammedanism 
and Christianity in those countries. By the Rev. Horatio Southgate, Missionary 
of the American Episcopal Church. 2 vols. 12mo., plates. $2 50. 
An exceedingly interesting book of Travels, which no reader will be very likely to lay by for good 
till he has seen the end of it. It cop:tains a vast amou11,t ofinforrnation, religious ·and general, and is 
written in a. style of perfent ease a.Iid silnpficity. It deserves, and we doubt not will gain, an extea· 
111.ve circuJation.-AlbQII.S, .idverli.!cr. 
SCOTLAND AND THE SCOTCH; 
OR THE WESTERN CIRCUIT. 
By Catharine Sinclair, author of Modem Accomplishments, Modem Society, &c. &c. 
1 vol. 12mo. $0 75. 
SHETLAND AND THE SHETLANDERS; 
OR THE NORTHERN CIRCUIT. 
By Catharine Sinclai1', author of Scotland and the Scotch, Holiday House, &c. &c. 
I vol. 12mo. $0 871 
Miss Sinolairhasalready proved herself to be a lady of high talent and rich culti,ated mind. She 
thinks wrth precision and vigor, and she possesses the quality of seizing the ohject1J of her thoughta in. 
the right place and at the p-roper time, and of presenting them to the mind's eye of her rea.de"rs, in the 
most cOOa.r and c&pti.vating- light. Her style is characteristic o! her mind, transpartot.. piquant, and 
!inly, yet 1u1tained by pure, moral and rnligioiB foeling.-New- York American. 
THE FLAG SHIP; 
OR A VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD, 
Ju the United States Frigate Oo1umbia, ottetided by her coru,ort, tho Sloop of War John Adams, and 
bearing tl,e broad pennant of Commodore George C. Read. By Fitch W. Taylor, Chaplain to the 
Sqµatlron. 2 vols. 12mo,, plates. $2 J;O, 
This work has been some time before 1he public i bat i( In consequence of our l"te notice, It shall afford to aoy reader the•e!"J' 
&real pleftllure and profit which ill peruanl ha.e ~iven u,, we are sure he will think it hetlPr late than never, The r~rda or a 
voyage round the-world, made by a man1 who, m mingling wilh lhe various and wonderful scenes it mmt present, has !ind hil 
eve1 ofJ::, could not fad to be interesting. Facts a.nd real occurrenc~s, &re things of which we never grow W"t!ary. But thia 
~~ !.:i1t~~i~.e~~1~:i~ ~!!id~~t.~r !il;i:~{0°:i:1:~e;,}:r~~::r~ri ~~rrh~e;~~~~l\~:;e":~~!~n;;~e:h~ @~ii~~ i::~~rJ 
ulu.. 'fhe ftbi1i1y to survey the moral a.:!J)ects nrthe world, is a \Jalifict1.tion of which the far grea.ter part bf tm,el!ers are utterly 
:~r;~,0~;0:~~~~ ~f~e '~hri~\\~~b~i~~:~r 0[1i!'~i~1:r~~ thi~. W!et~l.!~c:;en~:~::f~o 'i~1;~~ri•~~!u~!1i:~~~nfr':i~~1 ~!~\~ 
\o Ulllt11et lhtm1 a.ndcspecia.lly to awakeua deep aud !iv,:y aympaU1y for the moral wants and mieer1e1 of the worlJ.-·E0011zeliMl 
Hydraulics, Mechanics, Steam-Engine, foe. 
HYDRAULICS AND MECHANICS. 
A Descriptive and llistorica] Account of Hydraulic and -other Machines for Raising Water, including 
the Steam and Fire Engines, ancient a.Ut.l modern; with Observations on various subjects connected 
with the Mechanic ..Arts; including the Progressive Deve,Jopmeut of the Steam Engine· Descri.P" 
tions of every variety of Bellows, Piston, and Rotary Pumps, Fire Engines, Water Rams, Prf'lssure 
EnJinea, Air Machines, Eolipiles, &c. Remarks on .Ancient Wells, Air Beds, Cog Wheels, Blow· 
pipes, Bellows of various People, Magic Goblets, Steam Idols, aud other Machinery of Ancient Tem-
ples. 'ro which are added Experimeuts on Blowing and Spouting Tubes, and other original De· 
vices, Nature's modes and Machinery for Raising Vv'ater. Historical notices respecting Siphons, 
F.ountn.ins, Water Organs, Clopsydr.e, Pipes, Valves, Cocks, &c. In five books. IJlustrated by 
nearly three hundre~ Engravings. By THOMAS EWBANK. One handsomely printed volume of 
six hundred pages. $3 50. 
in!~~~~~f~h!~hW~s~c;h~~ t;~d i~~:11 ;:it ~::".:ni:.thiTien~;[~"f r::i~~: !:~ee:b~~eav~~\~~~}o~:1~~!~:e~~tJ•;f ~~~b! 
pro_gress of man in eivilit.atiou, so much ao, intle.ed, that the 1tate ofthi1 art nmong a people may be ta~en a1 l;LO tndex o( 
:hear po11ition on the scale of rctinemeul. Jt is a!IO an a-rt, which, from its importance, co.Ilea forth the 11:igenuity of man 
ln the infnney of toeiet71 nor is it improbable 1bat it originated some of the aim pie machine.a of mechanic power. them-
~- . It wo.1 a favourite 1ub}e.ct of reaeareh with eminent mathematiciaQS and engineers of old. and the labour of their IUC• 
ceason in rnoilrrn c\aya, have been rewarded with the mo1t valuable machine wh,ch the a'rtl ever presented to man, the 
STEAM ENGINE, for it waa u raisin,.. of water,n that exercised the ingenuity ofDecatus Ami Worcester, Morland and 
Papm, Sl\v:iry and Newcomen, anti° those illu1tnoua men who&e 1uccessive labours developed and m~tured that 
" Rt.m1-omoi/>Otent engine, n which "drawetb up water by fire." A machine that hiu alrcad,Y chau;ed and immeasura-
bly improve1 lhe state ofcivil&aciety, aml one which, in conjunction with the printing preu, 11 destmed to renovate both 
the polilicnl and tbe mom! world. The subject is therefore mtimately couuected with the preaent advanced 1tate of the 
!~~~J/..'.:'..t~-i'fid~P~}afe:ogress made iu them during the la.st t"l\"O cemuriea may be attributed in ,ome degree to iUI culti-
" Thu1 work of Mr. Ewbi.,.nk seems to~ somethin,.. new in it1 desi.,..n, which ie effected with wonderful ability and ..ucceu 
Jl could only have been written by one, e. lar..-e portion of whoae Iii; bad been spent in searching the dusty volumea of an-
tiquity, and who possessed besides an ar<lent' enthusiasm fo the cause of science and mechanic iplprovcment. We have 
not time to give anything- like a general 1ummarv of its content.I. lttraees 1he history of machmery of all sort• from the 
very ee.rlie1t dawn of it• mvention--i!xplorin..- with the most eet1seless auilluity the reconls of antiquity, and CTOd u:am-
tnin~ their trndtuons, customs, &c. with co~summate skill, intermingling the whole with the most entertainin,- 1ketehe11 
of hfe anJ cbarncter and the most just autl i1mruetiTe reflet'.(ions upon the features of society and ordinarr life, which are }~n~c:!~d tyr~1:~ ~~~~tsa!~UA~cie~~hD~~:~~!11for 1;l:i:it~ a~~~i~2~ 1i[':c~;:.bro~sk°:i:r:~c~ ~~:r \~1i~: hebJ:;rl; ~re,:: 
Atmosphere: 3. Machines for Raising Water by Compresaure independently of Atmospheric influence: 4. Machines for 
R aising W ater, cbieftyof Modern Qri ... iu, ineludiug early modern applications of 1team for that purpose: 5, Novel De-
vices for Raising Water, with an acciunt of•yr,hona, locks, valves, clopsydie, &e. It is illustrated by nearly 300 fine en-
gra.,fogs. and is published iu the fineatatyle oft 1e trpograph1c an.- Tribunl!." . • 
"'Th11 i• a highly valuable production, replete wnh novelty and interest, and a.dapted to gratify equally the h11t~rJaJ?,. 
tll'e philosopher and the merhanician, be111,.. 1he reault ofa protracted aud extensive researc6 among the arcanaOfhLltOn• 
IU aud 1cientdi.c literature. "-National In?eUigera<;tr. 
HODGE ON THE STEAM-ENGINE. 
The Steam Engine, its Origin antl Gradual Improvement, from the time of Hero to the present day 
as adapted to Manufactu~, Locomotion and Navigation. Illustrated with forty-eight plates in fuif 
detail, numerous wood cuta, &c. by Paul R. Hodge, C.E. I vol. folio of plates, and letter-press in 
8vo. $10 00. 
" The letter-press volume furnishes a comJ>rehensive !iistory of the invention and the various im· 
proYements which have ~een ma.de in the Bt!3am-engine, frvm the earliest period to the present time, 
together with suoh practical rules and expJanations as are necessary to enable the mechanic to design 
and construct a machine of any required power, and of the most improved form, for any of the nu mer· 
ous applications of steam. For the purpose of rendering the reference from the letter-press to the 
p1ates more convenient, the engraved illustrations are published in a separate volume, in the folio 
form. These plates are all drawn to certain sca1es, and the dimensions of eTery pa.rt may be taken, 
and rnachines built from any of the designs. 
"The 01osi recent and approved engines of their respective classes appear to have been selected, 
and, with four exceptions only, are .all of Amet::ican construction and arrangement. The volume of 
plates, as a work of the art of drawing, forms one of the most splendid specimens that has ever falJen 
under our observation. Mr. Hodge, the author of this truly practical and valuable work, is, it will be 
tecollected, the inventor of the steam fire-engine, the utility of which, in extinguishing tires, has been 
fully tested."-Covrier 4' Enguirer. 
LAFEVER' S MODERN ARCHITECTURE. 
Beauties of Modern Architecture: consisting of forty-eight plates OF"Original Designs, with Plans, 
Elevations and Sections, also a. Dictio.nary of Technical Terms ; the whole forming a complete 
Manual for the Practical Builder. By M. Lafever, Architect. I vol. large 8vo. half bound. $6 00 
LAFEVER'S STAIR-CASE AND HAND·RAIL CONSTRUCTION. 
The ~odern Practice of"Stair·case and Hand-rail C~mstruction, practically explained,_in a series of 
Des1gna. By M. Lafever, Architect. With Plaas and Elevations for Ornamental Viii,... Fiften 
Plates. I vol. large 8vo. $3 00. 
The works of Lafever are pronounced by the practical man to be the moot uaeful ever publi,ba,I 
-20 Poetry, History, 4"c, 
MINIATURE CLASSICAL LIBRARY, 
Thie unique Library will comprise the best works of the best authors in prose and poetry; publi1be• 
in an elegant form, with a ~eantiful frontispiece, tastefully ornameuted. The following are 
now ready: 
GOLDSMITH.-ESSAYS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS. By Oliver Goldsmith. 37l centa 
GOLDSMITH.-THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD. By Oliver Goldsmith. 37tcenll. 
JOHNSON,-THE HISTORY OF RASSELAS, PRINCE OF ABYSSINIA. A Tale. By 
Samuel Johnson, LL.D. 37t cenll. 
COTTI N .-ELIZABETH, OR, TIIE EXILES OF SIBERIA. By Madame Cottin. The exten-
•i•o popularity of this little Tale is well known 3U cents. 
TOKEN OF REMEMBRANCE. TOKEN OF AFFECTION. 
TOKEN OF FRIENDSHIP. TOKEN OF THE HEART, 
&ch volume consists of appropriate P-0etical extracts from the principal writers of the day. 31! each. 
PURE GOLD FROM THE RIVERS OF WISDOM.-A collection ofshott extracts 011 
religious subjecte from the older writen, Bishop Hall, Sherlock, Bonow, Paley, Jeramy Taylor, 
&c. 3llcents. 
ST, PIERRE.-PAUL AND VIRGINIA. From tho Frencn of J, B. H. De St. Pierre. 3Jl eta. 
H. MORE' S PRIVATE DEVOTIONS. Complete, 31! cents. 
THE SEASONS.-ByJames Thomson. 371 cents. 
GEMS FROM AMERICAN POETS.-37tcents. 
CLARKE'S SCRIPTURE PROMISES. Complete. 37+ cents. 
••* Theu 'l'O!ume1 will be followed by othen of attested merit. 
PICTORIAL ROBINSON CRUSOE, 
The Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe By Daniel De Foe. With a Memoir of the Author, 
and an Es.ny on his W,itmgs, illustrated with nearly 500 spirited E:,gravinga, by the celebrated 
French artist, Grandville, forming one elegant volume, octavo, of ~00 pages. 1 75 
_.:' ~;;i!~e~;1' r'~:jh~i:.rJii~1n~ere man that the reader wished loogert u:eept Robimon Crutoe, Doo Q.olxotte, aDd 
u How happy tfat th a, the mo1t moral of romance,, ~ Dot only the most charming olbof~ but the moet hMtrUCUYe."-A. 
~p~~~lion in any language was ever better supported than these Adventures of Robinson Cruloe."-Dr. Alair. 
"Crusoe ha1 obtained a ready passpurt to the mansions of the ,-ich, and the collages of tbepoor, and communicated equal de· 
light to all r11nk• and cl118Be8 of the community, Few work• have been more generally J'ea.d, or more )u11tly admired; few 
1he.t have yielded aucb inc.ewwt amu.sement, a .. J, at lhts aame time, lm•edeveloped IO many leuon.1 of practical in1truction."-
Sir W . Scott. R:~r~n ~=./P~~~1ihe :i~~b~f 11:r;gJ::tg:,~:a(1;stcl:~~~:!,~ b~1~Deuit1~,~i;~~n':' ~Jt J~~1n'!o~ lr~~t¥10ulf 
:!tt1~~~enti~~ :1:~:;i :mi~~:~ic~8!\~u~rvneitl!'.;, i:::~ti~~d r:::,~e:ir c~;iri~:iel'.uep~~a~~~~ :;~ii!~~ n~it~! ~~Ful~i~ 
i9 ilhunraletl wil11 nearly fh·e hundred admirably e:xecuted wood engravings, by the celebrated French arti:1t Grandville, the 
whole being eoruprellled into an oct.e:vo volume of about five hundred pages. Without Robinson Crusoe, the domestic 
!ibrary Rems incomplete-jt baa a never failing charm both for the youug and the old. A.part from the intense intereat 
whir.h De Foe always gives to hiiJ narrative, he i11 one of those ma.aters of cowpo.s.ition who cannot be too careful!J" atw:l.ied 
by ~bOJle who upire to simplicity and strength, "-Pennsyhianian. 
PICTORIAL VICAR OF WAKEFIELD. 
The Vicar of Wakefield. By Oliver Goldsmith. Elegantly illustrated with nearly 200 Engraving,,, 
making a beautiful volume, octa,·o, of about 350 pages. 1 25. 
• We Ion to turn b:ick over thea,, rich old cla.saics ot our own htng11age1 end re}n•in11te out1tlve1 by the never-falling 
;::a::;n:b.We~~~rm~:e~:r1w~1~11· w:~:Jl~~-illa~! ~~ ~;e f~~~ ~t~: ,~~~~ ~r~:s:em;~to~to~ld ~; .. ~r~id~~~e;~ 
and a better man 
"In the good old Vicar of *:'akefi:e~d, all js pure gold without droN O! alloy of nny kind. 'l'bis much we ha.ve 1aid .. 
~~~' 1:i!°ee:~~; :~~e~~r ~~::n;1f~\~;:d:r J!e rie~~!~eh~t!;h'ls b~/o~e l!:,1~t, ti~~tf. ':ur:e~11i~fif~r0 ~1!~efi;!~iti~rm~"; 
kavo a perfect reeollection of the very seat we occupied while perusing it. So vivid wna the impre86ion that. like th, 
~~~~~
01i'foe; ~(::! tl~;rr:a:t°!1i~c~n':ter/~:e!h.1~a y~cl~1:v~(i6~fi~:!~~ ~~:p;e:!~;' i:~~::.e;~an~r a~tir~a~!, ~= 
kDO'# Dot, nor do WC Wl8h tO knoW1 Jest ~e might Cblitu!b that bl,:~ fi1C{UTe gaJlery Of OUU1 Which has 9erve<l UI as~ ?9-
IO~,r~i:r."~e~~n~·hi:~~a:: ~!1~e~'.:~~icib1i :i~~h,::eo r:~~lu~:r...:~ ~ ~~rf!dlf,;• ~rlr~~~h g~1J:11~~~·~:.11~~t~ 
1. portion of hi.a o.wn ex~ence into every charactrr. ·ro the old parson's s~n ht auign1 the pe;-leatrian iour-to Burchell hi• 
::no~~\·e~rut:~1~ 11b~~ ~l~d~oo!~~'th~~g:, o:i~;h~ui!\e~!i.he dramat16 f)U60na-in each Ont an occ:\Sioual &limp&e d 
.;'J;~~ ~~ ii!\~ il~, ':n-:t~~~~femr~~!:~r~~~eg~~~:!i:ta;;~ h:~lid~n tb~ro&!i~~1h~~-:::t~ret iind4~~l ':; 
urortu\ate Gol~ 0 -s«.Qlllkl.\ Rqubliec,i. ' ,. 1 
22 Juvenile Books. 
WORKS FOR THE YOUNG. 
A LIBRARY FOR MY YOUNG COUNTRYMEN. 
This Library is confided to the editorial care of one of the most successful writers of the day, and 
commends itsf>lf as pre!'entitt.g to the rea.(len -0f this C.OUGlry a co.llection of books, r.hrntly confined to 
Amcrioau suUjects of historical intetest. 
The youug reader, ~·ho ie U1tere~ted _in. tales and stor,ie! of advent.ore., wjl~ fim! ii) these volumes l:'JJ 
the ine'id,mt o.nd daring of th.e most thnllmg romance, while they wrll COnlam truthful records 11f hu5• 
totical truths. 
A1J this entcrpn"se is let\ to the entire care or the editoi:, whe will admit none but. the best and most 
nseful book~; it is beUeved th.ey will better deserve the ptttronf-ge o( the public, thau most coli('ctions 
left t., the. sp~oulatio11 of publishers. . 
They p1edg0 themselves that .no pt\ins shall be spared tp make this eoUoct~on_more reaU? vah10~Je 
than anv yet published, to be pnntell on good paper, clear ty,e; and strcmgbuld~g, embelhahed with 
plates, itnd offered a.t the Vttf low price- of87t cents per voltt.me. 
TM following volumu are now ready. 
THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF HENRY HUDSON. By the author of " Uncle 
Philip's," h Virgittia," &c. 
ADVENTURES OF OAFTAIN JOHN SMITH; Founder of Virglnia. By the author of 
'' Henry Hudson," &c. 
DA WNINGS OF GENIUS. By Anne Pratt, author of" Flowen and their Associations," ••· 
LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF HEB.MAN CORTES. By the author of tho "Adventure• of 
Captain John Smith," &c. 
ll:r Several other volumes are in ifl\medio.te preparation. 
EVENINGS WITH THE CHRONICLERS; 
Or Uncle Rupert's Tales of Chivalry, By R. M. Evans. With many Illustrations. I vol. 16mo,. 
elegantly bound. $0 7~ . 
. ~· !~:=:~~~~~;~ beft0 ~i:~~~.•~eOJo~ ~hlo::~11~:'h~~~;';e~e:~ ~u~::, eaa~/~!~i~.~rcet-':da~fn~0tl~;;l~e;, ;'i:! 
Knirhu and Sq111re1 o( feuda.l warfare. The true ven1on of the• Chevr Chase,' the exploit• o( the stout ani.l 1talwut 
W11.~rion of England, 8cot1Dod and Germany. Joa w'?rd, it ia.an &ttract1?e book, antlr~n~ered more ao lo young readen 
!le:ere;1~~e~fin~~~v~lt!~~:~1fil'tt"~~~\~1boeg7:i:1:od~~~~i1t:~:1;~:~~~d~l~~sr:.;o~e:~~;r;~~~ pa;:,rit!treir.:1:1:itrt 
a:pectm nlualilc. "-Cquriw ~ Enquirer. 
THE HISTORY OF JOAN OF ARC. 
By R. M. Evans, author of" Evening• with the Chroniclers," with twenty-four eltgant illustrations. 
I vol. 16mo. Extra gilt. $0 75 . 
.. The incidl'nt upon which thi• work I• rouncled, ia one of the most iotereatini and re:l'Rathble that history hu pre· 
::r::: :i~·:;ll, '1:1odt :rri~:1 o~ir~ ~':~h~~~~t!~~~tlj!d cf ,1;::,h~~~l~~~~~e~r :r:!~ti::rj:;1~:rh::~nd~e ... ~1;tJt11:::~ 
er,:;y of character that ma.de her tbr ,ome time the terror orone nation and the priJe of another, we 1hould ha,ve pronounc· 
ed 1rnpouihl~, if a well-authenticated record of the f11.ct had not come down to ua. In the work before u11 we ban not 
:.~~ru;":~~~~~r~r'thf ~i,:~r:i~htr.;[ ~·~ii:t~':ib~~ !!~1[~g\:~11l~i1~J Fr~!~18a::i~r~:e !'i~~tu~~: .~~~:r:t!~~~e;., tt~~ :a~":tt~ 
~~.cw: j~~:t ~~~n w~~:t e:~~?si~!l~~i;1rr':;~~1d~~~~hi~gu~~~li~~ei '!:;~eiou ~!~n!r~:~~ssi',~t1:~~m0i~!~i~,!i~~rah!/~~~~i~ 
qualities, or scarcely fcpresi, your teiu• in view of her iguomuuous entl. To the 1outbful nJlder we heartily recommend 
t.hia volume." -AlMny :Adon1uer. 
SPRING AND SUMMER. 
Tb• Javenile Naturalilt; or Walk• in the Country. By the Rev. B. H. Draper. A beautiful Yo\-
um•, with nearly tift)'. plates. I vol. square, handsomely bound. $0 60, 
O Here we have a charming volume for children more advanced-in whic.h the change ,f the sea· 
suns are made to minister )nstruction, atid the common phenomena of animal and vegetable li(•, of 
atqrnspheric pressure, &c.'~ily seen, and daily unheeded-are ~o-reeab!y and satisfactorily ex-
plained; wood cuts in abundance add their attractions."-N. Y • .A.n1eric11n. 
AUTUMN AND WINTER. 
The Jn,enile Naturalist; or Walke in the Country. By the Rev. B. H. l>raper. ),.. beautiful -.ol 
ume, with m~ny plateil uniform with h Spring and Surbmer." $0 t'x).. 
'' This elegant volume is well calculated to be of Ber•ice to children in gil'ingthem some know]ed,e 
of natural l\jstory, of field and home occupations in autumn and winter, the manners and customs of 
diffeTent. nations, the structure of man, &c. It is by the Re•. R. II. Draper, and is wtit;en m the fa· 
miliar atyte of conversation. Numerous ~ppropriate wood cuts illustrate the text."-l'hila. CAr<nticu 
